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For an optimum design of the man-machine interface with 
aircraft, a description of the interaction and work organization 
of the cockpit crew is needed in addition to an analytical descrip-
tion of the operations of the pilots. 
The work organization for pilots in civil transport aircraft 
is specified in crew-concepts which are generally developed 
empirically a~d checked. 
The goal of the project is to develop a system-theoretical 
procedure to permit an evaluation of the work organization of 
pilots while structuring the work process. 
The requirements of work organization are worked out which 
result from the influences on the cooperation of small work groups. 
The fundamental structures of present crew concepts are then com-
pared to these requirements. 
Besides the preparation of basic procedures to develop a 
method of evaluation, existing descriptive forms for illustrating 
action sequences and decision-making processes are checked for 
their applicability to the evaluation process. From this, a rule 
is developed for describing the work sequence in the cockpit. 
To simulate sequences of pilot actions on the computer, 
statistical data is needed which can be obtained from tests on 
the flight simulator. Investigations of computer simulation and 
a discussion of their applicability for evaluating crew concepts 
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1. Introduction 
In addition to the work division between man and macnlne, the 
workspace and work process structure are important considerations 
in the design of a man-machine system. If several operators are 
included in the work process, then organizational guidelines are 
usually specified to support a smooth, safe and effective flow of 
work. For instance, in the area of civil aviation, the tasks of 
a cockpit crew are specified by so-called crew concepts. They 
contain the allocations of tasks and responsibilities and guide-
lines for communication within the crew and specifications for 
individual action-sequences (procedures). 
r vli th the design· of new aircraft cockpits and the incorpora-
tion of new cockpit systems, the work division between pilot and 
aircraft is generally changed, so that a change in the wo=k pro-
cesses and thus in the crew concepts become necessary. 
The coming aircraft generation will be distinguished by 
far-reaching changes and expansions of cockpit systems /13, 37, 48/. 
The increasing requirements of economy, flight-control accuracy 
and aircraft safety will be met in the cockpit area through digital-
ization.of systems, increasea use of on-board computers and a 
reduction in the cockpit crew /2, 4, 5, 12, 28, 43, 49/. In this 
case, new technologies will come into use, especially in the area 
of display-control elements /37, 39, 48/. The technical and 
operational changes will affect and activity or task-range of 
the pilots. 
Besides their new role as system manager, the pilots will 
be assigned additional tasks if the crew size is reduced. 
Thus the division of tasks and responsibilities within the 
crew will have to be re-designed. 
Thus, a method of evaluation is needed which will permit a 
check during the aircraft development stage, of the proposed cock-
pit design and of desired procedures to determine the capabilities 
and safety of the selected work organization. 
*Numbers in the margin refer to pagination in the foreign text. 
1 
/1* 
~ The work organization of rhe cockpit crew of civil transport /2 
aircraft has been developed empirically. Checking of the capabil-
ities and safety of the concepts was performed under the assump-
tion of normative pilot behavior. Investigations of aircraft 
accidents have shown however, the concepts defined in this manner 
can still lead to strings of incorrect actions and to an overload 
of the pilot /25, 26, 47/. 
The method of evaluation under development should check the 
work organization of cockpit crews of civil transport airc~aft 
with regard to their capabilities and safety. In particular, 
time task-pileup and conflict situations should be recognized 
and the work load of the individual crew members should be deter-
mined. Furthermore, the safety limits of the crew concepts 
should be determined for non-normative pilot behavior. 
The procedure for developing an evaluation method is presented 
in fig. 1. The method will first be evolved for a representative 
example and finally it will be applied in a larger framework for 
its applicability to existing crew concepts and validated. Selec-
tion of a crew concept and of a flight task for the example, 
is followed by a task analysis of the pilot actions to be ?erformed 
in the example. . 
Development of the evaluation method is organized into two 
phases. First, the selection and testing of decision-making forms 
in order to present crew actions on the computer for the selected 
example. After its completion, the descriptive forms shall be 
used as a working means for the evaluation process in order allow 
a check of the action-sequences and events in the cockpit based 
on a Monte-Carlo simulation. 
The descriptive forms shall be used to simulate action sequences 
and decision-making processes. Reference will be made to existing 
theorems for illustration of such activities, from which the 
theorems used for the evaluation method will be selected or worked 
out. 
In order to check the capability and reliability of the /3 
selected theorems, a simulation of crew activities is performed 
on the computer. Statistical data on the reaction and manipula-
tions times for the individual pilot tasks will be needed for 
this. This statistical data can be obtained from measurements 
on a flight simulator. 
The tests on the flight simulator pertain to the flight task 
and crew concept selected for the example. They also serve for 
determination of the statistical data for a determination of the 
work sequences in the cockpi t, which are to be compared "ii th the 
computer-simulated work sequence. 
r Results are expected from this comparison which will lead 
to a modification and improvement of the selected descriptive forms. 
2 
In the second phase of the proposal, an evaluation method 
will be developed from the existing, descriptive theorem. This 
includes first the development of evaluation criteria, the poten-
tial conflict situations, overloads on individual crew meITbers 
and recognition of danger situations. The descriptive forms 
to simulate the action sequences are predicated upon quantitative 
specification of evaluation criteria. 
The computer simulation prepared in the first phase 0= the 
outline initially provides only for a description of activities 
inside the cockpit. But to view the entire process, the mutual 
interactions of cre,.; members and of the flight control process 
must be taken into account. In order to be able in principle to 
account for all possible events during the flight for an evaluation 
of the work organization, a corresponding, extensive t~st program 
muct bp provided for the computer simulation. 
Information is expected on the applicability of the method as 
an aid in the design of crew concepts and in the evaluation of 
the effects of non-normative pilot behavior on the work process. 
2. 'Specification of Cooperation of Cockpit Crews Through Crew 
Concepts 
An efficient and reliable execution of flight tasks is predi-
ca ted on an effecti ve work performance of the cockpit cre,.;. The 
cooperation and capability of the crew is determined by the systems 
available in the cockpit, the level of automation, legal and opera-
tional specifications. In addition, the individual capa~ility 
of pilots and the work organization in the cockpit will affect the 
work performance of the entire flight team (see fig. 2.1)/25, 38/. 
By changing these parameters, an increase in the work per-
formance and an increase in the safety of the entire system can 
be achieved. 
Therefore an attempt was made to draw conclusions from 
accident investigations which would lead to actions for improv-
ing the capability and reliability of the crew. Furthermore, 
the potentials to improve cooperation with pilots were discussed 
/20, 26, 40/. It was found that possible solutions, like train-
ing, standardization, regulation and development of procedures do 
contribute to safe work and performance of the individual pilots, 
but have little effect on cooperation of pilots and on effective-
ness of crew actions /25/. The individual work performance of 
the individual cre,,; member contributes only to a slight extent to 
the performance of the entire team /22/. Therefore, a change 
in the task structure of the pilots and the development of precise, 
standardized crew-responsibility criteria is proposed /25/~ 
This led to the development of "lOrk organizations for the 
crew which are summarized into so-called crew concepts. Aspects 
to be taken into account in the development and revision of such 
concepts are presented below. Next, an overview of the basic 





~. From this, the considerations needed to evaluate crew concepts 
are worked out a~d the requirements of an evaluative method are 
specified. 
2.1 Influences on Cooperation Among Pilots 
A smooth cooperation of the pilots is a fundamental prere-
quisite for the safe completion of the mission, especially in 
operating phases having a high task-de~sity. The increasing 
transport density, complicated flight safety regulations and 
noise-reducing a?proach and departure methods place high demands 
on the flight accuracy of the aircraft and thus on the capability 
of the cockpit crew. with the introduction of new navigation 
aids, like e.g. the MLS, curved and variable approach paths will 
further increase demands on the pilots. 
The number of tasks to be performed by the pilots requires 
a precise coordi~ation of their activities. This coordination 
must take place Nithin the crew and between ground requirements 
and environmental events to harmonize with the work process in 
the cockpit. In order to assure the safety of the system, this 
coordination may not overwork the pilot, but must be clearly 
specified. 
In /25/ reasons for an ineffective crew performance are given 
which lead to near-misses or accidents. These are primarily 
problems affecting the role and relations of the pilots, problems 
due to changing tasks, division of execution and responsibility 
for actions and the indifference of crew members to regulations. 
Thus, in the work organization of the cockpit crew, the work 
division, allocation of responsibility and basic rules of communi-
cation between pilots must be specified. The capability of the 
crew is greatly affected by this work organization. 
In the development of work organizations the influences on 
this pilot cooperation and on the crew capability must be taken 
into consideration first. 
A basis for a high-performance work of the pilot team is an 
optimum cooperation between man and machine. Ergonomic and 
anthropotechnical considerations, like cockpit architecture, design 
of display and control systems and level of automation, must be 
taken into account. 
In addition, operational and personal considerations, and 
the properties and relations of the particular tasks are per-
tinent to pilot cooperation. 
In /22/ an overview is given of the important parameters 
affecting the cooperation of several men in a working team and 
the effectiveness of that team. 
A team or crew is defined as a well-organized and a well-
structured working group subject to relatively formal action-
sequences. This definition also applies to the cockpit crew of 




-the number of crew members 
-the crew organization 
-cooperation and 
-composition of crew members. 
2.1.1 Number of Pilots, 
The number of crew members affects the potential organization 
and cooperation. As the number increases, a coordination of 
actions is impeded /22/. For smaller groups, like e.g. in the 
cockpit, the size of the crew is deter~ined primarily by the 
properties and structure of the tasks to be performed. 
The cockpit design is also important here. Through local 
allocation of cockpit systems, allocation of tasks to crew 
members can already be specified and thus the work organization 
is affected. A relatively large number of crew members also 
causes a local separation in the cockpit. Thus, the pilots can 
get an overview of the entire available information. Further-
more, the mutual monitoring of crew members is impeded and the 
redundance and safety of the system is reduced. For instance, 
in a 3-man crew of standard arrangement in the cockpit, a mutual 
monito~ing of the pilots and monitoring of the pilots by the flight 
engineer will occur. But the pilot is not able to monitor the 
flight engineer /26/. /7 
If the cre\\' size is reduced, the ?ilots will have to take 
on more tasks, but communication and monitoring problems will 
be simpler /16/. An excessive work load on the pilots must be 
counteracted by a higher level of auto~ation of cockpit systems. 
This can be done e.g. by development of intelligent warning and 
control systems. With a reduction of the crew there will be 
less space available for installation of display and control 
elements, due to the action-space of the pilots and this will 
require a redesign of the cockpit and of its systems. The 
increase in the effectiveness of crew ?erformance and economy 
of aircraft leads to the specification of the so-called Minimum 
Operating Crew. For example, in spite of the high development 
costs, efforts are underway aimed at a 2-man crew in future 
commercial aircraft in order to reduce direct operating costs /49/. 
The specification of the Minimum Operating Crew must be 
taken into aCCOQ~t right in the aircraft proposal stage. It is 
directly related to the development of the work organization of 
the pilots since both are needed to check the safety of the 
overall system via activity analyses, time and motion studies and 
stress measurements. Through the establishment of the minimum. 
operating crew, the composition and placement of cockpit systems 
is also affected which can cause an 'a priori' specification of 
the crew work division. The number of crew members and the 
~ resulting spatial distribution in the cockpit directly affects 
the potentials for communication and monitoring guidelines to 
be specified in the work organization. 
2.1.2 Work Organization 
The organization of the crew members describes the relations 
between the tasks or activities to be performed, and the opera-
tors /22/. Included heiein is the specification of responsibil-
ities of the individual crew members for individual tasks or 
activities and the responsibility for correct execution of said 
tasks. 
Knowledge of the organization of a working group permits a 
quantitative prediction of the work pe~formance of the group, 
provided the particular tasks and task-relations are also known /22/. 
The work of the pilots and the pe~formance of the crew is /8 
determined primarily by the specifications from the organization 
of the crew. An effective, safety-pro~oting work of the crew 
can only exist when the regulations of the work organization are 
followed, when they provide clear inst~uctions for all situations 
and do not overload the pilots. 
A non-normative behavior of the c~ew can be attributed to 
excessi ve workloads on individual cre," members, to the indiff-
erence of the pilots to regulations and ambiguity in task alloca-
tion. Such ambiguities appear especially when activities and 
responsibilities are assigned to different crew members, e.g. 
-for command responsibility of the pilot when the co-pilot is 
flying, or . 
-for the responsibility of the flight engineer when the pilot 
deviates from prescribed procedures /25, 47/. 
In addition, a non-normative behavior of the pilots is 
expected when danger situations occur which cannot be countered 
by following acceptable procedures /18/. There can be two reasons 
for this relative to the crew organization. 
First, the work organization can have caused the emergency 
situation through ineffective monitoring guidelines and absence 
of redundance leading to several incorrect subtasks, and by not 
providing clear instructions for the emergency situation. 
Second, the work organization can prevent a timely solution 
to the problem before occurrance of the emergency situation through 
stringent regulations and a lack of flexibility. 
The flexibility of crew members in following the work organ-
ization is viewed as very important for normal situations /22/. 
It allows non-normative sUb-actions to be corrected quickly within 
the normal, normative procedures. 
In addition, a too stringent work organization in normal 
situations would increase the probability of pilots not following 
the regulations /22/. But in emergency situations a strict and 
very accurately defined work organization is needed since one 
generally cannot expect the pilot to get an overview of the precise 
extent of the error in the very little available time and to be 
6 
able to select the correct reaction. 
2.1.3 Cooperation of Crew Members 
The cooperation of group members is the most important 
characteristic distinguishing a working group, crew or team from 
a group of individual operators /22/. This cooperation includes 
all interactions between crew members, mutual information, coordina-
tion and joint or coordinated action. Whereas the coordination 
of actions is governed primarily by the work organization (see 
sec. 2.2), information and communication are the parameters under 
consideration here which affect the capability of the team. 
Often a working group is described as having particularly 
good cooperation based on their capability, and additional, 
not-precisely de:ined properties of the group members are in-
cluded in this concept. The concept 0: cooperation should thus 
explain the phenomenon that certain \vorking groups are more 
capable than other groups under the sa~e communications guidelines 
and the same work division. The reaso~s for this could be called 
"motivation," "better understanding of group members for each 
other" or "better adaptivity of members to the group." 
But these cannot be clearly defined and are usually indiv-
idually founded factors which subtract from a systematic and 
general regulation by specifications or training procedures. 
The systematic influencing of the capability of a crew by 
improving the cooperation is thus possible through the regulation 
of communication and information guidelines. 
This regulation is all the more needed, the more the tasks 
of the crew members depend on each other by content or time. 
The simultaneous, direct influence of the flight process by the 
pilots requires an extensive, mutual i~formation. A sufficient 
safety can only be obtained when each pilot is informed not only 
about the entire system status, but also about the activities 
and intentions of the other crew members. 
/9 
For a secure transmission of usually verbal information in /10 
the cockpit, redundant communication g~idelines are needed. Since 
the work division of the pilots and the division of responsibilities 
are variable in many cases and can be exchanged by the pilots, 
unequivocal guidelines and transferral specifications are needed. 
The communication guidelines should make sure that they permit 
not only contentually unique and redundant information flow, but 
also cover any occurring misunderstandings and inattentiveness of 
crew members \'lhich may yet occur. 
2.1.4 Composition of Working Groups 
The composition of working groups differs e.g. by sex, age, 
race, ability, education, experience a~d personality of the in-
dividual crew members, and by the type and distribution of these 
characteristics within the team. In addition, there are factors 
7 
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arising from the time-duration or stability of such compositions 
/22/. 
The influence of these parameters has evolved over the years 
particularly with regard to the composition of older, more 
experienced aircraft pilots with young, newly-trained copilots 
and has been recognized as a safety hazard /44/. It was also 
superimposed by a role misunderstanding of many, older air 
captains /45/. The influence of such individual parameters on 
the capability of the crew must be suppressed by appropriate 
schooling and attitude training of the pilots since the work 
schedules and rotation regulations constantly cause a change in 
the composition of the flight crews, particularly in large air-
line companys. 7he individual characteristics of the pilots 
must therefore be suppressed in favor of interchangeability and 
in favor of a uniform capability in each team composition. 
2.2 Overview of the Structure of Present Crew Concepts 
The role assignment of pilots in the cockpits of civilian 
transport aircraft has been subjected to a severe change in recent 
years. Whereas before the command of the aircraft was solely in 
the hands of the flight captain, and co-pilot and flight engineer 
were relegated to the role of "hand-extenders," efforts today 
are aimed at a uniform distribution of tasks and responsibilities 
in the cockpit /44/. 
Such a distribution is necessary since the number of tasks 
for efficient and safe operation of the aircraft, the complexity 
of modern on-board systems and the requirements of flight accuracy 
will overload the work capacity of a single pilot. 
Detailed flight accident investigations and stress studies 
indicate rather, that a uniform distribution of the workload to 
the entire crew in all flight phases, standardized distribution of 
responsibilities and precise specification of relations between 
the crew members are absolute requirements for the safe operation 
of the aircraft /29, 40/. Furthermore, optimum procedures, 
a coordination of crew actions and well-structured checklists 
are viewed as necessary to maintain safety /26/. 
The new role distribution resulti~g in the cockpit provides 
for the coordinated cooperation of cre~'i members with equal rights 
/30/. It presumes that all crew members are aware of the entire 
sequence of the flight command process at all times of the flight 
/26, 45/. Furthermore, each crew member is also required to 
perform his own ",>lOrk and monitor the actions of the other crew 
members and to report any striking abnormality in the system /45/. 
Mutual monitoring of flight captain and copilot is considered 
unproblematic, since both are busy in close cooperation with the 
same tasks of aircraft command. But the implementation of mon-
itoring of the flight engineer by the pilots is more difficult 
8 
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since the former is busy with other tasks and usually sits behind 
the pilot. The monitoring of the flight engineer by a pilot 
means that the pilot must simultaneously leave his field of effort 
/26/. 
A coordination of crew activities should also prevent a 
series of situations recognized as potential sources of accident. 
For example, at all times at least one pilot should observe 
the most important aircraft status readings. Both pilots thus 
should never perform tasks simultaneously which divert them from 
aircraft command /40/. Possible solutions to improve the work 
performance and safety in the cockpit are the definition of 
work organizations with work division, communication and coordina-
tion guidelines and training on flight simulators specifically 
for pilot cooperation. 
concepts for tasks and roles of crew members currently pre-
vailing in the air transport companys generally provide for 
two parallel structures in the cockpit: 
the so-called "coITh"TIand-line" and the "functional-line." The 
functional-line assigns the crew me~bers to their position in the 
cockpit. They are generally designated as CMl, CM2 and C~3 (CM = 
crew member), with positions 
CMl: front left 
~ CM2: front right 
r 
CM3: rear (on system panel) . 
The command-line is defined as: 
Captain (pilot in command = PIC), First Officer, System Officer /1/. 
The pilot in command bears responsibility for command of 
the entire mission and coordinates the work sequence in the cockpit, 
regardless of the sometimes alternating action-responsibility 
for individual tasks. The allocation of tasks to the individual 
crew members differs for the pilot flying (PF) and the pilot not 
flying (PNF). The roles of the PF and PNF are interchangeable 
between CMI and CM2 /44/. 
The goal of this division is to assure full use of a pilot 
for the primary task of flight command /10/. The precise assign-
ment of individual tasks and activities to the roles of PF and PNF 
are different for each aircraft type and in every airline company. 
In addition, the various guidelines of the company instruct the 
pilots in a corresponding allocation of roles of the PF and PNF 
to the positions CHI and CM2 for different flight phases. For 
the assignment of individual activities to the areas of respon-
sibility of the PF and PNF, an analysis of all tasks performed 
in the various flight phases and their breakdown into "specific 
behavioral objectives" is available /45/. "SBOs" represent 
attainable task-goals through precisely defined conduct and 
specified activities. These activities can finally be assigned 




The resulting, general work divisions are presented in the 
tables in figures 2.2 and 2.3. The precise assignment of individual 
tasks to the cre;·; members is found in the appropriate handbooks 
/6, 10, 11/. 
The cockpit design of future transport aircraft is distin-
guished by extensive digitalization of systems, new technologies 
for display and control elements and by a desired reduction in 
the cockpit crew /48/. If the flight engineer remains in the cock-
pit, a change in his seated position \\"ith a view forward (FFC--
forward facing cockpit) is suggested /12/. The systems observed 
by him will be integrated into the front panels or into the over-
head panel. 
Whereas a better, mutual monitoring of crew members will 
be achieved compared to the existing arrangement in the cockpit, 
the newly developed on-board computer systems represent a work 
capacity which could permit a reduction to the two-man crew /12/~ 
The safety and reliability of both concepts will have to be 
demonstrated by a differentiated investigation of the procedures 
developed for them. In addition, the effects of the ne\.; technology 
on the workload on the pilots and on the entire work process will 
have to be taken into account. 
The statements of various airline companys on the structure 
of the work of G~eir pilots in operational aircraft are based 
on the same prerequisites, but differ in the method of their 
evolution. For example, the work division resulting from the crew 
concepts is described in detail in the flight operations hand-
books /6, 10/, a presentation of the principles underlying the 
work organization has only been found in /1/. 
In /27/ there is an overview of the approach method specified 
for US airline companys with reference to the pertinent crew-
coordination concepts. 
The goal of the work organization is a clear and balanced 
distribution of tasks to the members of the cockpit Cre\·l. 
In order to promote an orderly cooperation, mutual monitoring 
and support of crew members, in /10/ guidelines are presented for 
communication of pilots and for delegation of tasks, in addition 
to the work division presented in fig. 2.3. 
since the pilot flying assumed direct command of the air-
craft, the pilot not flying will have to do all additional, 
needed switching tasks after being requested to do so by the PF. 
While the PF performs the control of the aircraft and the thrust 
control, the PNF upon instruction, must set the flaps and spoiler, 
lower the landing gear and select radio speech and radio naviga-
tion frequencies. 
The delegation of such tasks is subjected in /10/ to a form-
alism which is to assure the timely and proper execution. 
10 
/14 
with a verbal confirmation of a request, the assigned crew 
member assumes responsibility for execu~ion of this task. He 
is thus obligatec to perform the action and to check the success 
of the action based on the appropriate indicators. Finally, a 
report is made that the task was completed. This confirmation 
requires the tasking member to check the action again /10/. The 
communication between pilots prescribec for the delegation of 
tasks thus provides for verbal confirmation and completion 
reports. This principle of two-way cOL~unication /44/ should assure 
that the tasked crew member completes ~he requested activities 
as "conscious ac~ion." This includes also a check of whether 
the required action can be performed under the particular system 
status. 
The introduced guidelines for work division, coordination 
and communicatio:l of crew members form a valuable frame,·mrk for 
a safe and capable cooperation in the cockpit. But the applica-
tion of these guidelines to the individual activities, flight 
phases and situations is decisive for the reliability of the 
system. 
In the transfer of crew concepts to the procedures for pilots 
using the example of the approach flight, four different principles 
are found in the literature (fig. 2.4) /1, 4, 27/. 
From the different distribution of responsibilities for 
actions and overall responsibility for the flight, conflict 
situations can develop. 
Besides the responsibility for the entire mission, the pilot 
in command has to make the decision on continuing the landing or 
performance of the "go around" procedure. The most important 
criterion for his decision, namely the identification of the run-
way, is provided by the copilot (principle 1). In another case 
he can perform this task entirely alone, but has no direct 
influence on flight command, since the copilot is flying the 
aircraft (principle 2). 
In addition, in both cases the pilot flying by instruments 
must switch to visual approach in the middle of his approach 
flight. Besides the adaptation to external visual conditions 
connected with this, the tendency of pilots to switch to visual 
approach as soon as possible exerts a dangerous influence /29/. 
On the other hand,conflict situations can arise when the 
copilot as PF guides the aircraft and recognizes that the PIC 
is making wrong or hazardous decisions. Here the action-respon-
sibility of the PF is opposed to the command responsibility of 
the PIC. 
The third principle attempts to go around these conflicts. 
But here the difficulty appears that the flight command task has 
to be transferred in the middle of the terminal approach which 
again requires an adaptation phase. 
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In principle 4, the transfer of aircraft command is taken 
into account. But here a continual flight implementation by 
instruments is assured beyond the landi~g decision. The parallel /16 
and equally-authorized decision authority for the landing decision 
can also lead to conflicts in connection with the overall re-
sponsibility of the PIC. The examples presented here pertain 
to manual aircraft command which is not used in most cases of 
normal flight performance, but is needed in system failures. 
3ut in the exceptional cases or emergency situations such con-· 
flicts have a particularly severe effect. 
In addition, in viewing the work organizations one must take 
into account that to prevent or recognize errors, checking 
tasks, confirmation and reporting methods have to be introduced. 
Failure to follow these procedures by the pilots or their lax 
execution in phases of higher workload could lead in chains to 
danger situations which are not recognized by the pilots in time. 
The emergency procedures minimized and strictly organized 
for emergency situations are only applicable to a few, precisely 
defined emergency situations. Therefore one must check whether 
the pilots can come out of dangerous situations without having 
to leave the normal, prescribed procedures. 
Emergency situations, wrong reactions and decisions occur 
generally due to pilot overload. This overload should be pre-
vented by a uniform task distribution defined in the work organ-
ization. 
The preparation of time budgets for the pilot actions is 
not sufficient for estimating their workload. Such time budgets 
do not point up individual, short task pile-ups which lead to 
load peaks. Such task pile-ups necessarily occur when the actions 
of crew members are interrupted by requests via radio or e.g. 
during the approach when clearance is changed and a new approach 
has to be prepared in the shortest time due to high traffic den-
sity. 
The procedure described in /45/ for development of work divi-
sion via SBOs and the prerequisites described in /1/ presume that 
a work organization is being proposed for an already existing 
cockpit. With the specified positions of display and control 
elements in the cockpit, certain allocations of tasks are spec-
ified 'a priori' without an optimization of the procedures being 
possible. A useful development of the work division for the 
pilots must be performed in connection ~,lith the cockpit proposal 
in order also to assure potential access to the positioning of 
cockpit elements. 
3. Selection of Descriptive Forms 
The cooperation of the pilots in the cockpit is affected by 
the specification of work organization with regard to work division, 
action sequences, coordination and communication of crew members. 
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But the crew concepts provide no guidelines about the type of 
implementation of individual tasks. From this result the require-
ments for descriptive forms to be used for the evaluation of 
work organizations. 
The descriptive forms must permit primarily the illustration 
of action sequences under consideration of specified guidelines 
on work division and coordination. Furthermore, they must be 
able to describe the effects of certain system states or actions 
on the work process of the pilots. Since the theorems to describe 
the work sequence in the cockpit are of prime importance for the 
evaluation method, the description and simulation of effects on 
the flight status and flight command process are not considered 
in this chapter. The description of effects of crew actions is 
only taken into account here when we are dealing with decision 
processes which directly affect the course of the work process 
in the cockpit. 
The previous development and evaluation of crew concepts 
takes place via time-line anayses which determine the workload 
on the pilot via the determination of time budgets, in addition to 
a detailed task analysis. 
The goal of the time-line analysis is to determine the work-
load on operators in complex man-machine systems and the capabil-
ity of the entire system /17/. The analysis provides for the 
determination of all execution times of task elements of the 
operators in order finally to compare by a simulation, the time 
span available for a specific mission with the time span needed 
for performance of that mission. The procedure and a program for 
implementation of time-line analysis are described in /23/ and 
/24/ for evaluation of the workload on pilots. 
The time-line analysis represents a very detailed investigation 
of the activities in the cockpit. With the precise breakdown of 
individual tasks down to individual motions of the pilot, the 
needed time can be determined very accurately. The influences on 
the work process of the pilot due to the crew concept are taken /18 
into account by the task analysis, provided they include the work 
division, individual, prescribed activities or relations. Account-
ing for the different times for individual actions is possible 
by a Monte Carlo simulation in the calculation of the individual 
functions /35/. The basis of the analysis is of a normative nature 
where adherence to guidelines by the pilot and maintenance of 
specified time frames is postulated. The results of the analysis 
indicate whether these prerequisites are fulfilled. The reasons 
for exceeding the max. permissible workload are not made visible 
however. 
Thus, chains of wrong actions of the pilot can lead to a 
suddenly occurring increase in demands and thus to pilot overload. 
Critical steps, decision-bearers or guidelines in the work organ-
ization which cause such danger situations are not recognized by 
an isolated consideration of time budgets. 
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In addition, the correct execution of the individual tasks is 
presumed in the analysis. Effects on the work process of the 
pilots resulting from an incorrect handling of individual tasks 
can also not be taken into account in the analysis. 
As an aid in the description and calculation of the ~ime 
profile of work processes, we have the waiting loop theory, in 
addition to the time-line analysis. 
The fundamentals needed for analysis and calculation of 
the load on waiting loop systems are presented in /15, 19, 21, 33, 
46/. Whereas an analytical solution is possible when considering 
simple systems, to obtain numerical solutions to complex systems, 
use of the Monte-Carlo simulation is suggested /33/. The basic 
procedure for simulation of waiting loop systems and program 
examples is explained in /46/. The equations for modeling and 
description of manipulation processes with the waiting loop theory 
are concentrated in the area of man-machine systems on mo~itoring 
tasks and man-machine cooperation. 
The suggestion to describe the man-machine interaction by 
a waiting loop theory /31/ represents a relevant starting point 
of the evaluation method to be developed here. Proceeding from 
the modified requirements of men in modern systems of aircraft 
command, the modelling of man collaberating with intelligent /19 
computers was evolved /8, 9, 32, 41/. The complex task-situation 
for man is reinforced by the example of the flight management 
task. 
In /8/ the extent to which a variable task distribution 
~dapted to the workload on the pilot) can be achieved beholeen 
the computer and pilot, is investigated to see how it will con-
tribute to the performance of the e~tire system. The coo?eration 
of man and computer was modelled by means of waiting loop theory 
and theory applicability was demonstrated for the flight manage-
ment task /8, 41/. 
The model is suggested for determination of the workload on 
pilots /8/. Compared to the results from the time-line analysis, 
the operating-theoretical view offers additional results through 
the possibility of flexible presentation of time-variant ?rior-
ities in the operating process and by allowing an expansion to 
several operations /9/. Also, a calculation of the time ~orkload 
on the pilot is possible not only as in the time-line analysis, but 
also an indirect determination of the workload via the length of 
the waiting loops /9/. 
The results developed in the described work permit a definite 
conclusion about the applicability of the operating theory for 
modelling the cooperation of the pilots. Thus, for the evaluation 
method under development a theorem ;·ras suggested which puts the 
description of the work process in the cockpit into a wai~ing 
loop model with 2 operators (pilots) with parallel waiting loops. 
The tasks to be performed by the pilots appear as custome=s in 
the operating system. The theorem is described in sec. 3.1. 
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For a description of crew concepts, besides a description 
of the action sequence, the pilot decisions relevant to the work 
process must be taken into account. Any non-normative decisions 
should also be taken into account. 
The theory of indefinite sets provides the possibility for 
presentation of imprecise statements with mathematic aids. Its 
fundamental definitions are presented in /51/. 
The imprecise representation of verbal statements and the 
modification of evaluation criteria through additional subjective 
estimations are fundamental properties of human decision-making. 
Thus the Fuzzy Set Theory may describe and analyze human decision-
making processes. Appropriate laws are presented in /3, 42, 50, 
52/. They sometimes proceed from different structures for 
presentation of decision-making. 
The equation presented in /50/ describes the decision- /20 
making bv means of a matrix of evaluation numbers. The matrix 
element Bij (0' 3ij <1) indicates the extent to which a possible 
alternative A. fulfills a certain evaluation criterion Cj. 
Different-str~ngth influenc~s of criteria and relations of criteria 
to each other can be taken into account. The evaluation numbers 
~i are considered as imprecise companion values. The determination 
of the best alternative is done via a min-max determination in 
accord with the rules of the Fuzzy Set Theory. 
~ The decisions to be made by the pilots shall be described 
in the computer simulation of the evaluation method to be developed 
for crew concepts. The structure 0= these decision-tasks is 
relatively specified by the alternatives and criteria described 
in the flight handbooks. An analysis corresponding to the theorem 
of /42/ by using decision-making trees would require measurement of 
all evaluation and probability functions, which practically could 
only'be performed via pilot questionnaires which would lead to 
incorrect results. Therefore, for the analysis and description 
of the decision tasks we refer back to a form corresponding to 
that in /50/. The number of functions to be measured is reduced 
to the number of specified criteria. Whereas in the matrix only 
the specified and measurable criteria are taken into account, it 
seems useful to combine the subjective criteria of the pilot in 
the imprecise evaluation quantity B ... 
"I( 
The equation is presented in detail in sec. 3.2. 
3.1 Waiting Loop Model to Simulate Action Sequences in the Cockpit 
A waiting loop system was selected to describe the action 
sequences of pilots on the computer; it is illustrated in fig. 3.1. 
The system contains 2 parallel processing channels whose operators 
represent the two pilots in the cockpit. "Customers" or process-
ing units of the system represent the tasks or activities to be 
performed by the pilots. In a~oord with the properties of these 
tasks, they are assigned into task classes and placed into a 
supply file. The supply file contains all possible actions of the 
pilots during the flight phase. The tasks appear in the crew 
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system in accord with a specified time distribution; they are 
allocated to processing channels in accord with the 
work division of the pilots specified in the crew concept and 
are processed by the pilot or copilot. 
If the pilot is busy with a task upon arrival of another task, 
a waiting loop forms. Once a task has been processed or an action 
performed, it leaves the crew system. Multiple-occurring tasks 
return to the supply file; final, completed tasks or one-time 
actions leave the cycle. 
The effects of implementation of tasks on the flight command 
process and the processing status of tasks are determined in an 
information system and stored. 
To determine the capability of the waiting loop system, we 
need to know the frequency and processing rate for the tasks to 
be handled. To apply the waiting loop model to the work process 
of a cockpit crew, the conditions 0= the flight command process 
have to be transferred to the functional mechanism of the waiting 
loop model. The parameters of the waiting loop system to be 
defined are as~umed to be time-invariant within an operating phase. 
In the definition of input parameters for the waiting loop 
system, functional and process-sequence parameters are differ-
entiated (fig. 3.2). The function-specific parameters determine 
the allocation of tasks to the processing channels, the urgency of 
their processing and their time dependence on other tasks or events 
of the flight command process. These parameters can be found in 
the crew concepts and flight handbooks. 
By the task-type, we mean the allocation of a task to a /22 
processing channel in accord with the work division of the pilots 
specified in the crew concept. This takes into account that 
certain tasks can be performed by both crew members and assumes 
that the less busy pilot will perform the task. In this case, 
the lenght of the waiting loops is used as a measure for the 
workload on the pilots. 
The task-dependence tells the causal sequence in which cer-
tain tasks can appear. It thus permits e.g. the entry of a task 
into the crew system only on the condition that other tasks 
have already been completed or certain system states have been 
reached. 
The service discipline of the waiting loop system determines 
the sequence in which the appearing tasks are worked off. Three 
disciplines can be selected: 
-first-come-first-served 
-last-come-first-served 
r -absolute priority. 
Thus it is possible to rank certain task priorities over 
other tasks, so that upon entry to the crew system, it will be 
worked off first. 
, ,. 
Tasks with highest priority and special urgency are taken 
over by the pilot for execution immediately after their arrival, 
whereas the task being processed to this time is pushed back 
into the waiting loop. 
The sequence-specific parameters represent characteristic 
quantities for the arrival and processing times of the tasks. 
When using the model in a Monte-Carlo simulation, distri-
bution functions (form and parameters) are to be specified for 
the arrival times and processing time of" each task. 
Furthermore, the definition of the maximum number of task 
arrivals in the operating phases is needed. If one-time arriving 
tasks cannot be clearly assigned to a certain operating phase, 
then their arrival probability must be taken into account in the 
individual operating phases. 
With regard to the sequence of a flight command process, 
information is needed on the arrival times of individual events 
(e.g. timepoint of overflight of outer marker) and the duration 
of operating phases for consideration in the waiting loop system. 
The sequence-specific parameters were obtained from a measurement 
series run on a flight simulator. The determination of all 
parameters needed for simulation of crew activities on the com-
puter is described in detail in sec. 4. 
3.2 Simulation of Decision-Making ?rocesses in the Cockpit 
A rule was developed from the =uzzy Set theory for simula-
tion of decision-making processes in the cockpit. This rule 
is applied to the example of decision-making on continuance or 
termination of landing in terminal approach flight. 
In this case the pilot's task is to identify visually the 
approached runway before reaching minimum height. If the runway 
is identified, the approach can be continued. If it is not visible, 
the pilots must decide to implement the wrong-approach procedure 
no later than after reaching the minimum altitude. The objective 
criteria for this decision are the visibility or identifiability 
of the runway and the altitude of the aircraft with respect to 
the minimum altitude. 
The decision-making process can be illustrated in the form 
of a matrix as in fig. 3.3. The alternatives "land" or "go 
around" are evaluated with regard to the named criteria of 
"vision" and "altitude." The decision is made on the basis of a 
comparison of the evaluation numbers. 
But since this is a decision-making human process, the 
evaluation factors are not measurable. In addition, it must be 
assumed that man will perform the evaluation of criteria based 
on a subjective estimation of the approach situation and will 
also use other, subjective criteria for his decision. The type 
and evaluation of such criteria likewise cannot be determined. 
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The structure in fig. 3.3 
tion of decision-making tasks. 
cular evaluation factors takes 
evaluation functions which are 
criteria. 
is taken as a basis for the simula-
The determination of the parti-
place under the presumption of 
also to contain the subjective 
The presentation of such subjective evaluation functions 
takes place by means of the Fuzzy Set theory. The subjective 
evaluations are carried back to the objective and measurable 
criteria. 
Fig. 3.4 shows e.g. the evaluation function for deciding 
between the alternatives "landing" based on the criterion "visi-
bility." The qualitatively-indicated curve thus gives an eval-
uation number for each value of the visibility of the runKay 
for the alternative "landing," which can be entered into the 
decision-making matrix (fig. 3.3). In this case, all subjective 
criteria and evaluations of the pilot are to be taken into account 
in the evaluation function. The corresponding evaluation func-
tion for the alternative "go arouna'based on the criterion 
"altitude" is also shown in fig. 3.4. After a determination of 
the factors for the matrix from the evaluation functions, the 
decision is made according to the rules of the Fuzzy-Set theory 
via a minimum-maximum calculation. 
~. In order to be able to conduct the simulation of this decision 
on the computer, the corresponding evaluation functions must be 
known. 
The evaluation functions should thus be determined from 
measurements on the flight simulator. From these tests the meas-
ured values for altitude and visibility of the runway-symbol 
and the results of the decision should be measurable. By means 
of the measured values, the evaluation functions can be formed. 
Since the determination of the evaluation functions cannot 
be performed analytically from the results and input values of 
the decision-making matrix, the evaluation functions must be 
adapted to the test results. 
The determination of evaluation functions will be explained 
in sec. 4.4. 
4. Measurement Series on the Flight Simulator and Determina-
tion of a D~ta Base for Computer Simulation 
The goal of the test series performed on the flight simulator 
is the determination of a data base for computer simulation of 
the activity sequence in the cockpit. The waiting loop model 
developed for the computer simulation (sec. 3.1) requires input 
data on the frequency and processing time of the individual 
tasks, and information on the arrival times of events which 
directly affect the activity sequence (e.g. reaching the outer 






The decisions made by the cockpit crew which directly 
effect a change in the intended task plan of the pilots, are taken 
into account in the computer simulation using the example of the 
decision on landing or execution of the go-around procedure in 
terminal approach. The decision-making model developed here is 
based on the theory of indefinite sets and has been described in 
sec. 3.2. Decision-making of this model requires so-called 
evaluation functions which are to be determined from the test 
series on the flight simulator through measurement of the objec-
tive decision-making criteria and of the decision-result actually 
taken. 
A 2-axis navigation trainer was available for the measurement 
series. The flight characteristics of the simulator correspond to 
those of a DC9. The cockpit equipment includes all navigation 
and the most important engine-monitoring instruments. ~~ith pre-
viously available equipment, the checklist work of the pilot was 
kept to a minimlliu. Therefore an overhead panel was suggested 
and built which permits an extensive checklist work for this 
test. In addition, the simulator was expanded to include a 
vision task for the pilot which was used to simulate the runway 
viewing in terminal approach. 
An overvie\·.' of the hardware expansions and measurement 
features of the simulator is given below (sec. 4.1). The 
description of flight tasks, test conditions and test sequence 
(sec. 4.2) is followed by a summary of measured results (sec. 4.3). 
For application of the measured results in the computer 
simulation, a statistical evaluation of the measured data is 
needed; this is presented in sec. 4.4. 
4.1 Expansions of the Flight Simulator and Measurement Facilities /26 
The simulator was expanded to include an overhead panel in 
order to permit more extensive switching and monitoring tasks of 
the pilot in the tests. In the development of the panel, existing 
equipment in the DC9 aircraft was taken into account with regard 
to content and placement /14/. 
The panel is shown in fig. 4 and the display and control 
elements are shown in fig. 4.2 and 4.3. Under consideration 
of the existing potentials with the simulator, only the func-
tions summarized in group A can be simulated. Functions of group 
B sometimes affect the displays on the panel itself, whereas 
those in group C have no influence on the simulator. 
The switching tasks provided in the tests and presented in 
the checklists can be performed by the elements presented in 
groups A and B. 
To check the checklist work, monitoring of the timely and 
proper execution of these tasks is necessary. In order to do this, 
the overhead panel was expanded to include a monitoring logic unit. 
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In order to permit a pilot decision in the flight simulator 
on continuing the approach once the minimum altitude is reached, 
the runway visibility must be simulated. 
Since no vision simulation was available for the flight 
simulator, a supplemental task of the pilot was designed which 
will still permit execution of this critical decision. 
The task consists of the identification of a runway symbol 
having different brightness. 
The symbol shows the approach lights of a runway as they 
appear to the pilot at about 300 feet altitude above the middle 
marker. The brightness of the symbol is controlled by the radio 
altitude finder of the simulator and can be overlapped by a 
noise signal. 
The gradient of the brightness increase with decreasing 
altitude is adjustable on the instructor's console so that 
the symbol's visibility can be varied to simulate the influence 
of different weather conditions (see fig. 4.4, 4.5). In addition, 
different lights were installed in the vicinity of the symbol 
which light up in different configurations and brightnesses 
for each approach. Thus the task of runway identification is 
to be performed from the total picture seen. 
The task is considered completed as soon as the pilots have 
made the decision on continuing or terminating the landing; the 
symbol is shut off and the final approach is continued by instru-
ments on the simulator. 
The measuring devices on the flight simulator should permit 
a determination of the time taken for all pilot actions, for 
action sequences, for radio communications and for system status. 
The procedure described in /36/ is taken as a basis for-this. 
Three multichannel printers and one tape recorder with 16 
recording channels and 7 sound channels were available as record-
ing instruments. 
Besides the determination of the directly-measurable quan-
tities on the flight simulator, the recordings of verbal exchanges 
of an observer is included; this observer sat behind the pilots 
and commented on their actions. 
The structure of the measurement facilities is shmm in 
fig. 4.6. For a chronological allocation of the data to the 
various data carriers, a time-pulse clock was built which places 
time marks or sound signals at desired clock frequency simultan-
eously on the printer and on the tape recorder. 
{', The measured quanti ties transferred to the printer are all 















-deviation from ILS glide path 
-deviation from ILS Localizer course 
-distance to lancing point 
-EPR setting 
-flap position 
-control unit for runway symbol brightness 
The following information is transferred to the tape recorder: 
-radio speech transmissions 
-conversations between pilots 
-commentary of the test director 
-commentary of the observer 
-other commentary 
-time marks. 
The recording of conversations bet;.;een the pilots serves 
as a check of the prescribed communication guidelines, to deter-. 
mine non-relevant communication and to check the checklist read-
off. The recording of commentary of the test director should 
contain additional information about system failures and special 
events as per the sequence of the test. 
The use of an observer for the pilots became necessary in 
order to record all other pilot activities not directly measurable 
on the simulator or recordable on the tape recorder. Among these 
are e.g. the operation of the spoiler, selection of navigation 
and radio frequencies, setting the speed-bug or reading and 
writing of flight documents. 
Other commentary was provided in order to record unforseen 
or unusual occurrances to the measuring equipment, settings and 
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calibration of the equipment. /29 
4.2 Test Conditions and Test Sequence 
48 approach flights to 12 different German commercial air-
?orts were run. Zach 4 flights were run under the same conditions 
on the same airport. The flight task for the pilots comprised 
the operating phases "initial approach," "holding/approach" and 
~final." The following designations and limitations were selected 
r-'. for the evaluation of the tests: 
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Phase 1: Initial approach from beginning of test until Main aid . 
is reached 
Phase 2: Holding/approach holding continues, intermediate approach 
until the approach baseline is reached 
Phase 3: Final approach until roll-out or initiation of the 
go-around procedure. 
Both precision and non-precision approaches were usee. The 
12 different approach flights are listed in table 4.1 together 
with the pertinent weather and visibility conditions. Fisure 4.7 
shows the particular profile of one approach from this test 
series. In this form the information is presented on the flight 
task to the test director. Instructions on the radio speech 
contacts to be performed by him with the aircraft crew anc infor-
mation about special events to be simulated (e.g. failure of an 
engine or of navigation instruments) were also a part of ~is. 
The test plan also contained the data needed to set the weather 
and visibility conditions on the sinulator and the radio speech 
frequenriies valid for the approach. 
The scope of the flight task is presented in fig. 4.1 for 
the example of an approach to the Hannover airport. The start 
of the test began with the aircraft positioned at radial 142 of 
Nienburg VOR in FL80 in the cruise flight configuration. The 
measurements began once the VOR Nienburg was passed. The flight 
task included the flight to VOR Hannover, execution of the hold-
ing procedure over the VOR and subsequent ILS approach to runway 
HNV 027R and possible execution of the go-around procedure. The 
task also included the execution of necessary procedure checks, 
of radio communications and management of flight documents. 
The approach flights to the various airports were run in 
alternating sequence so that the pilots had to adjust to new 
conditions for each test. 
At the beginning of each test, the elevation and location of 
the aircraft, the flight status and the position of all control 
elements in the cockpit were initialized and frozen in. ~he 
pilots received their first information for the impending test 
as the TAKE OFF AND LANDING DATA SHEET with the needed information 
on the flight (fuel quantity, weight), destination airport and 
intended arrival route, and the aircraft location at the beginning 
of the test. Furthermore, the ground control center and frequency 
for radio speech contact were specified. 
During the test the pilots had the following information 
available: ATIS, the needed ground control stations for radio 
contact and all navigation aids necessary for the approach. 
The instructions of the flight safety service and additional 
information for the test run specified in the test plan (fig. 4.7) 
are presented for all tests in table 4.2. 
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,r"\ Two pilots were made available from Lufthansa: after 4 
approach flights they exchanged roles as captain or first officer. 
The pilots flew in accord with the rules of the Crew Coordination 
Concept and all other instructions (procedures, minima etc.) of 
Lufthansa. 
4.3· Measured Results 
The results obtained from the test series run on the simulator 
should be used as input data for the computer simulation. 
Initially, the starting and ending times of pilot activities 
and the arrival times of individual events were determined from 
the chart recordings. In order to do this, the pilot activities 
had to be defined, i.e. action units had to be specified. 
The goal of the test series performed here is to obtain 
data for the development and fundamental demonstration of the 
operationality of the evaluation procedure. Therefore, at first 
a rough breakdown of pilot activities was selected which 
reduced the test or measuring effort and assured cohesiveness 
in the development of the computer simulation. 
Thus, a summary of individual activities of the pilots 
into so-called tasks was performed. The characteristic values for 
the tasks were determined qualitatively onl~ due to the small 
scope of the measured series, but are held to be satisfactory for 
the named purpose. In particular the following definitions and 
conditions resulted for the measurements and evaluation 0= the 
test series: 
Several activities of one or both pilots which served the 
same subgoal of the flight command ta'sk, were combined into one 
task; e.g. task "initiate descent" = shut off auto pilot 
watch instruments 
operate control horn 
regulate descent rate 
trimming (all for PF) 
The tasks included in the test series and their pertinent 
activities are presented in table 4.3. 
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The processing and interarrival time (also called "between time") 
were determined for each task. 
The interarrival time is defined as the time span which passes 
at the beginning of a task since the beginning of its previous 
processing, for its initial occurrance since the beginning of 
the test*. 
-!~ 
T.N.: This statement is totally unclear in the original. 
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Besides the task-specific quantities, the arrival time 
of events was determined, provided they relate directly to 
the pilot's task area. Among these are e.g. the arrival at 
the outer marker and the end of an operating phase. A total 
presentation of the obtained results is given in table 4.4. 
The flights were divided into different operating phases 
for evaluation (see page 29). It must be assumed that due to 
the different requirements on the pilots in the different opera-
ting phases, different distributions of task-specific parameters 
like duration and between-time will result. The evaluation of 
the test series was thus separated according to operating phases. 
Based on the selection of various airports and approach 
procedures, the individual approaches and corresponding operating 
phases exhibit large differences in duration. For once-only 
tasks and events whose between-time varied greatly over several 
flights as the difference from arrival time to test begin, the 
between-time was normed to the duration of the corresponding 
operating phase. 
Based on the definition made on page 29, the "final" opera-
ting phase begins once the approach baseline is reached. The 
phase beginning thus varies greatly, depending on the specified 
approach procedure and according to the attained flight accuracy. 
Tasks and events in the "final" phase, like e.g. reaching the 
outer marker, reaching the decision altitude or the landing 
decision are specified very accurately through the specific 
conditions of the glide route, the altitude minima and the dis-
tances to the approach baseline. Their arrival times are thus 
not related to the phase beginning, but to the phase end. 
During the evaluation of the test series it turned out that once-
only tasks (e.g. approach briefing or final check) could not be 
uniquely allocated to a specific operating phase under the pre-
vailing definition of the operating phases (page 29). Since the 
given definition is retained for the computer simulation, the 
frequencies of the occurrance of these tasks were determined 
in the corresponding operating phases. The results are presented 
in table 4.5. 
The test evaluation was initially performed by identification 
and marking of tasks and events based on the measured quantities 
in the recording and charts based on the synchronization narks. 
Next, the data input to the computer was done for further eval-
uation of test data (fig. 4.8). 
After input of the allocation of synchronization marks in 
real time (program ZZ), the starting and end times of the in-
dividual tasks and event times were read-in (program DATEX) . 
At the same time the DATEN program computed the time points in 
real time and the task duration and between-times were calcula-
ted. The expression shown in fig. 4.9 contains the measured and 
computed data from one approach according to test plan (fig. 4.7) 
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for the "final" operating phase. tvith the HIST program finally, 
the histograms for the processing time and between-times of the 
individual tasks were computed per operating phase from the com-
puted test data. 
Using the same procedure with corresponding programs, the 
histograms were computed for the aryival time of the deteYmined 
events (table 4.4). Table 4.6 gives an overview of the entire 
program packet prepared for the test series for data storage and 
test evaluation. 
4.3.1 Adaptation of model Distribution Functions and Parameter 
Identification 
After conclusion of the computations presented in the pre-
ceeding section, the histograms of the test data were available. 
For the histogram values H(i) we have: 
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From the-measured values 
the empirical average (mean) 
and the empirical variance 
were calculated as charac-
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In the Monte-Carlo simulation of crew activities on L~e /34 
computer, the values for the arrival and processing times of events 
or tasks were generated by the computer. The distribution func-
tion and its parameters desired for the values must be specified. 
If the computer-generated distribution of times of measur~uents 
should correspond to those on the flight simulator, then the 
adaptation of a model distribution function to the measured histo-
gram must be performed. To simplify this computer generation it 
is expedient to use standardized distribution functions as model. 
For the adaptations performed here, we were limited to a 
normal, exponential and Erlang-distribution. 
The adaptation of a model distribution function to a measured 
random sample is only meaningful when measured and adapted 
function correspond to the same definition, relate to the same 
value-range and when they are visibly similar. 
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Therefore an adaptation to the histogram was performed through 
a model distribution density. Since the value range of the histo-
gram is limited by the maximum and minimum measured value, the 
adaptation took place only within these limits. 
The sometimes small number of measured values and the fixed 
distribution of 100 in the value range led in some cases to use-
less histogram images (fig. 4.10a). Thus the distribution was 
reduced, provided a greater histogram similarily to one of the 
named model distribution densities resulted (fig. 4.10b). 
"Gaps" present in the histograns generated from the absence 
of measured values at individual points of the value range are 
filled by averaging the neighboring histogram values. Next, the 
histograms are normed again. 
The changed histogram (for the purpose of a meaningful adap-
tation) is called the "measured distribution density" v(i) below. 
Provided model functions are the normal distribution 
density: 
f(x) = 1 "YD' (x_p)2 o-TR ~". - 2 62 
with the parameters 
the exponential distribution density 
f ( X) = A' e -AX . 
with the parameter 
and the Erlang distribution density 
f( X) ;. (k' A)K xk-1. e-kAX 
. (I~-1)! 
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After selection of the type of form of the model, the 
parameter identification can begin. 
In the literature /7, 46/ the instantaneous-method and the 
maximum likelihood method are proposed for estimation of the 
parameters of distribution functions. In this case the value 
range of the histogram is assumed to be unlimited (-00 <; X ~+ C:) ). 
An adaptation of the distribution density within a limite~ value 
range is possible "Ii th the search-algori thn proposed in /34/. 
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We are dealing here with a method for seeking a local optimum 
of a multivariable quality function. When using the method on 
the problem at hand, the quadratic sum of the deviation of the 
model distribution density from the measured distribution density 
is selected as quality function: . 
Quality function 
= ~ [v.{x.) L I J 
;=1 
1 NIN 
To check the adaptation, the deviations of the average valu~ 
and of the variance of the adapted wodel distribution density from 
the empirical characteristic values of the histogram, are found. 
The VANP program developed for the adaptation provides for 
the conversion of the histogram into the ."measured distribution 
density" after specification of the desired task, operating phase 
and reference quantity (between time or processing duration). 
The division of the value range can be changed as desired, in 
this case. After specification of the desired model distribution 
form and input of the start values, the adaptation occurs via the 
subroutine developed in /34/ when using the quality criterion from 
equation ... 
As start values we cite estimations for the parameters PI and 
P2 of the model function and their probable changes. When per-
forming the adaptation, the start values for the parameters are 
determined from the empirical characteristic values of the histo-
gram determined as per the relations: 
for normal distribution 
for exponential distribution 
~p ~ depending on form; for Erlang distribution 
]A ".. density 
For a specification of the most likely changes in parameters, 
a value of ca. 10% of the parameter initial values is suggested 
in /34/. 
Figure 4.11 shows the results of the adaptation using the 
example of the task duration of task 2 in phase 2. 
In this case a reduced division was assumed for the conver-
sion of the histogram (4.11) into the "measured distribution 
density" (4.11). Figure 4.11 also shows the distribution density 
resulting from the selection of the ?arameter-initial values and 
adapted finally by the search algori~hm. 
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The results of the adaptation for the task-specific quanti-
ties, duration and between-time, are found in tables 4.7 to 4.9 
separated according to operating phases. The determined statis-
tical characteristic values for the phase lengths are shown in 
table 4.10; the adaptation results for the event-occurrance times 
are found in table 4.11. 
Overall, all histograms could be adapted by the three pre- /37 
selected distribution functions. Through the sometimes very 
small scope of the measured values there resulted significant 
deviations of the mean for several functions and of the variance 
of the adapted function from the empirical mean and variance 
of the measurement. 
As already mentioned, the qualitative determination of para-
meters and specification of a procedure for determination of 
the evaluation method is initially satisfactory. 
For other tasks and more stringent requirements one would have 
to check whether the scope of measurements will meet the require-
ments. As a check of the adaptation, a significance test should 
be run. For checking the significance of adapted distribution 
functions, the Kolmorogov-Smirnov test is suggested in /6/ and 
/46/. 
4.3.2 Determination of the Evaluation Functions for the Decision /38 
Model 
For modelling of pilot decisions having a direct influence on 
the activity sequence in the cockpit, a fuzzy-set theoretical 
model was selected in sec. 3.2. The subjective decision-making 
of the pilot is simulated by means of a decision matrix (fig. 3.3). 
The application and testing of the model will be done here by 
using the example of making a decision on whether or not to 
terminate or continue the final approach once the minimum is 
reached. The alternatives of "land" and "go around" are assigned 
values in the decision matrix which relate to the objective cri-
teria of visibility of the runway and of the present aircraft 
altitude compared to the minimum. The evaluations should con-
tain all subjective factors affecting human judgement. The 
allocation of objective criteria like "visibility" and "altitude" 
to the subjective evaluation numbers is illustrated by indefinite-
sets companion functions. 
Simulation of the decison-making occurs through specification 
of the values for the aircraft altitude and runway visibility, 
followed by a search for subjective evaluations in the fuzzy-
evaluation functions and determination of the decision result in 
the decision matrix by comparison of the evaluations as per the 
rules of indefinite set theory (fig. 4.12). 
To implement the simulation the indefinite evaluation func-
tions must be known. Their profile was determined from the test 
series run on the flight simulator. 
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as companion function of measured values h for altitude 
to the total of all measured values which lead to a 
"land" decision, 
as companion function of measured values h to the total 
of all measured values which lead to the decision "go 
around". 
as companion function of measured values u to the total 
of all measured values which lead to the "land" decision, 
as companion function of measured values u to the total 
of all measured values which lead to the "go around" 
decision. 
The values of the companion functions thus express a measure 
of the potential for allocation of the present measured value h or 
u to the decision alternatives "lane" or "go around." 
For analysis of the decision-making conduct of the pilots in 
the test series, the measurement ranges for the altitude difference 
H ( H = H t - H .. ) and the voltage U (control voltage 
for runwa~r~~ffiBol) wWfg1~¥~ken down into inter~als. In accord 
with the set-up of a histogram~ the frequencies of the measured 
~ values u or h determined for the particular decision results, 
were determined for U and H. 
s 
Norming of the values took place together via HL and HL or 
SL and SG, respectively, by setting the maximum frequency of a 
measured value for U or IT to 1. 
s 
The determined evaluation functions were taken as a basis 
for the EMOD program which performs decision-making upon input 
of two measured values for Hand U as per the procedure illus-
trated in fig. 2.12. The obtainedsresults however, have no 
similarity to the decision-making behavior of the pilot measured 
in the test series and partly contradicted the normative regulation 
for the landing decision. 
Therefore, two additional assumptions were made which led to 
a modification of the evaluation functions: 
Assumption 1: If the pilot at altitude h and visibility u decides 
to land, then he will make the same decision at 
or 
the same visibility at greater altitudes; 
If the pilot at altitude h and visibility u decides 
to go around, then he will make the same decision at 
the same visibility at lower altitudes for the 
flight approach procedure. 
Assumption 2 is similar to the =irst one for 




The same decision of the pilot to "land" for the same 
altitude and better visibility (greater u) 
The same decision of the pilot to "go around" for the 
same altitude and worse visibility (smaller U). 
The modification of the evaluation functions through the 
above assumptions corresponds to an integration of·· the evaluation 
functions. The first formation law for the evaluation functions 
(page .. ) was formulated analogous to that of a histogram. The 
assumptions change the formation la,., into an analogous 1 a,·; for 
a distribution function. 
The determined evaluation functions were modified in accord 
with the additional assumptions and are presented in figures 
4.13 and 4.14. Figure 4.15 shows the decision results obtained 
with the model compared to the parameters "visibility" ane. 
"altitude" in contrast to normative and simulator-measuree. 
decisions. 
The model with modified evaluation functions gives results in 
full agreement with the results measured on the flight si~ulator 
(see fig. 4.15). 
4.4 Determination of Parameters for the Function of the Activity /41 
Sequence in the Cockpit 
f' For modelling the action sequences of the pilots, besides 
the time distribution and processing time of the individual tasks 
we must also know by which rules the tasks are distributee. to the 
crew members and to what extent functional relationships exist 
between tasks and events in the flight sequence. Information on 
this topic was taken from the crew concept /1, 10, 45/ and flight 
operations handbooks /11, 14/. The parameters taken into account 
in the model are described below. 
In the crew concept the work division and the functional 
principles of the activity sequence are specified. In ace.ition, 
communication guidelines for the pilots specify the possibilities 
for delegation of tasks and responsibilities. 
For the development of the evaluation method we first pro-
ceed from a normative behavior of the pilot so that the functional 
parameters for the model can be taken directly from the guidelines. 
As the first parameter we determine the task distribution 
which tells for each task whether it is to be handled by eMI, CM2 
or jointly. 
The mission-specific conditions and the content of the 
individual tasks leads to material or chronological dependencies 
of the tasks and of tasks to events of the flight sequence. For 
example, the descent (task 2) can only be initiated when a release 
from flight safety has been received, or at least when a radio 
contact (task 25) has taken place. The final check shall be 
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~ conducted as per operating handbook /11/ only after flying over 
the outer marker and is predicated upon a completed approach 
briefing. 
Besidei the parameters of the task and event dependence, 
the importance of every task and thus its priority over other tasks 
must be determined. Such priorities result e.g. due to time-
indefinite events (radio calls to the FS) or due to the flight 
status (tasks of altitude, speed and position control). A dis-
tinction is made between tasks without priority, with normal 
and absolute priority. For normal priority of a task, it is /42 
the next item handled directly by the pilot as soon as the 
pilot completes the activity already underway. For absolute 
priority of a task, the pilot interrupts his ongoing activity 
in order to complete the priority task at once. 
Finally, from the specified mission profile for each task 
the frequency of its occurrence in the individual operating phases 
is determined. 
A compilation of the determined parameters (task distribution, 
task dependencies, event dependencies, priority, max. frequency 
of occurrence) is presented in table 4.12. 
5. Simulation of the Work Process on the Computer /43 
In this chapter an overview is presented of the structure 
and potential uses of the computer simulation. With the planned 
application of the simulation program as an aid in the evaluation 
process for crew concepts, requirements are made of the simulation 
which are presented in sec. 5.1. With the overview and explana-
tions of the program structure (sec. 5.2), the compilation of 
all input parameters is given for the computer simulation. Besides 
the parameters determined from the test series on the flight 
simulator, the characteristic values of the crew concept used 
in the evaluation-method development phase, are a part of this. 
In sec. 5.3 there follows the implementation and investigation of 
the computer simulation and a discussion of the possible simula-
tion results, compared to the requirements presented in sec. 5.1. 
5.1 Requirements of the Computer Simulation 
The evaluation method for crew concepts designed here 
provides for a computer simulation of cockpit action sequences 
resulting from a certain work organization. Proceeding from a 
data base which contains the task and mission-specific char-
acteristic values, a large number 0= flights will be simulated 
on the computer according to the evaluative crew concept and 
evaluated. The use of a Monte-Carlo simulation thus permits the 
evaluation of many different situations. At the same time, 
critical situations are to be recognized in the simulated action 
sequence and conclusions shall be drawn about regulations of 
the work organization which cause or promote said critical 
situations. 
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Different action sequences are formed in the computer simula-
tion through variation of the task and event-specific parameters. 
The parameter variation is based on the limit values and cistri-
bution functions determined in chapter 2 for the parameters. The 
number of flights executed in the computer simulation should be 
as large as possible so that the parameter distributions attained 
in the simulation corne as close as possible to the specified 
distributions. The determination of a minimum number of simula-
tion runs should be the first goal of the testing of this computer 
simulation. 
Furthermore we must check to what extent the computer-simulated 
action sequences can be viewed as realistic or the same as the 
action sequences actually observed on the flight simulator. 
Conclusions in this regard should give the arrival, processing, 
system and waiting times for the tasks in the computer simulation. 
The goal of the evaluation process is to determine critical 
events in the action sequence of the pilot. Critical events are 
those temporal task pile-ups which indicate pilot overloac. The 
consequence of pilot overload can also be that certain tasks 
cannot be completed within a specified timeframe. Such events 
should also be recognized in the computer simulation. 
Besides the recognition of critical situations, the ~racking 
of the simulated action sequence in reverse order must be possible 
in order to draw conclusions from the actual event about its 
causes. 
5.2 Program Overview 
The program packet for simulation of the action sequences 
and evaluation of the work organization is presented in the 
overview, table 5.1. It is broken down into sections on "parameter 
input," "simUlation" and "statistical evaluation." 
The parameters determined in chapter 4 or the characteristic 
values of their distribution functions are read in by the programs 
CINI and CEIN and are stored on magnetic disc for the simulation. 
We are dealing with the between-times, processing times, task 
allocations etc. In table 5.2 there is a listing and explanation 
of all input values. The input and storage occurs, like the 
simulation, in accord with the results obtained in chapter 4, 
separately by operating phases. 
For the simulation of action sequences the main program CREW 
was developed; it has the subprograms listed in table 5.1. In the 
main program we have the read-in of parameters from the magnetic 
disc, the selection of operating mode of the simulation and the -
specification of mission-specific events. 
The main operating mode is the simulation of max. 100 approach 
flights with simultaneous data storage for the evaluation with 
an overview printout. The storage of internal variables of state 






continuation of the computer simulation in future program runs 
and also, in the second operating mode, any approach flight of 
the last program run can be reconstructed and pr-inted out in 
detail down to each individual result of the action sequence. 
The mission-specific parameters (phase duration, timing of 
arrival at outer marker or decision minimum, runway visibility, 
timing of other events) can be read-in as fixed values or varied 
according to specified distributions. 
5.2.1 Simulation Program 
The simulation by means of the waiting-loop model selected 
in chapter 3 occurs in the subprograms 
CREW, CQS, STATUA, STATUQ, STATUS, UARR, USER, RANDUX, INF, 
AUS and EMOD. 
The principle of the waiting-loop simulation is illustrated 
in fig. 5.1 and was taken from the descriptions in /46/. It is 
assumed that the system is empty at the beginning of the simula-
tion. After determination of the next arrival time of a task, 
the next event is determined through a comparison of the timing 
of the possible events. The simulation jumps ahead in time to 
this timepoint. 
Possible events are: 
-the occurrance of a task in the crew system 
-the completion of a task in channel 1 
-the completion of a task in channel 2 
-the end of the simulation 
-the completion of a joint task in both channels 
-the end of the simulation 
Upon arrival and completion of tasks, the quantities of 
state of the crew system are changed for the affected channels, 
in addition to a change in corresponding timepoints. These 
quantities of state are: 
-number of tasks in channel 1 
-number of tasks in loop 1 
-number of tasks in channel 2 
-number of tasks in loop 2 
-number of tasks in the entire system. 
Since for the discussion of the crew system, not only is 
the number of tasks important, but also which particular tasks 
are in the system already, as an additional quantity of state 
we added the "status" of a task. The identifying numbers appended 
to this quantity have the following meaning: 
STATUS (task X) = 0 Task is in the supply file 
= 1 Task is in loop 1 
= 2 " " " " 2 
= 3 " is being processed in channel 1 
/46 
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= 4 Task is being processed in channel 2 
= 5 Task completed and is no longer in the system nor 
in the supply file 
= 6 Task in channel I or 2 was being completed, but 
was kicked back into the waiting loop by a priority 
task 
= 6.8 Corresponds to STATUS=6, for tasks which have to be 
completed jointly by CMI and CM2. 
= 7 Task in loop I and 2 to be completed jointly 
= 8 Task in loop I and 2 is being completed jointly 
For the positioning or sequence of tasks in the two waiting 
loops, a quantity of state was also defined. 
Thus it is possible on the one ha~d to represent at any time 
of an event in the waiting loop system, the positions of all tasks 
present in the system. On the other hand, the status of all 
tasks, regardless of their position within or outside the system, 
can be represented. 
Tasks can be simulated which have to be completed by CMI 
and CM2 individually or simultaneously. 
The beginning of processing of such tasks becomes possible once 
CMI and CM2 are not busy. 
The simulation of the "absolute priority" of a task provides /48 
that the task presently being handled by the corresponding crew. 
member, is set back into the waiting loop upon arrival of the 
task with absolute priority. The priority task is handled immediate-
ly. If the reset task is to be handled by both pilots jointly, 
it is only set back into the processing channel in which the prior-
ity task appears. The other crew member handles the "joint" 
task in the meantime (fig. 5.2). 
For the generation of between-times and processing times of 
tasks, the exponential, Erlang and normal distributions are avail-
able as distribution forms. The values for the between-times and 
processing times were generated within the input limits in accord 
with the selected distribution. 
The program packet for simulation of the crew system is of 
modular design (see fig. 5.3). The core of the program packet is 
the new CQS program which specifies the time sequence of events 
in the crew system according to the principle shown in fig. 5.2 
and described above. All data of state is read at the beginning 
of the simulation from disc memory or is transferred to disc 
memory after the end of the simUlation. Thus the simulation of 
a longer flight task can be broken do~~ into small time intervals 
in which the number of possible activities and tasks remains con-
stant or becomes smaller. 
Input values for the simulation are: Characteristic values for 
pilot tasks, type and duration of the desired operating phase, 
characteristic values for the arrival times of individual events 
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(e.g. time of overflight of outer marker etc.) . 
Whereas the OJS program will determine only the time sequence 
of events and the quantitative quantities of state (length of 
waiting loops, number of tasks in the system), the subprograms 
take over the positioning of the tasks within the system, the 
determination of values for the timepoints of events and the 
determination of the effects of activities. 
The subprogram UARR determines for each task, in accord with 
the specified distribution function, the timing of its next occurr-
ence in the crew system. By seeking the minimum of these time 
values, the timing of the next following task arrival and the 
task itself are determined. 
If the CQS program determines the next event to be the arrival /49 
of a task, then the STATUA program takes over the positioning of 
this task in the waiting-loop system. The classification in the 
processing channels as per the specified task division of the 
pilots is governed by the input of the variable "task type" (AT). 
The ordering of tasks in the waiting loops is governed by the 
specified service discipline mentioned in sec. 4.1 (variable DISZ) 
Before the task at the front of the loop can be taken over 
by the "pilot" for processing, the STATUQ program (fig. 26, 27) 
checks whether all prerequisites with regard to system status or 
~ other tasks have been fulfilled. 
In order to do this, the variables"task dependence" (AAZ) 
and "status dependence" (ZAZ) were introduced. If the task still 
cannot be processed, it is set to the end of the loop and the 
program moves all following tasks in the loop up by one place. 
The STATUS program (fig. 28, 29) finally, has the task of 
specifying the effects of pilot activities in the information 
file, provided they affect the following activity sequence~ it 
must also calculate the new status of the tasks. 
The processing time for tasks is determined as per a preset 
time distribution in the USER program. 
pilot overload due to the quantity of tasks to be executed 
is determined in the waiting-loop model on the basis of two 
criteria: 
If very many tasks are to be completed by the pilots in a 
certain time span, then a pile-up of tasks in the waiting loop 
is expected. The waiting loop is additionally filled because 
tasks arrive which cannot yet be processed due to their dependence 
on other tasks or events, or because they are set back by priority 
tasks. Thus the waiting time for a task in the loop can get so 
long that the task is not completed at a time in the flight when 
it is to have been completed according to the flight operations 
handbook. Thus, pilot or crew overload occurs such that the 
specified tasks cannot be completed \vithin the given timeframe. 
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The subprogram KRIT performs a search for such overload-occurrences 
in the computer simulation. 
The second criterion for pilot overload is the simultaneous /50 
existence of the same task in the same processing channel of the 
model. For instance, tasks occurring at high frequency can stack 
up in the waiting loop if they are worked off only at a much 
slower rate. In this case a pilot ove~load is recognized by 
the simulation program when the number of units of the same task 
present in the system exceeds a limit specified in the main pro-
gram (NUBL). The level of this limit is 'a priori' impossible 
to specify in a ?lausible manner and will be determined during 
the computer simulation. 
The model developed in chapter 3 for pilot decision-making 
on continuation of the terminal approach is verified in the com-
puter simulation of crew activities in the EMOD subprogram. In 
the computer simulation the landing decision is split into two 
stages which are handled as separate, but mutually dependent 
tasks (fig. 5.4). 
The first step is represented by task 11 (field in sight). 
It is processed by CM2 and represents the view of the copilot 
and identification of the runway. After computation of the 
present aircraft altitude from the time of task processing 
(calculation of the time span to set-down and assumption of an 
average descent rate of 700 ft/min) and specification of "visi-
bility", the result is determined by the decision-making model 
developed in chapter 3. The decision is interpreted in the first 
stage by the statement "Field in sight" (for "land" decision) and 
as "no report" (neutral for "go around"). The arrival times of 
task 11 were determined from the arrival times of the call-out 
"field in sight" (chapter 4). The second stage of decision-making 
is represented by the task 12 "landing decision." It is handled 
by CMl and is dependent on task 11. If in step one "field in 
sight" is noted, then the result in the second step is "land." 
If task 11 is the neutral result, then in task 12 after calcula-
tion of altitude and visibility, the decision model is applied 
again. The determined decision is nOK interpreted directly as a 
"land" or "go around." 
5.2.2 Evaluation Programs 
The evaluation of the computer si~ulation takes place 
by means of the SIHIST program (table 5.1). For each task the 
histograms, average values and variance of the following quan-
tities are determined: 
-arrival time/or between-time 
-beginning of processing 
-end of processing 
-waiting time 




r The "time remaining" is the processing time of tasks which 
is left over at the end of the operati~g phase which could then 
be applied to the following operating phase. 
Furthermore, we determined: 
-duration of operating phases (desired value) 
-actual duration of the simulated operating phases 
-workload on CMI 
-workload on CM2 
-frequency of overloads keyed by causes. 
The actual duration of the simulated operating phases deviates 
from the desired value due to termination of the simulation once . 
the pilot is overloaded. 
The workload on the pilots is defined as the ratio of the busy 
time to free time in percent. 
As a result of the computer simulation, the histograms of /52 
r 
the number of values, linear average and variance were determined 




Arrival time, beginning of processing, end of processing 
(for once-only tasks) 
Between-time (for repeat tasks) 
Waiting tillie, processing time and remaining time (for all 
tasks) . 
Furthermore, the frequencies of crew overloads, keyed by 
causal tasks, were determined. To reconstruct the causes of 
the overloads, individual simulated approach flights can be 
repeated and printed out in detail. 
5.3 Results of the Computer Simulation 
The program packet for simulation of the pilot's work 
sequence described in the preceeding sections was checked first 
for operating phase I on the computer (initial approach). 
The input parameters relevant to operating phase I are shown 
in table 5.3. 
Based on the detailed printouts (see fig. 5.5) for various 
approaches, the correct function of the waiting-loop model was 
checked and validated in accord with the function principles 
described in sec. 5.2. Next, test series 1, operating phase 1, 
was implemented ~dth 2000 approach flights. 
The operating time per phase was set to PHL = 235.5 here 
(average of phase duration measured on flight simulator). 




~ To determine the minimum number of flights to be performed 
in the computer simulation, a pre-investigation was performed. 
By using the USE~ and UARR program modules (generators for 
arrival and operating times), the deviations from the mean of 
simulated arrival and processing time-distributions £~bm a 
desired value we=e determined. The results are presented in 
figures 5.6 and 3.7. For all tasks there results a deviation 
of less than 5% from the mean for 500 values per measured quan-
tity. This minimum number of measured values can be reached 
with 1000 simulated flights, given the constantly recurring 
tasks in the computer simulation. 
The events of the computer simulation are presented in 
tables 5.4 and 5.5. 
A comparison of the numbers of ar=ival time and beginning 
of processing shows that in 368 of 430 cases, 'the processing of 
task 4 does not begin in operating phase 1. 
The ratio of 62 actions in phase 1 to 368 actions in phase 
2 lies far below the specified probability of task frequency of 
task 4 of 28% in phase 1 or 72% in phase 2, respectively. An 
explanation here using the average, long waiting times, is 
possible. The "arrival times" of tasks measured on the simulator 
are simultaneously the beginning times of their processing. 
In the waiting-loop simulation, these two timepoints are not 
identical in the model. The resulting systematic error had not 
heretofore been taken into account in the method. 
The results of the computer simulation for task 4 are docu-
mented in fig. 5.8. In a comparison 0: arrival times, beginning 
of processing and end of processing, the waiting and processing 
times are discernable even in an overview. The delayed arrival 
of the task in the timeframe of the operating phase leads to a 
small number of measured values for the operating duration (to-
gether with the relatively long waiting times; small number of 
task completions within the operating phase) and to a large 
number of overlaps in phase 2 (time remaining). 
The crew overload events reported by the computer simulation 
are sometimes caused by the simulation program itself. For 
instance, we referred above to the large number of overloads 
due to task 4 (descent check) which can be attributed to a 
methodological error not taken into account in the method. The 
overload due to an increased number of tasks 8 and 13 in the 
waiting loop (NLSL ~3) can also be attributed to the method. 
The processing discipline of task 8 (radio communications) 
could be reduced to DISZ=2. Thus, an immediate reaction of the 
pilots to radio inquiries would be simulated. For the processing 
descipline for task 13 (communication), a similar solution would 
be possible. Hmiever,. a distinction 'o'lould have to be made between 




Such a distinction presumes a variation of the DISZ parameter 
in the simulation program during the test series which could only 
be achieved with considerable programming effort. 
6 . Summary and Outlook 
An optimum structuring of man-macn~ne systems using analytical 
means requires an analytical description of human modes of action. 
In the case of flight management, this includes not only a con-
sideration of the man-machine cooperation, but also a description 
of cooperation among the cockpit crew. 
As already explained in the problem section, the previous, 
empirical development of crew concepts is not sufficient for 
regulating the pilot's work organization, to prevent incorrect 
pilot actions with resulting flight accidents. In addition, 
modern technologies will cause a change in the work structure 
in future aircraft cockpits. 
The goal of the research project was to develop a system-
theoretical procedure which could be used for cockpit-crew work-
process structuring to check a selected work organization. The 
method should ensure a high-level of cooperation among the pilots 
and it should take into account the fact that the pilots under 
some circumstances will not behave in accord with specified pro-
cedures. 
The procedure for development of this evaluation method . 
initially provides for a description of the actions and decision-
making processes in the cockpit by a computer simulation taking 
into account the work organization under study. The develop-
ment of the method is limited to a discussion of a representative 
work organization and flight tasks. A:ter validation of the 
descriptive forms, the crew performance of the computer simulation 
was made available to an evaluation method. 
In chapter 2, we first presented the parameters which affect 
the cooperation of pilots and the ere,·:' s capability. This was 
compared to the primary structures and guidelines of existing 
crew concepts. From this comparison we worked out the require-
ments of the developmental evaluation method and finally designed 
a procedure for development of the method. 
The factors affecting the crew performance named in section 
2.1 are: The number, composition, cooperation and organization of 
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the pilots. Improvement of crew capabilities through individual 
cooperation and grouping of pilots is not possible in large airline /56 
companies. The potentials of aircraft owners to affect the coop-
eration of their pilots is thus limited to a specification of 
the number, work organization and communication of crew members. 
Whereas the number of crew members depends primarily on the 
particular task profile and the resulting crew workload, a bal-
anced workload on the individual crew members should be achieved 
through a selected work organization with a specification of 




performance of their tasks should be adapted to the particular 
situations and work methods. The flexible structuring and coor-
dination of cockpit activities requires the specification of . 
communication guidelines in order to assure a precise transmittal 
of information, instructions and perti~ent responsibility for 
actions. 
From the structures of existing crew concepts examined in 
sec. 2.2 it follows that the possibilities for affecting crew 
jobs are basically exhausted. 
A closed, systematic theorem for general work organization 
in the cockpit has only been given in one case. But for the 
capability and safety of the cockpit crew, the performance 
regulations derived from the general gaidelines are critical .. 
For example, from the preceeding discussion it can be 
concluded that a division of activities or responsibilities 
and the resultant interactive decision-making processes might 
lead to conflict situations between crew members. 
Covering such conflict situations and the consequences 
on the flight command process and pilot work processes should be 
one of the goals of the developmental evaluation procedure. The 
method should also determine critical decisions and decision-
makers as well as a time distribution of the workload of the 
individual crew members. 
From the preselection of theories and descriptive forms for /57 
the evaluation process (chapter 3) the waiting-loop theory, 
fuzzy set theory, iteration matrix and time-line analyses were 
determined to broaden the investigation. The time-line analysis 
is already used for the empirical development and evaluation of 
crew concepts. Its task analysis for determination of individual 
crew activities should also be applied to the evaluation method 
under development here. 
By using the waiting-loop theory, information on the structur-
ing of similar tasks has already been developed. 
The use of the waiting-loop theory for a flight management 
task for describing the man-computer cooperation yielded results 
which indicate the theory's validity for the evaluation method. 
The possibilities for describing the decision-making process 
in the cockpit are limited by the vague process of human decision-
making influenced by subjective criteria. 
The estimation of the influences of criteria or of decision-
makers on a complex decision-making process can be described by 
using iteration matrices, but if the decision criteria are not 
known completely--as is the case for human decision-making--then 
other descriptive forms will have to be used. Under consideration 
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of the imprecise human criteria for judgement, his subjective 
estimations or verbal statements, the :uzzy set theory offers 
a possibility for describing the decision-making process. 
The characteristics of crew activities discussed in chapter 
2 and the descriptive. forms examined i:::. chapter 3 led to the 
development of the theorem presented i:::. sec. 3.1 and 3.2 for 
describing the action sequences and decision-making processes 
in the cockpit. 
The handling of tasks and activities in a 
simulated by a 2-channel waiting-loop system. 
grams already developed to describe the action 
presented in chapter 5. 
2-man cockpit was 
The computer pro-
sequence are 
Cockpit decision-making processes are simulated by indefinite 
evaluation functions which refer back to measurable decision-making 
criteria and which should take into account all subjective in-
fluences on decision-making. 
The investigation of the operating theorem in a Monte-
Carlo simulation required statistical data on the individual 
actions to be illustrated with regard to their frequency and 
processing times; this was obtained by measurements on a flight 
simulator. 
~ Analysis of the flight simulator data with regard to pilot 
decisiJon-making ~·;as performed to determine the indefinite evalua-
tion functions. 
Implementation of the tests on the flight simulator and 
in particular the extensive measurement instrumentation are 
described in sec. 4.1. We are dealing with the development of an 
overhead panel for the flight simulator which will permit a real 
execution and simultaneous monitoring of switching tasks and 
checklist work of the pilots. Furthe~ore, a visual task was 
'conceived which allows the pilots in L~e flight simulator to make 
the critical decision of termination or continuation of the land-
ing procedure in terminal approach flight. 
The test series on the flight simulator was made up of 48 
approaches to 12 different German commercial airports (sec. 4.2). 
The weather and visibility conditions were varied, the test 
persons (2 pilots from Lufthansa) operated according to the rules 
of the crew Coordination Concept and other operating instructions 
of Lufthansa. For the evaluation, the approaches were divided 
into operating phases: "Initial Approach," "Holding/Approach" and 
"Final." 
For each pilot task, the arrival times and processing times 
were measured. In addition, the arrival times of individual events 
r-, important for pilot action sequences "lere determined. 
/58 
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~ The evaluation of the test series was composed of the deter-
mination of characteristic values for the time profile of crew 
tasks (sec. 4.3), the determination of characteristic functions 
for the pilot's decision-making behavior (sec. 4.4), and the 
determination of functional relations of pilot tasks (sec. 4.5). 
The basis for the measurement of characteristic values of the 
action sequence was the definition of action units for which the 
parameters were to be determined. Based on the application of 
data for development of an evaluation method or computer simula-
tion, the smallest possible, cohesive quantity of action units 
was viewed as ex?edient. Therefore, the individual actions of 
the pilots were combined into action groups, called tasks here. 
From the measurements on the flight simulator histograms 
were prepared for the processing time and the between-time (inter-
arrival times) of the tasks (sec. 4.3). Furthermore, the histo-
grams of arrival times of events of the flight sequence were 
determined as they related directly to the activity sequence in 
the cockpit. 
The task-specific parameters were determined separately by 
operating phases. Different-length operating phases on the 
flight simulator were taken into account by norming the arrival 
times to the phase duration. 
~ The determination of measured values took place through 
manual evaluation of the measurement protocol of flight simulator 
with subsequent input to the computer. 
For the input and processing of measured data a program-
packet adapted to the needs of the test was produced. 
The determined histograms were adapted by model distribution 
densities. Based on the sometimes small number of measured values, 
modifications of the histograms were needed with regard to the 
division and norming, in order to allow comparison with the model 
distribution densities according to definition. The adaptation 
was done on the computer by using a search algorithm with a speci-
fied quadratic quality criterion. Models used were: the normal, 
exponential and Erlang-distribution densities. 
The characteristic values determined from the adaptation 
(shape and parameters of the distribution, average value and 
variance) are not significant for all tasks or measured quantities. 
Within the framework of the development of the evaluation pro-
cedure for crew concepts, a qualitative estimation of the para-
meters was sufficient, however. pilot decisions having a direct 
influence on the action sequence in the cockpit were examined 
using the example of decision-making on continuation or termina-
tion of landing in terminal approach flight. 
(' For modelling the decision-making with a fuzzy set algorithm, 
evaluation functions (fuzzy companion functions) were needed for 
the individual alternatives of the decision-process. 
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Determination of these subjective evaluations for the alter-
natives "landing" or "go around" took ?lace through measurement 
of the objective criteria "visibility" and "altitude" and the 
corresponding decision of the pilot (sec. 4.4). 
Formation of the evaluation func~ions via the frequency /60 
of decision-results for specific visibility and altitude values 
led to a decision-model which correctly simulated in part the 
decisions measured on the flight simulator. This can also be 
attributed to a very small data base. The evaluation functions 
were therefore Dodified by additional assumptions which extra-
polated the decision-behavior of the pilots from measured values· 
to comparable situations. 
With the resulting decision model, a complete agreement with 
decisions measured on the flight simulator was achieved. Besides 
the characteristic values for the chronological action sequence and 
the evaluation functions for the decision model, we also need 
parameters--in or,der to simulate crevl activities on the computer--
which describe the functional task-sequence i-n the waiting-loop 
model (sec. 4.5). We are dealing here with the allocation of 
tasks to the pilots, their time and functional dependencies on 
events of the flight sequence, or on other tasks, and with task 
priorities. These parameters were de~ermined from the flight 
handbooks and were specified for the individual tasks according 
~ to the operating phase. 
As the basis for the crew-concep~ evaluation method, a Fortran. 
program was prepared for simulation of the activity profile. The 
program is based on the descriptive forms selected in chapter 3. 
The following program requirements were taken into account 
in developing the program packet into a working part of the eval-
uation method (sec. 5.1): 
The reason for the computer simulation is to investigate 
the greatest-possible number of different situations and action 
sequences. Variation of the parameters should correspond to 
real 60nditions as much as possible. 
Critical situations which indicate pilot overload should be 
recognized. Critical situations are defined as a pile-up of 
units of the same task in the waiting loop. Moreover, it is a 
critical situation when a task is not completed within the alloted 
timeframe. 
In the case where such overloads occur, the computer 
simulation should allow a reconstruction of the corresponding 
action sequences to permit discovery of the reasons for the 
overload. 
The developed simulation program (sec. 5.2) provides for the 
simulation of 100 approach flights in one program run with sub-
sequent statistical evaluation. Based on an overview printout, 
flights containing critical situations can be discovered. If 
necessary, a repeat of the simulation of selected flights is 
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possible, with a detailed printout of all changes of status in 
the waiting-loop model. 
By storing ~he internal status data of the model after each 
program run, the simulation of action sequences can be supplemented 
by an additional 100 approach flights. The data of the statistical 
evaluation is accumulated accordingly. 
The first test series run with cowputer simulation (sec. 
5.3) was performed for the "Initial Approach" operating phase 
and had the following objectives: 
-An estimation of the minimum number of needed simulated flights 
was to be discovered from a comparison of the specified dis-
tributions of the task-parameters with the distributions result-
ing from the Monte-Carlo simulation. 
-Based on detailed printouts for the changes in status in the ", 
waiting-loop model, a check was run on whether the simulated 
action sequences correspond to real (normative) principles of 
crew cooperation. 
The results after simulation of 2000 approach flights using 
random sampling, confirm the correct, normative or plausible 
functional operation of the waiting-loop simulation. 
In a statistical evaluation of the task-specific parameters 
a sufficient agreement of the specified distributions was found" 
with the distributions of the simulated values. A fixed run with 
the appropriate program modules shmvec. that the average values 
of the arrival and processing times of all tasks have an error 
of less than 5% after about 1000 simulated values. 
In the test series on the flight simulator the timepoints 
of beginning the activity and the duration of the activity were 
measured for the individual tasks. For the waiting-loop simula-
tion, the parameters determined for the beginning of activity 
were used for the arrival times of tasks in the waiting-loop /62 
system. This allocation was selected since a unique arrival time 
cannot be measured or specified for all tasks measured on the 
simulator. 
In the evaluation of the first simulation series it turned 
jut that this allocation causes a significant, systematic error. 
Since in the waiting-loop simulation sometimes considerable wait-
~ng times for tasks result, the task processing is shifted far 
toward the end of the operating phase or even beyond it. From 
this result overload messages from the program and a change in 
specified processing probability for individual tasks for the 
operating phases which do not correspond to the circumstances 
(' measured on the simulator. 
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(' with the program packet for simulation and evaluation of the 
action sequence in the cockpit, the applicability of the waiting 
loop simulation as an integral part of the structuring process 
for crew concepts could now be determined. To validate the enti're 
process, its application to a real crew concept had to be performed 
with a complete set of tasks or activities. 
The expected large programming effort for these interactions 
or temporal and =unctional dependencies of many single actions 
could be counteracted by the use of another programming language 
(like e.g. SAINT). Compared to other methods of development or 
testing the work sequence in the cockpit, with the waiting-loop 
simulation, functional relationships of work-organization rules 
and their effects on safety and performance of the crew can be 
evaluated in any large number of situations. Thus, a meaningful 
use of the method in structuring the work processes of cockpit 
crews can be anticipated. 
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Fig. 3.4: Application of Evaluation Functions to the Determination 
of Subjective Evaluations from Measured Values 
Key: I-subjective evaluation 2-measured value 3-visibility 
4-brightness of runway symbol 5-evaluation for "land due 
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Gruppe = group 
- Hydraulic Pumps 
.- Emergency lights 
.. - No Smoking/Sect belts lights' 
. Gruppe B 
. - Anti-Collision light 
-'~9nition 




- ;xternol Lighting 
Fig. 4.2: Overview of the Simulated Aircraft Systems Combined in 
the Overhead Panel 
Group A: Systems affect the simulation via the simulator program 
and are checked by the monitoring logic 
Group B: Systems are monitored only; no effect on the simulation 
Group C: Pure dummys 
__ •• ____ 0 • 
• _.0· ' -
-
'. 
- Park B.-ake 
Gruppe = group 
Gruppe I 
- Pic und FlO NAV 




. - De-ici,ng 
- Pitot Heet .. 
Fig. 4.3: Warning Lights in the Overhead Panel 
Group I : Triggered by appropriate signal from the simulation program 









Ho Hohe Uber Grund ' 
Fig. 4.4: Qualitative Brightness Profile of the Runway Symbol 
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Fig. 4.5: Block Diagram of the Sighting Task for Final Approach 
Key: I-altitude H from radio altimeter 2-brightness-altitude profile line 3-control voltage 
for runway symbol 4-display of runway symbol 5-nearby lights 6-inputparameters 
7-and 8-noise generator .' 
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Fig. 4.6: Block Diagram of Data Acquisition Unit 
Key: I-observer 2-radio speech 3-plotter 4-tape 
recorder 5-navigation and aircraft data 6-clock 
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CO zu !:8n::?t:'?:1 
TWR 118.9 
T~:r.C'. 15 
Key: I-let Co-RHI fail due to C3. Correct fault by pressing the CB 
2-visibility simulation 
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Eingobe der Zuordnung 
Toktmorken / Echtzeit . . i 
(progromm ZZ) . 
Eingobc der Anfongs- und Endmorken 
oller Aufgcben pro Versuch und 
P~ase (progrcmm [}AT~I!'J). 2 
... 
- Berechnung von DAUER und ZWZ 
- Tobellencusdruck (progr. AUS) 
;--
Bcrechnung der Histogramme 
(programm HI ST) 5 
.- -
.... 
Anpassung von Verteilungsdichten, 
Identifikation cler Parameter 
(programm ANP) 7 
. I 
Fig. 4.8: Procedure for Storing and Evaluating the Test Data 
Key: I-input of allocation, clock marks/real time (program ZZ) 
2-input of start and end marks of all tasks per test and phase 
(program DATEIN); calculation of DURATION and INTER..:;RRIVAL 
time; tabular printout (program AUS) 
3-assign data file to time 
4-data file DAUER ZWZ 
5-compute histogram (program llIST) 
6-data file histogram values 
7-adaptation of distribution densities, identification of 





1AHFLUC HR 4 2.VERSUCH HR 3 to . l' . . 'i <J .'. '/ () 3FLUGPHASE tfUFCABE AHF.IH~RI<E EHDI1ARKE ANF. ZEIT ENDZE1T DAUER r ' ZWZ 
, . " S· t 11 IN 1 t 11 I1ll [SEC] C fU.N 1 
3 FIliAL :A 2.SItIl< E1" 124.00 126.80 0.92 1. 17 20.88 0.92 
i 120.00 131.00 I 1. 35 1.44 5.52 0.53 14 e. 10 140.70 ' 2.25 2.32 . 4.32 0.90 I . 144.30 144.130 2.7? 2. 78 3.60 e. 46 . 
,1- 148.70 149.30 3.24 3.32 4.50 O. 53 3 FINAL A 3.S1tll< AUS 12 O. 30 124.00 0.35 ' 0.02 28.44 0, 35 
127.30 1'20.60 1. 20 ,I 1. 33 7.32 0.86 131. 00 133.40 1. 44 . 1. 64 11.76 0.24 13.3.10 137.60 1. 09 2.00 11. 1 b 0.45 1"2.C[) 142.50 2.t3IJ 2.5'; 3.30 C.Gl 1 '1';. ~O 140.;'0 3.0:'; 3.24 11.94 0,55 149.30 . 149. ti 0 3.32 J.36 2.34 0.27 3 FIUAL A :5,FltrAL CH 123.20 125.nO 0.70 1. 09 23.40 O. 113 3 FUIAL A16.QUERLAGE 115. SO 123.50 0.06 0.74 41.10 0.06 124.50 125.20 0.89 1. 00 6.30 0.a3 125.70 127.J0 1. 07 1. 213 7.74 O. 1 B 1:~O. 10 131.GO 1. 39 1. 51 7.02 0.32 
111 133.40 138.50 1. 64 2. 14 30.24 0.24 140.20 141.90 2.26 2.49 13.32 0.63 
'3 FUIAL A25.SPRECHFU 136.50 137.70 1. 94 2.09 9.06 1. 94 142.00 143.50 2.50 2.64 B.70 O. 56 3 FItIAL A27.GEAR '121.00 121.20 0.43 13.46 1. 00 O.lL 3 FItiAL A29.FLAPS 119.00 120.40 0.31 13.36 3.12 0.08 
A2911{ OI1JlY H1 1< 123. 3D 124.30 '1. D.72' 0.86 9. DO " O. 19 3 FINAL 137.70 .• 140.00 2.0!) . 2.24' ... 8.94 '. 2.09 
Fig. 4.9: List of Test Data Determined from the Measurement Records (fig. 2.5) 
(phase 3, 3rd approach to HNV 27 R) 
Key: I-approach no. 
7-begin time 
I2-descent off 
2-test no.3-flight phase 4-task 5-begin mark 6-end mark. 
8-end time 9-duration IO-interarrival time II-descent on 
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Fig. 4.10: Histogram (a) and "measuied distribution density" (b) 
for the duration of task "Approach Check" in phase 2. 
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Fig. 4.11: Histogram, measured and adapted Distribution density using 
the example of the duration of task 2 from operating phase 2. 
Key: I-histogram 2-measured distribution density 3-initial estima-
tion for model distribution density 4-duration 5-acapted 
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I-measured value h 






for altitude above minimum 2-lI1easured value u [or visibility 
voltage for runway symbol) 3-altitude 4-visibility 
function for alternative "land" based on altitude 
function for alternative "go around" based on altitude 
function for alternative "land" based on visibility 
function for alternative "go around" based on visibility 
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Fig. 13a: Fuzzy Evaluation Function for the Alternative "Land" 
based on the criterion "Visibility" 
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Fig. 4.13b: Fuzzy Evaluation Function for the Alternative "Go 
around" based on the criterion "Visibility" 
















Fig. 4.l4a: Fuzzy Evaluation Function for the Alternative "Land" 
based on the criterion "altitude" 
Altitude difference = present altitude - decision minimum 
Key: I-altitude difference 
" l.O 
... ' 
0.5 .. " . 












Fig. 4.l4b: Fuzzy Evaluation Function for the Alternative "Go Around" 
based on the criterion "Altitude" 
Altitude difference = present altitude - decision minimum 
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-300 Honcn- 5 diffcrcnz 
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Fig. 4.15: Representation of the Normative, Heasured and l·~odeled 
Decisions plotted agianst the measurable (objective) 
Criteria 
(x decision for F.I.S. or CONTINUE on the simulator 
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Key: I-beginning of simulation 2-initializing of quantities of state, waiting loop system empty 
3-determination of next event timepoint 4-next event is 5-arrival of a task 6-processing 
of a task in finished in channel 7-processing of a joint task (both channels) is finished 
8-placement of task into the wailing loop and change of quantities of state 9-cancel task in 
the system and change of quantities of state IO-storage of system status on magnetic disc 
II-can task be processed immediately? I2-are there still tasks in loop? I3-yes I4-no 
lS- tu~;!l\. lIIoves up for processing IG- the nex t task moves up from loop l7-only in loop 1 (2) 
18-in both loops 19-determination of the next arrival time of the same task 20-determination 
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t = t 
n 
t = t . 
n 
t = tn+1 
tn+1 < tn +D5 
t = ~n+2 
=to+1 + D16 
. t = t 
n+3 
= tn+2 + RS 
Fig. 5.2: Example of a Sequence of Actions in phase 3 with a "joint" 
pilots' task and a task of absolute priority. Representation of 
the fundamental operation of the waiting-loop model. 
Key: I-waiting loop system 2-timepoint 3-waiting loops 
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Main Program TQS 
Read-in parameters for the tasks from the disc memory 
Read-in the simulation conditions (operating phase, duration, 
parameters for event timepoints, e.g. DR or OM) 
Number of simulated approach flights 
,. 
Control of the printout 
Overview prints, for each simulated flight 




. Eval. of each approach for f-
ro 
Control of event in sequence 
crew errors and overloads the waiting loop system 
, 
-
Subprogram UARR Subprogram STATUA - . 
.., Determine next occurring task Positioning of a n e'.·; ly arrived 
('-. \ 






Determine the operating time Repositioning of tasks in the 
for a task system after working off a task 
. 
Subprogram INF Subprogram STATUS 
--
• r 
Storage of changes of status Simulation of effects of 'pro-
in the waiting loop system cessing a task and specifica-




• Subprogram EHOD 
i 
Output of the instantaneous Simulation of the decision to 
system status continue/qo around. 
--
'Fig. 5.3: Structure of the Program Packet to Simulate the Action 
Sequences in the Cockpit in the waiting Loop System 
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Unterprogramm EMOD 1 
U .. A 2 bergabeparameter: Eingabe: Nummer der ufgabe 
. 3 Zeitpunkt' t . 
4 Ausgabe: Entscheidung E 
5 Aufgabe Nr. ? 
8 
Aufgabe 11 
.. 7 Srufe 1 
.... ~ . 
Ermittlung von oktueller 
HBhe und Sicht 
Bestimmung der Bewertungszah-
. len HL,-HG, SL, SG aus den 
Funktionen 




E = 1 E=O 
( F.I.S.··)- ( neutral) 
6 
Aufgabe 12 
7 Srufe 2 
9 Entscheidung von 
Stufe 1 ? 
E=2 
( Cont. ) 
E=O 
Ennittlung der aktuel-







( Cont.) (Go around) 
Fig. 5.4: Structure of the Subprogram EMOD (Simulation of the 
Landing decision on the computer in 2 stages) 
Key: I-subprogram EHOD 2-transfer parameters: Input: Number of tasks 
3-timepoint 4-output: Decision 5-task no.6-task 7-step 
8-determination of present alt. and visibility 9-decision of 
step Ii lO-determination of eval. numbers HL, HG, SL, SG from 
the functions Il-determin. of eval. numbers I2-seek maximum 
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Fig. 5.5: Detailed Printout of the Simulation Program (Excerpt for an event timepoint) 
Task 3 = begin descent; task 7 = change rudder; task 13 = communication 
Key: I-timing of the next event of the simulation 2-event 3-output of UP 4-timing of the 
output system status 5-id. for status of tasks (see page .. ) 6-remaining processing time 
for kicked-back tasks 7-task waiting loop for CMl; 8-task waiting loop for CM2 
9-unit IO-unit number II-processing end for CMl: 
13-channel 14-duration of the simulation 
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Fig. 5.6: Deviation of the Average XM from the Desired Value of the Distribution for the 
Simulated Processing Duration plotted Against the Number of Measured Values N. 
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Fig. 5.7: Deviation of the Average Value XM from the Desired Value of the Distribution for 
the Simulated Interarrival timc Plotted Against the Number of Mcasured Values N 
Key: I-for 2-task 
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Fig. 5.8: Histogram for the Event Times of Task 4 (Approach Check) from Computer Simulation 
(test series 1) 
Key: l-arrival time 2-beginning of processing 3-end of processing 
Table 4.1: Approaches and Test Conditions for Flight Simulator 
Test Series 
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I-------------------!--~-----I--------I--------I--------I--------I--------l I AUF FLUGHAFEH/RUyZI KB014L 1 DUS 24 r TOF27L I TGLOOR I TOF09R I TGL2uR J 1-------------------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 1 ART DES AHFLUGES3 IlLS 1 HDB 1 VOR IlLS 1 VOR IlLS J I-------------------T--------,--------T--------l--------I-------- T--------, 1 SICHTBEDIHGUNGENCf .. i l~OO/l j. agee/a i 1600 .... 1 I ~)4ee/l I 2003/0 i !';3(!.'1 j 
la~=====c2==========r========J========I========I========!=~======i===r.~r.==J I ATlS t~EHHZEICliEH $"1 LlflA It=OXT?()TTI CHARU' I HI"E 1 OUf.i:Jcr:l:r I:{LC I I-------------------!--------l--------i--------!--------I--------I--------! 1 RUHUAY IN USE I 14L 1 24 1 27L 1 eaR 1 e9R 1 26R j 1-------------------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------: 1 TRANSITION LEVEL I 59 I sa I 68 1 70 I ?O 1 70 l 1 -':"-.--- ------- -- ----! --------1--------1 --------1--------1------- -1--- -- ---: 1 WIND CDGR/KHl I IS0/29 1 268/15 I CALli 1090/86 1120/1)5! !90,'O~ ~ 1-------------------1--------1--------1--------1--------l--------I--------j 1 YISIBILITY [f~Ml I 3.e 1 6.0 1 9.0 I £1.6 I ?a I a.a J 
I-------------------I--------I--------I--------l--------1--------1--------; 
1 RVR [KHl 1 1 5.0 1 1 0.4 I I ': 
I-------------------I--------I--------I--------I--------1--------1--------: 
I CLOUDS [OCTA/FEETl! 6/40eO 1 2/10e8 I 5/2aeO 1 7/85013 1 5/60ea I !/50ee : 
1 14/1580 I 6/3802 ! I . I 7/11ea~I 7/100e9: 
1-------------------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------: 
1 TEIiPERATUREtDGR ell' 18 1 12 I 11 1 10 I 11 I 10 : 
1-------------------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------: 
I DEUPOIHT rDCR Cl I 10 1 11 I 6 I 4 1 6 I 5 : 
1-------------------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------' 
I QHH [HBl I 1015 1 1819 I 1025 1 1009 I 10a4 1 1003 I ••• c=~x=.a= •• aD •••• iaaa=a.cala~===a~.Tce==~==e'====== ==I========I======== 
*Explanation of data on visibility conditions "HIP" 
H = alt. in ft above ground where the runway symbol is to attain 
max. brightness 
P = parameter for qual. description of brightness change of runway 
symbol when approaching runway 
P 0: Slow increase; P = 1: r10derate Increase: P = 2: ?ast increase 
Key: I-approach no. 2-to airport/ru~way 3-type of approac~ 4-visibility 
conditions 5-ATIS id. 
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A_.hung LJ eeoond.r. Vetl<......nt ... . 
2-- • Z.i' Inholl) Z~t h't . ev ..... chNt.1 :> .... · 
HAM 16 01% I. Konfo~~ O .. c.nd ond ..... Intoin 3S:O 
(I) ONH 1023 
contocl HAM An><. Oft 1:.'0.60 . . 
tl tcoching Hlf NOS 
APt 1. Konlo~1 P,ocoed 10 Ele£ VOR. ho/Jin!J 
'" 
3m 1 •• ,. tepert t.ocIWo; Elt£ 
.... 
AtP a.potl EL~ clcorcd rot NOS· ... ,proodo ;:"IY -Os, 
.:M 100, 5 Icnwrl, ';'~~;'Y 3 km, 
lVR 6 km. clOuCk 2 OCI~ 1000, r-s, 
· 
OP-3. ONH-I024 
• At, le...,in? El!£ contocl HAM 1'.'12 Oft 1:5:8S .,h." 
• ,fobli.he4 ' - . 
I. Konlo~.g ; · TWt Nr. I on final. teport =ching OM, 
ONH 1~~4 
. 
lWl J..W. clcoted 10 land 
., 
I. KonIe~f . WoN '0 lDR Descend ar.d lI'IOinJain lXO, contact 
-.. 
(2) 
I. KOnlo~ i 
APPR Oft 125.65 ';o~ B.\\N·NOB 
m deorcd lot holJin!J. deo::er.d 10 2500 
. »p Holdong deored lot VO~·API"=-" PNIY 27, . '. 
aNI! "93, coNad TWl en llS.l • 
I. Konla~-, I cleared 'a land. wind 210/25, I rvn ! ONH 99l 
. I. Konf~~lf .. # .~ HAM 2l Dill Delcend and lInOintoin 5:':0, contact .- I (3) : . V APPR 121.25 tNChing h1F , 
Hold obov. H"",butg V~. delC.nd • », 1. KonIo~t i ' . and "",inloln .cco:l . 
" '. . j 
m Holding cleared lot ILS-Ap;><o<>clo ~/IY 23. 
-




,lield in ,ig"'. wind 1"'125.35 
. 
lWZ Miued Appr. folio .. mined cpprccc!> FOCedu .. , I .. conlod Approach Oft 12!.2S 
HNV 'OR Dill I. Konlakl f OeicerJ anJ JI"Wlinfcin 2':C0, col\loct "-."'. · I (4) . APPR teaching <CCO. CNII 9'iO m 1. Konlo~g deared lot Holding ...... oIoin·.2000 . 
J.1P Holding cleared let ILS-Apptoocl> ~VY- 27 R, , 
conla.t 1WR ...beR ClI..:.I;~~ed . 
. 






. , durc" Drud:cft 
, .' ClI wieder Fvn1.Ji 
lVl2 1" KonIO~I' Nt. 2 on final, wir>J IZO/IO~NH m .-4. ; 
lVll. MY. cl eat.d 10 land 
.- - p • 
, 
1. l:onlo~11 I CON 32R Oll O., .. nd and mointoin .;:xl) 
(5) 011 lea.i~g GMH Repotl rcoching COlA . 
dcu,d rn< IlS·Apl"ooc.lo '/:.,,:, 3il. aNI! S">'O, ,. :~ . Oil I~"""nd COLA , contnd Tower ",ho., ato':l;ihed \ ,. 
cslobl. on lOC !'Ir. I on final ond d-.d 10 land, 1\\'1 
willol 2'70/05 
" M ""i .... 1 Appr. conlod OIR 
-
-
Key: I-destination airport/runway (test no.) 2-from 3-time 4-instruc-
tion 5-content 6-events 7-type 8-contact 9-have Co-R!·~I fail due 
to circuit breaker, reinstate by pressing the CB 
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Table 4.2 (Continued) 
Key: 
ZI.ln"gholery'RWV 4 Anwohung 8010Nf ... V"",,,,,,,,,,,," • (, . ev ..... ,,, N,.) 1 YOn z.lt~ lmolt s- 2.11~ All 7 "2.. 
ous 06 OIR I. KenIQ~'~ OCK,nd ond tnC:nlai" ceo 
(6) OIA i/\bound BOT doared lor VC~ ./lp;><oe<1t '!:If'( 06. conlad l\VR , .. ching O~ NOS 
TV~ 1. Konla~' '6 N,. I .... final. elected I~ 14nd. w'nd.cal .. ·• 
. 
CON loll OIR I. Kon:.~,~ D .... nd and ... "'intain S:CO. in Hola.ng Vf'(P 
dncend 10 XOO 
(7) . Inb. V('(P Eng, ne c .... rMoi •• 
EGT t , N2 I. 
Oil . Hola.ng .I"",ed lor ILS·J\pp,=" r/f'( I. l • 
1. Kantal.~ 
ONH. lOIS. can/acl rl.~ wh.ft e.labJ:Jhed 
. 
TV12 !:l,:1 on fincl. wind 13V2S 
. TIn MI.I clca,ed '0 lond 
DUS 24 OIl I. Kenla~l~ Oelcond 10:lOOO. Hol::"1 BAM. report 01 &VA 
011 Hold,ng cleared lor NOG App<o=" ~ 24. ONH 1019, (8) can/ad TWit on final . 
TVo'l 1. Kan/al.l~ N,. 2 .... final, .. port cf OUII.ld",1 U NOS q 
Inbound CB 1.01....,. 
. 
LI NOa Capl. culfolln 
.. lQ1len,. N'c.ht 
-- . . Z" behe~Cft 
lVt'l bel H· SOO cl .. ,ed '0 lond, wind 26CVIS 
\ 
Tef 21 l An I. Kenlal.' ~ Ouc.nd end maintain SCOO . 
. 
(9) AlP inbo<lnd rOF CI.ared lor VOo/OI,'! -App,oach RWY 27 t.. de,..nd 10 ~. ,eport ~, ONII 102S, I 
contocl Nfl. ,ecching :Cf VO~ 
, 
TVo'l 1. Kanla~l~ Nt. 2 on fi""I, report ""en nlabliJhcd (on , 
cenlcr line) ; : 
TWi on "cente, line cl .. ,ed 10 land, wind eal .. , 
.... . 
" ..... .. 
. 
1. Konla~'% clea,ed rat Holdong Nll:OU, de"end 10 I TGlO8 L, APP . 
2000, Ot-:H 1"99 I 
(\0) 
I"'-nd 
. NIEDER Pilo' Jeln; . 
AP? Holdl"g eleo,ed for ILS·AFP""' .... CAT. II rc.'f'f C~ l, 
ATI~ Inlermolion 1m.:.: Wood o<;O/oa, CNH 
1009, Te",p. 5. 0 .. 1. 3. conlect Airporl lIe,70 
·t. Konlal.l~ ""''''' C1loW~"ed . .. clea,ed 10 lend, .... ..! ClO/03, ONH 1001 TWi 
----
lOf 09 R W t. Kanlo~1 ~ d.".nd end """.'01. XOO. ONI! 1004 
(11) APP ,nb, fAliLAND """,ed 10, O'IO~·Ac>c'occh v:.VY O? R. contact 
TVr:t 119.10 ,each:ng Ir/L 
1\\'1 I. Konlakl ~ cI .. red 10 land, w:nd I2\VOS 
. - -.-
lGl26 L W 1. KonIQ\~ descend end ","o:nIQi .. -'Ct\l, proceed to HVl-
( 12) VO~. aNti IC03, rr;ootl tNL 
m inbaund HVl del",,' 10 ~, cl.".-,.d far IlS·,'rr,each ~'IY 
I. Konlakl~ 26 t., Contact 1'1,'1. 111.70 wh~" r\IClbli'-"'eJ . lWI Nt. 1 Oft "nol, clcered 10 lond. wind 19IV09 
en center riad et9". 
lin. Ovc:,heo1t, ouC 
Oft cente, IlS·"",,;~ r;-
Un. I~I) "",loll"" I 
1 ... - I 10 . l-dest. airport/rwy (test no.) 2-from 3-time 4-instr. 5-content 
6-events 7-type 8-contact 9-have Captain cause failure of ADI 
circuit breaker, do not correct lO-have ILS display (pilot) 
failure 
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Table 4.3; List of Crew Activities Determined on the Simulator and 
their Summary into Task Groups 
,------------------j----l---------------1-------------------------1 
I AUFGABE 1 I HR I AUFlRETEU IN 2 I 2UGEHOERIGE 3 1 
I 1 I PHASE HR. I EIHZELTAETIGKEITEH I l.c •• c.c •• a.~ •• aac=I==c=I====c==========I=========================1 
I I I I . I 
I I I I CH2, 5 1 I ATtS 4 1 I I FREQUEHZ UHD AUDIOKAHAL I 
I ABHOEREH I 1 I 1 1 EI~STELLEN; NACHRICHT I 
I 1 I .. I HOEREH; HOT! ZEN 1·1ACHEN; I 
I . I I .-.. I AUDIOI~flHAL ABSCHALTEH 1 __________________ ____ ___________ ~ ___ _________________________ 
I 1 1 I I 
I I I I Ctll, 6 I 
I SIHKFLUC 7 '1 I I AUTOPILOT AUSSCHALTEH I 
I EIHLEITEN 1 2 1 1,2,3 I HOEHEHRUDER UHD I 
I I I 1 TRIHMUHG BETAETIGEH; I 
I 1 I I GAS ~J E G i-l E H 11 E H i I 
1 1 I I YARI 011E TE P. B cO£: ACHTE H I 1 __________________ 1 ____ 1 _______________ 1 _________________________ 1 
I I I I CHt, 9 i 
1 SIUKFLUG 8 I I 1 YARIOI1ETER BEOBACHTEH; I 
I BEENDEH I 3 1 1,2,3 1 HOEHEIlRIJDER UtlD I 
I I I I TRIMHUHG BETHETIGEH; I 
1 I I . I CAS GEBEt! i 1 
I . . I· I I AUlOP ILOT EIUSCHALTEU 1 1 __________________ 1 ____ 1 _______________ 1 _________________________ 1 
I I I I CM 2: 10 I 
I I I I CHECKLISTE lAUT lESEH; 
I APPROACH I I I HOEREN DER AHTWORTE~; • 
I CHECK I 4 I 1,2 I SCHALlER BETAETIGEH I 
I . - - 1 1 I CH1. I 
I ____ . _. I 1 1 REAGIEREH AUF CHECI(- I 
I . I 1 I LISTE I11T AHHJORTEH I I .. e. -. _ •• :.,._--- I I . _ ... _--. 1 UtiD SCHALTERBETtlETICUtlC I 
_____ ~ ______ _____ ____ ______ ________ I _________________________ 1 
I I I I CK2. 10 i 
[ I I I CHEC~LISTE LAUT lESEM; 1 
I FIHAl I I I HOEREN DER ANTWORTEH; I [ CHECK I 5 1 2, J I SCHAL TER BETHET !Gi:tl I 
I I 1 I Ctll: I 
I I I I REAGIEREti AUF CHECK- I 
I .... -. _. I I 1 LI S TE H IT MI T I.! 0 !H E H 1 
I . -. I I. I UHD SCHALTERBETHETIGUHC ! 1 __ ~ _______________ 1 ____ 1 _______________ 1 _________________________ 1 
I· I I I Ctll. 11 I 
I APPROACH 1 I I lESEti UHD LAUTES ER- I 
I BRIEFING I 6 1 1,2 I KLAEREH DES ANFlUGES I 
I . I 1 I C112: 1 I·· - 1 I . ... I HOEREHi HOlI ZEH I1ACHEH I 1 __________________  ____ 1 _______________ 1 _________________________ 1 
I I I I Ctl2. 12 I 
I aFIELD 1 1 1 AUFSUCHEti DES SICHTKOH- I 
I IH SIGHfD --1111 3 I TAKTES ZUR R\,l\'; I 
1 I I 1 HElDUtiG "FIsq UHD I 
I. 1 1 I UHGEFAEHRE POSIlIOH I I __________________ I ____ I ____________ ~ __ I _________________________ 1 
I I I I 13 I 1 14 1 - 1 I Ctlt. I 
I--LAHDEEHT- I I I YERGLEICH HOEHE/EHT- I 
J SCHEIDUHG I 12 1 3 I SCHEIDUNGS-MIHINUN I 
1 I I I EHTSCHEIDUHG UHn AUSRUF I 
1 I I I °COIIT 1IIIJE" D 2ll. I 
I I I I -GO AROUtlD- I 1 __________________ 1 ____ 1 _______________ 1 _________________________ 1 
Key: I-task 2-appears in phase no.3-attendant single activities 
4-listen-in to ATIS 5-set freq. and audiochannel; listen to instr.; 
make notes; switch off audio. 6-switch off autopilot; operate 
airelon and trimming; shut off gas; "'latch variometer 7-begin 
descent 8-end descent 9-watch variometer; operate elevators and 
trimming; apply gas; switch on autopilot la-read checklist aloud; 
listen to responses; operate switCh; react to checklist with 
responses and switch operation 
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Table 4.3 (Continued) 
I~----;~;;;;;---i--I-~;-I-;~;;;;;;~-;~--I------;~;;~~;;;;;--;-----, 
I I I PHASE HR. 2 I EIHZEL1AE1IC~EliEH I 
1 •••••• ·cc: ••••• ==a!·.==lc=======cac====I=========================1 
I I I- I 5 I 
I QUERLACE 4- I I "'-;-.." _, I g~~hAGE BEoeACHTEII j ~ 
I AEIIDERH 1 16 1 1~2~3 1 QUERRUDER BETAETIGE~ I 1 __________________ 1 ____ 1 _______________ 1 _________________________ 1 
1 I I I I 
1 I I I C112: 6 1 
I SPRECH- 1'1 1 SPRECHFUlm DURCHFUEHREN I 
1 FUtlK 7 125 I 1~2.3 I HOTlZEI! tIA';UEII 1 1 __________________ 1 ____ 1 _______________ 1 _________________________ 1 
1 I I 1 ' I 
1 1 I I Ctl1. 9 I 
'I 8 1 I 1 KOIHHlHDO GESEll; I 
1 FAHRllERK I I I RUECI~11ELDUHG BOEREII 1 
I BETAET IGEH 1 27 I 2# 3 I C112: I 
I 1 I I HEBEL BETAETIGEHi 10 i 
I I 1 I LICHTEr. BEOEtACHTEH; 1 
1 1 1 1 RUECKMELDUHG GEBE" 1 1 __________________ 1 ____ 1 _______________ 1 _________________________ 1 
I 1 I I 1 
1 I I I eM1: I 
I I I I KOHHnHDO GESEll; 9 I 
,I KLAPPEH 12 I I 1 RUEC~"ELDUHG HOEREtI I 
I, BETAET leEH 1 28 I 2# 3 1 Ctl2. I 
I I I 1 HEBEL BETAE1IGEH; BEOD- j 
I I I I ACHTEr! DER ;If,CHFUEltfWilCi 1 
I - I I 1 RUECI~11ELDUHG GEtlEti 11 I 1 __________________ 1 ____ 1 _______________ 1 _________________________ 1 
I KOtlHUHI-1 I I CI11 UNO CH2, 14 I 
1 KATI0H 13 129 I 1.2,3 I HOEHREti UHD SPRECHEH I. 1 __________________ 1 ____ 1 _______________ 1 _________________________ 1 
1 1 I I i 
1 CEU I CHTE UHD I I I C112. IS ' ! 
1 CESCH~lHJIGKEIT I 39 I 1,2 I SCHREIBEtI UND LESEH I 
I . BESTHIl-!Etl 16 I I, , ' .... ', .' I - . . I I __________________ I ____ I ____ ~ __________ I _________________________ 1 
. '. . . 
Key: I-task 2-appears in phase no.3-attendant single activities 
4-change the bank S-watch bank; operate aileron 6-perform 
radio speeck; make notes 7-radio speech 8-operate landing 
gear 9-give command, listen for response 10-operate lever, 
watch lights, give response II-operate lever; watch the 
tracking, give response 12-operate flaps l3-communication 
l4-listening and speaking IS-writing and reading 16-deter-




Table 4.4: List of Non-Task-Specific ~ieasured Quantities from the 
Test Series run on the Flight Simulator 
y---------------------------------------------------------------------------I I I -1-- PHASEH-LAEHCE (DAU~R) f 
I ------------------ I 
I 'II -2-- ZEITPUHKT DES UEBERFLUCE9 OM , • I 
I " . 13 I -
I -3-- ZEITPUHKT DES ERREICHEHS DH/MIHIHUH ALTITUDE ) SZCL~ T~D I 
I I ~ f 
I I ~ \ I f -4-- ZEITPUNKT DES AUSRUFES .. FIS • ~ I 
I -----------------~ I 
I - -5-- ZEITPUHKT DES AUSRUFES II COflTIHUE. '13 I 
I .\ SZCL. -3-- f 
I ~ I I -6-- ZEITPUHKT DES AUSRUFES II CO AROUND • ~ I 
I ----------~ I 
I -7-- SPAHHUHC U ALS MASS FUER DIE SICHTDARKEIT I I DES LAHDEBAHH-SYHBOLS CKOHTINUIERLICH GEMESSEN) I 
I I f -8-- HEAD INC I 
I I I -9-- t1 ILES TO TOUCH DOWN -I 
I I 
I -ie- LOC/CP DEVIATIOH I I I 
I I 
II -11- ART UHD AUFTRITTSZEIT BESOHDERER VORKOHNHISSE I I CTRIEBYERKSAUSFALL I HAV.AUSFALL) I 
I I f -12- ART UND HAEFIGKEIT VON PILOTEN-FEHLERH ~ 
I FEHLSCHAl. TUNCEH At! OVERHEAD-PENAL I 
I -- NICHT KORREKTE DURCHFUEHRUHC DER CHECKLISTEN f 
I -- FEHLERHAFT DURCHCEFUEHRTE F~UGVERFAHREH _ f 
I I 
----------------------------------------------------------------- _________ I 
Key: I-phase length (duration) 2-timpoint of overflight OM 
3-timepoint of reaching- DH/min. alt. 4-timepoint of call-out 
5-timepoint of call-out 6-timepoint of call-out 7-voltage U 
as a measure for the visibility of the runway symbol (meas-
ured continually) 8-heading 9-miles to touch down 
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lO-LOC/GP deviation II-type and timing of special events 
(engine failure, nave failure) 12-type and frequence of 
pilot errors; wrong switch on overhead panel; incorrect 
execution of checklists; incorrect performance of flight 
procedures 13-with regard to 
Table 4.5: Probability of Occurrance 0: Once-Only Tasks for the 
Various Operating Phases (Determined from their frequency 
of occurrence in the test series) 
1············1················1··.· .. ·······.·····•·•· .... ·.·· .....• ·.·.1 I AUFCABE , I HANE I lAUFTRITjS-~AHRSCHEIHLICHKEIT FUER I 
I HR. I I I' PHASE 1 I PHASE 2 I PHASE 3 1 I •••••••••••• I •••••••••••••••• I ••••••••••••• I ••••• aa •• =.aaIa.a:amc •••••• I 
I i I . I I \ I 
I 1; I ATtS "} I 1.0e I B.Be 1·13.013 I 
I , I ABHOEREH I I I I I •••• c ••• D ••• I.=====ag= ••••••• ra •• aaaa==D •• =Ia.~ •• a~a=ca.aID •• aaD.=~c ••• 1 
I 1 I 1 I I 
I 4 I DeSCENT I e.28 I 0.72 I 13.130 I 
I 1 CHEC" I I I I 1 •••••••••••• I •• ~=.aD ••••••••• I ••••••••••••• Ia •• a •• ~.= a •• aIaD •••• eaaa ••• I 
I I I I I I 
I ~ I F I Ii A l I 0. eel ' e. 1 8 I O. 82 1 
1 I CHECK I I I I 
I~ •••••••••• aI •• R=aK •••••••••• I •••••• a •••••• la ••••• a.a a ••• I ••••••••• a ••• 1 
I 1 I 1 'I I 
I 6 I APPROACH I B.28 1 e.72 I B.Be I 
I I BRIEFIHG I 1 I I I· •••••• • •••• I.aa·.~ •••••••••• I ••••••••••••• I •••• a •• =D ••• aI ••••••• a=.a •• I 
I I 1 1 1 J 
J 27 I CEAR I B.oe I 0.48 J 0.52 I 
I I Do:m I I 1 I 1 •••• aa ••••• ·Ia===~a ••••••• a •• I •• a ••• aaa •••• I •••• a ••• a ••• al ••• a •••••••• _l 
I 1 ... I I I 1 
I 28 I KLAPPEN l' B.ee 1 0.76 I 0.24 I 
I I BETAETICEU I I I I I.····a··· •• ·I.a ••••• aa.aaa ••• I ••••••• a ••••• I •••••••• aaa •• I ••••• aaa.D •• aI 
1 I lAHDIIIG bJEIGHT I I I I 
I JB I UHD APPR. SPEED I 0.53 I e.47 I e.oe I 
I I BESTIMI1EH . ~I' I I I , ... __ ... ____ T ________________ . _____________ " _________ ----T-........ ~ .. a
Key: I-task no. 
3-listen to 
5-determine 
2-probability of occu~rence for 
ATIC 4-operate flaps 
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Key: I-program 2-functions 3-for 4-read-in task names & storage on disc 5-printout & change of 
task names 6-rcad-in, store, revise, printout the allocations of clock marks to real time 
7-rcad-in clock marks from task begin and end 8-subprog. to order input data in chronological 
sequence 9-subprog. to calc. time values for begin & end marks; calc. duration and interarr. 
time IO-convert arrival times as per begin of Opt phase, norming arr. time of selected tasks 
to the phase length II-tabular output of test data 12-read-in, output & store OPt phase begin 
& end per test, calc. phase duration 13-read-in & store arr. times of events 14-calc. histo-
grams of duration and interarr. time per task & phase IS-calc. histog. for phase length 
16-calc. histog. for arr. times of events 17-prep. of histog. on X-Y-plotter 18-convert histog. 
into distr. densities, adapt model distr. density & paramo id. 19-input & conversion of task-
spec. data 20-input & conv. of event times 21-histog. calc. 22-adaptation 
Table 4.7A: Statistical Characteristics for the Processing Time of 
Tasks in Flight Operations Phase I (Initial Approach) 
I.·.··.· •• •· •• I·.·.··I ••• • •• I~· •••• I •••••• I ••••• ·I· •• · •• 1.·.· •• 1 •••••• 1 •• •• •• 1 II AUFGABE HR I 1 1 2 I' 3 I 4 I 6 1 16 I 2S I 29 I 39 I 
·1 ••••••••••••• l •••••• 1 •• a ••• l •• a ••• l •••••• 1 •••••• 1 •• =a··l· aaa a·I··aa··I··a=aaI 
~~~~~::~~~~~:-l--~~--I-:~~--~-!~~--~--!~--i--!~--I-!~~--I-!~~--i-!~~--f--!~--I 
131UH HESSlJERTl 14.31 1.41 1.41 19.31 10.61 1.41 1.81 e.91 14.41 
1-------------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1 
IIf IHl X H E S S LJ E P. Tl S S. 1 1 :3 6. e I 3 9. 13 1 7 5. 4 1 1 0 3. 9 1 39 . 8 1 57 . 2 1 7 0. :3 1 6 5. 0 1 
1-------------1------1------1------1------1------1------!------1------1------1 
I~EHP 11ITTELLI.I 41.81 8.Bl 11.51 44.21 44.21 16.71 13.'11 14.01 35.11 
1-------------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1 
I(.EHP VARIAHZ 1 194.61 49.31 92.41268.131921.71235.61139.61205.41278.51 
I.cua=~=~2~~=.Ia:~.~~ID.~=a~I •• a=.~I.~~~=Dla~=~~aI.agaaDI=D~;==Ia~~~aala~=;==I 
17110DELLVERT. I HORI1 1 ERL I ERL I HORtt I EXP I ERL I ERL I EXP I EX!' I 
1-------------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1 
I~CESCHAET2TE I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 
I PARAHETER. ·1 1 I 1 1 I I I I I 1 
I P1 ;1 38.61 0.11 e.11 39.910.1321' a.l1 0.B91 0.051 0.021 
1-------------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1 
1 P2 1131.21 2.01 2.131636.61 -- 1 2.al 2.el -- 1 -- I 
1-------------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1 
IS'llITTEUJERT 138.81 8.51 9.21 44.Bl 43.11 7.Bl.10.91 15.4134.51 
1-------------1------1------1------1------1------1------1~-----1------1------1 I~VARIAH2 1124.81 34.01 40.21253.01751.01 33.31 5B.Sl 25~L81 239.81 1 •••• aa •• a •••• I •• ~aaDI •• a •• ala •• ca~I.~=aa=I=~c~~.I.aQ=~=Ia.~==~I==a===I~=a=D=I 
Table 4.7B: Statistical Characteristics for the Interarrival Time 
('. of Tasks in Flight Operations Phase I (Initial Approach) 
Key (to both tables): 
I-task no. 2-nlli~er of values 
4-max. measured value 
6-variance 
8-estimated parru~eters 
3-min. measured value 
5-average value 
7-model distribution 
Ia*sa •• a.3=a··l.~=C •• l~.=.aal.=a===Ia3aa==I======I======I=a====I======I======I 
IfAUFGABE HR 1 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 1 6 1 16 1 25 I 29 I 30 I 1a===~=====c=·lca=·==la.a=a·I·=·==·I.aa==aI=a====la==.:=I== •••• I •• ====la=====1 
I1IJERT-AIIZAHL I 4:; 1132 1106 I 14 1 16 1 Hlg 1144 I loa I 13 1 
1-------------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1 
1')111 H HE S S tJ E RT I a I 0 Ie. e 9 1 e 1 ole. 09 I o. e 11 e . e 4 lei 
1-------------1------1·-----1------1------1------1-·-----1------1------1------1 I,HAX HESSUERTI a.91 6.41 6.51 e.91 G.91 5.91 5.el 4.71 0.91 1-------------1------1------1------1~-----1------1------1------1------1------1 
I}EI1P 11ITTELU.I 0.41 1.31 1.31 13.71 13.51 2.11 LeI 1.21 'e.sl 
1-------------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1 
ItEI1P VARIAI12! e.861 2.71 2.31 0.081 O.OBI 5.21 1.41 1.21 0.081 
1-============.======1====-=1=·====1======1======1======1======1======1======1 
11IiODELLVERT. 1 HOF:11 I EXP 1 EXP 1 ERL 1 HORI1 1 EXP 1 EXP 1 ERL 1 HORM 1 
I ------------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1 I CESCHAETZTE 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 I I 1 
I g PAR A 11 E T E R • 1 1 I I 1 1. I I I I 
1 PI I 0.31 0.91 LeI 13.21 6.41 0.91 1.el 0.91 e.BI 
1-------------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1 
I P2 I 0.e91 -- I -- I 3.81 6.01 -- I -- 1 2.81 8.51 I-------------I------I------I------1------1------I---_--1------1------1------1 I{ 111 TT E UJ E RT 1 O. 4 1 O. 9 I O. 9 Ie. 7 1 0 . 5 1 1. 0 1 O. 9 I 1. e I e. B 1 1-------------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1 If_VAR1AN2 I a.eSI 1.1! 0.91 0.041 a.OBI 1.11 B.91 0.51 a.OBI T~~=~=maa~aa •• ID.aa==la.=a=mlaD==~ala~=c==l=.====Ia~== ==I=a====I=aa==cI=a2===I 
89 
Table 4.8A: Statistical Characteristics for the Processing Time of 
Tasks in Flight Operations Phase 2 (Holding/Approach) 
r·.·.··.······!······!··.··.r······r •.• ···r···· .• r·.·· •• r ... · .• r •...•• r •••••• r IIAUFCABE HR I 2 I 3 I 4 I 3 I G I 16 I 25 I 27 I 28 I 
1.&=~~===ac· •• l ••• c··l· ••••• I··.a •• I •• a· •• I:.=D •• IDD== •• 1 •• ===.1=.===-1====:.1 12 YERT-AIIZAHL 1 198 I 206 1 35 I 8 1 41 1 564 I 197 1 20 I 84 I 
1-------------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1 
I111IH HESS~IERTI e.71 a.71 e I 23.91 8.61 a.l1 a.61 a.21 2.91 
1-------------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1 
1 If Ii A X 11 E S S I,} E RT I 39. 5 1 11 0. 0 I 7 e. 4 I 44. a I 199. 1 I 44 . 2 I 45 . 2 I 1 7. 3 I 1 e. 2 1 
1-------------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1 
I)E"'P 11ITTELU.l le.11 13.11' 42.51 33.91111.61 11.71 9.41 5.01 7.71 
1-------------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1 
I {. E 11 P V A R I A !l2 1 66 . 4 I J 4 9. 11 :; 6 7 . a I J e. 3 1 6 I 1 9 . ell 13 . 8 1 " e. a 1 2 2. 9 1 1 O. J 1 la8===========1======I======I======l a=====I======I======1======1======1======1 !7 IWDELLVERT. 1 ERl 1 EXP 1 HORI1 I HORM I HORI1 I ERL 1 ERL 1 HORI1 I HORI1 I 
1-------------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1 
I"GESCHAETZTE 1 I I I 1 ~ I I 1. 1 I 
1 ~ PAR H 11 E TE R I ; 1 I 1 1 I I 1 1 \ 1 1 
1 Pl I B.l1 9.071 40.41 32.41 51.21 a.l1 8.11 2.41 6.81 
1-------------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1 
1 P2 1 2 1 -- 1151.21119.111498.81 2 I 2 1 4.71 7.11 
1-------------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1 
I)'MITTEUIERT 1 9.7112.1140.4133.7158.51 9.71 9.91 2.71 7.Bl 
1-------------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1 
IG,VARIAHZ I 45.41189.61150.41 37.511501.01 45.41 49.11 3.41 6.01 1.£a.a.a •••••• I ••• a.aIa •• a~a[a.a~.~I.~==a~I._=~~=I •• =~==I~D===.TD •• ~=='~aa===I 
Table 4.8B: Statistical Characteristics for the Interarrival Time 
of Tasks in Flight operations Phase 2 (Ilolding/Approach) 
Key (to both tables) 
I-task no. 
3-measured value, min. 
S-average value 
7-model distribu~ion 
2-number of values 
4-max. measured value 
6-variance 
8-estimated parameters 
r ••• a •• a •••••• l •••••• l ••• ao.1a=a:.=1 •••• 0=la:.:=.la.=a~al=a==·=Ia.:==aIa=a===I 
II AUFGABE HR I 2 1 3 1 0\ 1 5 I 6 1 16 1 25 1 27 I· 28 I I ___ =c2:_=: ••• Y_a2aa_l=w.aa=Iaacaaala •• ==:Ia2==a=I===a==12=====I=Ea===I==:===1 
11UERT-A~ZAHL 1 IS8 I 2eS I 35 I 8 1 41' 1 564 I 197 1 29 1 84 1 
1-------------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1 
1'lllIH I1ESSLJERTl a.SlI 0 I a I 8.SSI a I. a leI 0.811 0.11 
1-------------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1 
II+NAX 11ESS\JERTI 14.31 14.51 1.01· 0.981 0.761 13.11 6.61 B.981 1.11 
1-------------1------1------1------1------1------1------I------I------I-~----1 
·ltEHP r11TTEL14.1 e.91 1.01 0.31 8.851 0.151 0.61 1.01 e.841 0.71 
1-------------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1 
Ir.,EI1P VARIAIIZ I 5.31 6.01 0.0610.0051 0.031 4.91 1.910.9051 8.061 
I.a========aaalaaa===!_aaca=Iaaa:==Ia===c=!a=====I====~=I=a====I======Ia=c===I 
l?t10DElLVERT. I EXP I EXP 1 HORI1 I /lORI1 1 /lORN 1 EXP I HP 1 HOP.11 I HORM I 
1-------------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1 
Ir,GESCHAETZTE I 1 1 I I I 1 1 I I 
n PA R A II E T E R ,I I 1 I 1 1 I. 1 I 1 
I P1 1 1.21 1.11 -2.81 0.931 0.1311 LSI 0.91 0.861 B.81 
1-------------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1 
1 P2 1 -- 1 -- I 1.210.0Bl1 e.141 -- 1 -- 1 a.821 B.8S1 
1-------------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1 
l)NITTEUJERT 1 0.3Z 0.41 e.31 0.99! 0.241 0.21 0.719.861 e.71 
1-------------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1 
1(0 VA R I A HZ 1 e • 6 Ie. e Ie. [) 6 I O. 002 I [). (34 1 0 . 3 I 1. 13 1 8. a [) 3 I • 13 0 4 I T •• a2a~ •• uaa~.'D •• aDal •• ~a~DraD==u~la~~~D~I=~==~=Iaa~a==I~QQc==I~==:==Ia~a~u=I 
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Table 4.9A: Statistical Characteristics for the Execution Time of 
Tasks in Flight Operations Phase 3 (Final) 
r ••••••••••••• r.a •••• r •••••• r •••••• r •• • ••• x •••••• r •••• ··r······I···.··r 
I r AUFCABE HR 1 2 1 3 I' :5 1 16 1 25 I 27 1 2B I 29 I 
I.aa~aa=D.a •• aI.a~a •• I •• a •• DI •••••• I •• ·a •• I •• a=a.I •••••• I ••• =.aI ••• ~ •• I 
I1UERT-AHZAHL I 145 I 155 1 37 1 405 I 69 I 25 1 54 1 leg 1 
1-------------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1 13 11 I H 11 E S S LJ E R T I O. 7 I O. 8 I 1 4. 4 1 O. 3 I 2 . a I 9 . 9 I 3. 1 I 9. 8 I 
1-------------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1 
Itt N A X HE S S tJ E R T I 55 . 2 I 43. 11 83. 7 I 4 1. 11 4 4 . 3 I 13 . 4 I 13. 4 I 1 97. Ii I 
1-------------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1 
I~EI'IP HITTELlJ.I 14.01 10.21 35.81 9.21 12.41 4.91 13.71 26.71 
1-------------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1 
I~EHP VARIAHZ 1 leO.11 80.11 300.61 65.61 90.21 16.7! 7.911614.61 
la=~~::~=~~=~=lu====aI=aag=a[a====~Ia~D==~I~==~==ID=====I=.==~=I======1 
I1~~~~::~~~~:-I--~~:-I--:~~-I-~~~~-I--:~:-I--:~:-I--:~~-I-~~~~-l--:~~-I 
ICIGESCHAETZTE 1. I I I I I 1 I I 1 
IilPARAIIETER. Ii 1 I 1 I' 1 . I I I. 
I PI 1 9.091 9.e71 28.51 0.11 0.091 0.31 9.91 9.081' 
1-------------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1 1 P2 1 2 1 I169.BI 2 1 2 1 I B.41 1 
1-------------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1 
ISNITTELliERT 1 11.11 11.11 3B.61 6.91 10.71 3.41.'B.BI 9.11 
1-------------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1 I~VARIAUZ I 62.11110.31118.61 23.61 58.:51 6.61 6.31156.21 1 •• a3.a ••••••• I •• a2a.l.aGa.~Ia.aaa3I •• aaaa'aaa~2.'a.d.~Dr •• D.=~I •• ~~a=I 
Table 4.9B: Statistical Characteristics for the Interarrival Time 
of tasks in Flight Operations Phase 3 (Final) 
Key (to both tables) 
I-task no. 
3-min. measured value 
5-average value 
7-model distribution 
2-number of values 
4-max. measured value 
6-variance 
8-estimated parameters 
1 •• D. a_ •• a - ••• I •••••• I •• a II •• I • a,. ••• I ••• ~.·II I ~ ;";-:1';. I a·. _. ~ rr I •• 11:1 ~:::I I .;;;.-~ .al 
1 I AUFGABE HR I 2 I 3 I 5 I 16 I 25 I 27 I 28 I 29 I 
1
···;2d.aqD.a.I •• zQ.aIa •• ma.I ••• ~~aI •• Q~.:lIa.D~~alaa~D~aI~a~==~I.a~~czI 
~UERT-AH2AHL I 145 1 155 I 37 1 405 I 69 1 25 I 54 1 109 1 
-------------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1 11NIH MESSWERTI 0 1 0 1 ole 1 0 1 ole I 0 1 
1-------------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1 
Itff1AX HESSUERT1 2.51 2.91 B.81 2.61 4.21 0.41 1.91 3.21 
1-------------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1 I~EI1P HITTELY.! 0.61 0.61 B.31 8.21 0.91 0.21 0.31 1.31 
1-------------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1 
H.EtIP \lARHHI2 J 0.31 0.41 a.asl a.l1 1.01 3.1321 3.061 1.61 
1·===~==a~u2aIlI~u3~==I··aaa=Ia.==a=I·:::I=~=IIIa~Da=Qla~==a=I~.~===I3~a===I 
I1110DELLVERT. I EP.L I tlOR!1 I ~IORII I E:{P I HORI1 I HOR!1 1 HORtt I E:<P I 
1-------------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1 loGESCHAETZTE 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 I I IOp~iRHHETER, 1 1 I 1 1 1 I I I 
I PI 1 1.61 0.21 0.021 3.31 -G.91 -G.21 0.a21 e.71 
1-------------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------:------1 
1 P2 1 2 1 0.21 B.l1 -- I 2.41 a.l1 0.21 -- I 
1-------------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1 
ISNlTTEL\)ERT I e.61 9.41 0.21 0.21 0.81 0.11 B.31 1.01 
~~VARIAHZ-----~---e~2I---a~i~--B~o4i--e~e9}---B~7i--B~oiI--e~B6i---e~8f 
I·G=~agQQQma.·I··a···I· •• aa=IGdmm==Iaac=acTaaa==~taa.a~cI=.a.G2I ••• ~aaI 
91 
Table 4.10: statistical Characteristics for the Duration of 
the Flight Operations Phases 
I···~·~a· •• ···I·a·_··I···=a=I·a·=··I 
IIPHASE HR I I I 2 I "J I 
l·aux:·===····I·=····I···===I===·=·1 12 WERT-AH2AHL. 1 48 I 48 I 39 1 
1-------------1------1------1------1 13KIH HESSWERTI 1.51 1.81 1.91 1-------------1------1------1------1 tt~~~-~~~~~~~!I--:~:~l--!~:~l---~:~! 
ISEHP HITTELY. I 3.91 7.01 3.61 
1-------------1------1------1------1 
I(,EHP VARIAH2 1 7.31 12.21 9.91 
1·_=====·====·1======1======1======1 11 NODEL.L.YERT. 1 HORI1 I HORM 1 HORM I 
1-------------1------1------1------1 
I~CESCHAETZTE I I I I 
IoPARANETER. I I I I 
I P1. I -3.11 6.21 J.JI 1-------------1------1------1------1 I P2 1 24.81 11. 91 1.11 1-------------1------1------1------1 I)HITTELWERT 1 3.71 6.71 3.41 1-------------1------1------1------1 II"YARIAH2 I 5.al 9.11 9.81 1~·a= •• =u •• a=al····=·I··==·=I====a=1 
Key: I-phase no.2-no. of values 
3-min. measured value 





Table 4.11: Statistical Characteristics for the Timing of Outer 
Marker (TOM) overflight, of reaching the Decision Alt. (TDH) and 
of Call-out "Continue" or "Go around" (TE2) and "Field in Sight 
~. (TEl). (All timepoints with respect to phase end) • 
1········=·=·=1======1·=====1======1=·====1 IIZEITPUNKT 1 Ton 1 TDH I TEl I TE2 1 
1··u··======·=I======I======I======I======1 
I~WERT-AHZAHL 1 47 I 39 1 35 I 24 1 
1-------------1------1------1------1------1 13MI" HESSUERTl 52.al Za.01 44.81 34.81 
1-------------1------1------1------1------1 IQt1AX IiESSIJERTI 130.81180.01 Z10.al 97.81 
"1-------------1------1------1------1------1 I~EI1P I1ITTELU.l 93.41 62.81 98.61 69.91 
i-EHP-vARIAH2-iio2a~aii365~ai9372~o~i4a2~ei 
1····-======-=1======1======1======1======1 
17 t1 0 DELL Y E R T . 1 H 0 iHl I NOR 11 I tl 0 R!1 I tI 0 R Ii I 
1-------------1------1------1------1------1 
I~GESCHAETZTE 1 1 I 1 1 
1 PARAHETER,"- I I I I I 
I Pl "I 181.3142.5 r 79.6 I 69.2 1 
1-------------1------1------1------1------1 
1 P2 I 295.61 2203.1 "1546. I 461.11 1-------------1------1------1------1------1 1~t1ITTElYERT 1 184.91 S8.8 I 83.7 1 67.6 1 
1-------------1------1------1------1------1 I~YARIAHZ I 514.61581.21 909.91 273.91 laa.ua·.:=::::I==-:·-l_··===!::==:=!:=====1 
92 
Key: I-timepoint 
2-no. of values 
3-min. measured value 








) ) -) 
Table 4.12: Parameters of the Tasks for Function of the Activity Sequence in the Cockpit 
.1. ____ ... -=-~_ . .;.-_~ ... ;...a_ • ..-..:..L. ________________ "-" ________ • _________ __ 
·---------------~-i-------i-BEARBEiTET-y-d-----~BHAEHGicKEIT-vonc~--y-yORp.AilG-vOR-i-RAxIRALE-~-I--~i---------------
WFCABEo.. I PHASE I b VOH 1 AUDEREH eX J'lIWEREN (' 1 AUFTR ITTS- I " BEHERKUHGEH 
. 'I I 1 AUFGABEH I EREI Gt/ I SSEH I AUFGABEU -t 1 2AHL q I 
.an.D •••• a •••••••• la •••••• I ••••• a •• c ••• I.Db •• a.~.a.aIamaa.=ac~aDa.aI ••••• a.a ••••• I.a •• a •••• ~ •• I ••••••••••••• •••••• 
1 . I I 1 1 • I . I I~ I I 
ATI S i I 2 I PHF I J KEI HE I 1 KE IHE I f{.. HEI H 1 1 I 
ABHOEREtI .. 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 
·-----------------1-------1------------1------------1--------------1-------------1------------1-------------------2. . D I 1 1 I ()... 1 • 10' IIJ1V I I SHII~FLUG" I 2 I PF 1 AUFGADE 25 I J KEUIE I ABSOLUTER I )( 1 
E 1 H L E IT E H 1 J I l' 1 I YO R R !HI ell
,-----------------1-------1------------1------------1--------------1-------------1------------1-------------------:; 1 1 1 1 . 1 ..( I~ I 1 
SHIKFLue ffV I 2 1 PF I ., KEIHE 1 ~ KEIHE 'I ABSOLUTER 1 )( I 
AUSLEI TEH 1 3 1 lUI I VORRAHG 1 I 
,-----------------1-------1------------1------------1--------------'1-------------1------------1-------------------4 1 1 I I I, I J<. I I 
DESCEHT + I 2 I PF + PHF I AUFGABE 39 I -1 KEIHE I HEIH I 1 I 
APPROACH I 1 10- I ~ I I I 
CHECK I I I I I I I 
------------------I-------I------------I------------I--------------1-------------1------------1-------------------I I I~ I' I 1<' HEIH I 1 I FIHAL CHECK COl1PLE 
5 FIliAL 1---~---I--~~-~-~~~--I-~~~~~~~--~-f--1t~~!~~-----I----- ________ I _____ . ______ I_:~~~~~!_~~~~:_~_~~ 
C HE C K I J I P F + P II F I ~ U F GAB E 27 IOU TE R 11 n R K E R I '( HE I H I 1 I AUF G. GIS T B ERE IT S r 
I I I I UEBERFLOGEH ell I I PHASE 2 DURCHGEFUE 
------------------1-------1------------1------------1----"--------- 1-------------1------------1-------------------
G APPROACH I---!-__ I __ ~~_~_~~~ __ I-~~~~~~~!-!-I--JL~~!~~-----I--~--~~!~ ____ I ______ ~ _____ I---~---------------
B R 1 E F 1 He' I 2· 1 P F + P II F I .\ K E I HE l.r I< E HU: I \J It" JAr 1· I AUF C, • 1 BE R E IT S II- Q. 
1 I I " . I \J I (VI r I PHASE 1 DURCIfGEFUE ~ .- ________________ y _______ T ____________ T ____________ ,..... , _____________ y ____________ T __________________ _ 
Key: a-task 
d-other tasks 
g-max. no. occurrences 
j-none. 
m-absolute priority 






q-task 1 executed in phase 1 
c-dependent on 
f-priority over other tasks 
i-listen to ATIS 
l-begin descent 
o-overflight of OM 
1.0 
.:::.. 
-) 0) ) 
Table 4.12 (Continued) 
__ .. _ .. _______ .. _ ..__ ..... M.. .. . ... , ______________ &_. __ . __ ._. ________ ••.•..• .. 
.1 I I I I I I I I 
"FIELD IH' I J I PHF 1 ()... KEIHE I ().. I<EIHE I ~ JA 1 1 I 
SIGHT" I I /1 I I I I 
·-------------~---I-------I------------I------------I-----------~--I----~--------I------------I-------------------;2 I I 1 I I I I 0 
LAHDEEHT- e. I 3 I PtiF 1 tLKEI HE 1 ex. KE IHE I b JA I 1 1 
SCHE IDUHG I 1 'I 1 I I· I 
·-----------------I-------I------------l----------~-I-------------- I-------------I~-----------I-------------------
L6 'I 1 1 1 ' 1 '1ft 1 I QUERLAGE (' I 2 I PF I n KEIHE I 0.. ~EIHE I,...ABSOLUTER 1 X I 
n[tlDERH'" 1 3 I 1 ~ 1 1, YORRAUG 1 I 
------------------I-----w-I------------I------------I--------------I-------------I------------I-------------------~5 ~ 1 l' I I I I b 1 ___ 4 ________ 1 
SPRECIi- I 2 I PtiF I '\ KEI HE I ~ KE HIE \ I JA 1 ______ 6 _____ 1 
FUIIK I J I I I I I 2 I 
------------------1-------1------------1------------1--------------1-------------1------------1-------------------~i' 1\ I I 0 I ~ I I I I 
FAHRUERK ~. I 2 I PHF I KEIHE I ott "EIHE 11\ ABSOLUTER 1 1 I 
BETAETIGEH I J I I I I '1-' YORRAIlG I I 
------------------1-------1------------1------------1--------------1-------------1------------1-------------------~a . I I I 'I I I I 
KLAPPEH }- I 0 2 I PHF I t.t. KEI HE I ~ "E THE I \\ ABSOLUTER I 1 I 
BErAET IGEN I J I I I I ~ YORRAUG 0 I I 
~;----------~-----l---i---~------------l------------l--~----------~·I-------------I------------I------------------~ 
KOtIMUHI- At I 2 I PF + PtlF I l(,. KEIHE 1 I(EIHE, I Co HEIH I X I ' 








h-operate land. gear 




max. approach speed 
Table 5.1: Program Packet for Computer Simulation and Evaluation of 
Action Sequences in the Cockpit 
I~aa··~==Ic=ma.=z~Iaaa==c=~=~==~========a2cc===~aaa=aa=======1 
I HP I UP I t BESCHREI BUtIG. 1 
la·······laaa2 •• a2I=Daaaa======~.~======~=======~====:=======1 
1 eIN! f I~INITIALISIERUHG DER DATEHFILES I ~ I 
·1 1 I ZUR SPEICHERUHG DER EIHGA8EDATEH I % I 1--------1--------1----------------------------------1 ~ W I 1 I I~ INITI ALI 51 ERUHC DER DATEHF ILES 1 ~ ~ I 
IIHIT4 I I ZUR SPEICHERUHG DER SII1ULA- I .... ~ I 
1 I I TIOHSERGEBHISSE I U> = I 1--------1 --------1----------------------------------I 2. .... ~- I 1 . I I~E IHLESEH DER El HGABEDATEH 1 ~;~ I 
1 CEIH I I FUER CREU 1 .... W I 
1 1--------1----------------------------------1 ...... I 
I l-~~~----iro~~~~~-~~~-~~~~~-~~~-~~~~!~-------I § ~ I 
J I CSP 11SCHREIBEN DER DATEN AUF PLATTE I 1 1--------1--------1----------------------------------1-------1 I I loSIHULATIOH DES HAHDLUHGSA8LAUFES 1 I 
1 CREW I,J loIN COCKPIT BEl VARIATION DER 1 I 
1 I· 1 PHASEHDAUER,AUFGABE"DAUER UHD 1 I 
I 1 1 -AUFTRITTS- UHD EREIGNrSZEIiEH 1 I 
I 1--------1----------------------------------1 I 
I 1 ~ ABSPEICHERH DE? SINULATlOHS- I I 
I 1 IHF f1 ERGEBH ISSE I 1 
J. 1 -------- I ------ ---------- - -- --- ----- -- ----- I ' . 1 J 1 eQS IIOSTEUERUHG DER HAllDLUHGSFOLGE 1 1 
J 1--------1----------------------------------1 1 
J I I\\AEHDERUHG DER ZUSTIHIDSGROESSEH I I 
I I STATUA~I BEl AUFTRlii EINER AUFG~BE IH 1 1 
I 1 1 DAS CRElJ-SYSTEH 1 % I 
I 1--------1----------------------------------1 ~ I 
J 1 it'LAEHDERUUG DER ZUSTANDSGROESSEH 1 ... I 
1 I STATUQ 1 8EI AUFRUECKEN EIHER AUFGABE IH 1 c 1 
I 1 I DER SCHLAHGE 1 ...J 1 
1 ··1--------1----------------------------------1 E I 
J I 1 AEHDERUHG DER ZUSTAflDSGROESSEH I I 
1 1 STATUS 1 BEl AUSTRITT E!tIER AU~G~BE AUS' 1 (/) 1 
I ~~------l-~~~-~~~~:~:~!~~-----~------------I I~ I 
J 1 I GEHERIERUtiG DER AUFGABEH-ILI 1 1 
J 1 UARR I AUFTRITTS2EITEH' I 1 
J I--------I----------------------------------I I I I USER . I g~~~~H~~~gsR~5E~UFGABEH- /'5" ~ I 
J 1--------1----------------------------------1 I 
I I RAHDUX ~ ~~~[~~~R~tl~ArtiG25~~~~VER-/~ ~ I 
J ·I--------I----------------------------------1 I 1 ______ . __ ! I)uS;TEXq KOHTRoL~~~~~~~:~~_2~~~~~~.!~~!~_11_ L ______ ! 
Key: I-description 2-initialize and data input 3-updating the data 
file for storage of input data 4-updating the data file for 
storage of simulation results S-read-in input data for crew 
6-read data from disc 7-write data on disc 8-simulation of 
action sequence in cockpit for variation of phase duration, 
task duration and arrival and event times 9-storage of 
simulation results lO-Control of action sequence II-change 
the quantities of state upon arrival of a task in the crew 
system 12-change quantities of state upon advance of a 
task in the loop 13-change quantities of state upon exit of a 
task from the crew system 14-generation of task arrival times 
IS-generation of task execution time 16-generation of uni-
.form distributed random quantity 17-control printouts (data, 
text) 18-simulation 
95 
~ Table 5.1 (Continued) 
• .---_ .. ---,. --------1------------· - . - & 
~ I I IHITIALISIERUHC nER DATEHFILES I I I INI"T31 I . f ~M~T~P~O~~E~~~~EDf~l ISiOGRAIHI.- I I I 
1--------I--------I-sEREcHHUG-sAEHrLlcHER-HisTo:----1-~ ~ J SIHIST I 1 CRAHME DER YERSUCHSERGE8HISSE I I 
I I I AUS CREW UHD AESPEICHERUNG DER I I 
I· 1 I HISTOGRAMMWERTE FUER JEDE PHASE I I 
1--------I--------}-EIHLEsEH-DER-scHOH-sEREcHHETEH-j-1I I I READR I H ISTOGRAl1lHiERTE 1 
I 1--------1----------------------------------1 w ~ I J I BERECHtlUHG DER AUFGABEH- lJ I ::c" 
I J ·ZEITEH I ASHAEUGIGEH ZErTEH T 1 u:z: i I 1--------I -BERECHHijHG-DER-;;UFGABEH:--~---:::- I· ~ ~ i 
1 I HISTOG 1 ABHAEHGIGEH HISTOGRAt-tHE J I ~ ~ I I 1--------I-BERECHHU~G-jjER-AUFGABEH:-------,-- i ;: ~ f 
1 1 HI ST02 I UHASHAEtlGl CEil HI STOC;RfH1I1E I <::;) I I 1-------- i-BERECH~uHG-nEs-HIsTOGRAMMS----7-- I . ~ <z: I 
I I-~:~!~~-I-~~~~-~~~~~~!~--------------------I II I 
1 1 I ABSPEICHERH :ER HISTOGRAMHWERTE 1 I 
J I RECORD 1 VOH AUFGABE!;"BHAEHGIGEH blERTEH 8 1 I 
I--------I--------I-!~-~~!~~~!~~~--------------------I I 
.L ~ ~::~j~_:=__=_J-_~!~_!~~~~~~~:~~.~~~~.~~~~.~~!~~~~-_~-~l ____ .J 
I I I UHTERPROGRAi:n ZUR STEUERUHG 10 I I 
I .. I ZEICHA I DES PLOTTERS I i 1 ________ I ________ 1 __________________________________ 1 ______ _ 
Key: I-updating of data file to store histogram values for phase 1-3 
2-calculate all histograms of the test results from crew and 
store histogram values for each phase 
96 
3-read-in histogram values already calculated 
4-calculate task-dependent times 
5-calculate task-dependent histograms 
6-calculate task-independent histograms 
7-calculate the histogram for the remaining time 
8-store histogram values of task-dependent values in the 
data file 
9-program for drawing the histograms on the plotter 




















Number of the operating phase 
Number of tasks in operating phase NPH 
Number of important events in the operating phase 
Parameters for Phase Length (Generation of phase 





of the phase length 
Task-Related Parameters 
Item nUIT~er of tasks in the simulation program 
Id. number of task I from test series on flight simulator 
Base values of the random number generator for generation 
of execution and interarrival times for task I 
Identifier for allocation of tasks to a CM. 
AT=O Task I can be executed by CMI or CH2 
AT=1 Task I must be executed by CMI 
AT=2 Task I must be executed by Cl-12 
AT=3 Task I must be executed jointly by CMI and CH2 
Number of the task on which task I depends 
Number of the event on which task I depends 
Priority of the task simulated by processing discipline 
in the \\"ai ting loop system. 
DISZ=O First corne first served discipline 
DISZ=l Last corne first served discipline 
DISZ=2 Absolute priority discipline 
Maximum number of occurrences for task I in the operating 
phase (0 = no limit on occurrences) 
Probability of occurrence of task I in the operating phase. 
Table 5.2: List of Input Parameters for Computer Simulation 
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Identi~iei for the form of distribution function for 
interarrival times of task I 
ARR=O ~xponential distribution 
ARR=l Erlang distribution 
ARR=2 ~~ormal distribution 
1st parameter of the distribution for interarrival times 
2nd parameter, if any, of the distribution for 
interarrival times 
Minimu.u value for interarrival times of task I 
Maximu.u value for interarrival times of task I 
Identi~ier for the phase reference of the task with 
respect to the interarrival time 
PBZ=O ~o reference 
PBZ=l Statement for ZWZ in percent of the phase length 
Identifier for the form of distribution function for 
execution time of task I 
1st parameter of the distribution for ~xecution time 
2nd parameter, if any, of the distribution for execution time 
Linear average of the execution time 
Minimu.u value for execution time of task I 
I-1aximu.u value for processing time of task I 
Table 5.3: Input Parameters of the Computer Simulation for 
Operating Phase 1 
•••• * •••• * •••••••••••••• ** •••• 
* • 
• CEIH 24-JUH-B2· * 
• • ••• *** •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
ICREW-RECHHERSIHULATIOH nIT QUEUEIHC-SYSTEM 
~ LFUER PHASE tiR' 1 
3CEHERATIO~ DER PHASEHLAEHGE 
-~HIT xaUER= -3.0760a VAR= 
HACH HORHALVERTEILUHGUHG 
24. BS09a ?M!H= 1.S0009 
~ IS.IO, IF. ID.IIJ: 135 723 387 561 0 
. IS,xO,IF. ID, HI, 841 256 669 411 a 
HAT = 14 HZU= a 
~AUFGABEHR 1 2 
IoPARAI1ETER 
































































~ AUFGABEHR 9 10 11 
··c.PARAI1ETER 0 0.0"0 tlUI1 0.0 O· u 
. XIX· ..... 973.009913.000 
"' .. VIY 989.000 965.0130 
.-- AT e.oo~) a.ooo 
AAZ a.ae13 o.oeo 
· ZAZ 0.0013 0.000 
ARR 2.aea 2.000 
.' PBZ 1. aee 1. 01.)0 
SER 2.eeo 2.eee 
DIS 0.0013 0.000 
APA 5.000 5.000 
APB 0.001 0.0131 













HAX ·6.0eo 6.0ea-_ 
4.0130 
6.1308 
e. oea SPA 0.000 0.0130 
SPB 0.001 0.001 
SXQ a.oee o.oeo 
HIH a.ooe 0.000 
"AX B.OOl 0.001 AHZ 1.00a 1.000 
AijA B.OOO B.oea 









































4. ell I,) 6.eao 
B. eel! 




















































































































Key: l-crew computer simulation vli th queueing system 
2-for phase no. 1 
3-generation of phase length from normal distribution 
4-with 



























Table 5.4: Results of the Computer Simulation from Test Series 1 
~YERSUCHSREIHE HR. 1 PHASE HR. 1 qAHZAHL DER YERSUCHE, 299B 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------lORUFC. HR. I PARAI1ETEP. I HCES I XMIH I XHAX I XQUEP. I SIr.HQ 
----i ---- j:AUF T RITTS ZE iT -----T-r-1;e4---i----e~a ;-i--24e~ii;j-i-- -7;~ i ;-1--44 2~ 47 
1 I BEAP.9Eii:';,IGSBEfZIHH 1 I 1732 1 o. ee i 24t1.01) I. 82.41] I 1141. 11 
1 . I BEAR BE I rUIlCSEHDE' 'I 1549 I e. eo I I 240. eo I 127.23 1 1224.93 
1 I WAR,E;;:!:!, 'f 1 763 I O. ee I 240. ao I 23.93 1 03:>.61) 
1 I BEAR9El,UIICSDAUER S I 1549 I H.28 I 65.ea 1 4b.1S' 427,35 
1 I RESTZEiT (. 1 J5~ J 14.28 1 85.91l 1 3b.95 I 29.84 
1 I 2UISCHEIIZEIT '7 I e _1 9. ee i e. eo 1 O. BO 1 e. eo 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------2 J AUFTRliTSZElT I 5273 I e.e9 I 240. AO I le1. 61 I 4293. S3 
2 I BEIl?nErrUilGS8ECIHH 1 5273 I e. ee I 240. De I 101.';1 I 4293.53 
2 I BEHR8ElTUHCSEHilE I 4753 I e. eo 1 24'1.80 I le7.21 1 4027.71 
2 I llA~TEZE! T I 125.c I e. ee I. 248.80 1 5.5 t I 96.35 
2 I BEARBE liUIlCSDAUER 1 4753 1 1. H I 36.01) 1 7. So; I 33.89 
2. I RESi2ElT 1 528 I l.H I 36.BO I 9.371 60.40 
2 J ZUISCHEHZEIT I 3651 I e.e9 I 386.40 I 37.39 11593.35 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------3 I AUFTRITT52ElT I 6e24 1 e.9'3 1 2413. a'3 I le4.38 1 4'351. 18 
3 I BEARSEliUllGSaECIHH I 6624 1 B. eo I 24.L 80 I 104.313 1 4051. 19 
3 J BEA?!):; liUil~SEHilE I ~42e 1 o. eo I 240.80 I 110.413 I 3741.33 
3 !"'WAP.TEZEI i I 1401 1 B. eo 1 24(l.00 1 5.45 I sa.75 
3 I BEAReEliU~CSDAUER I 5420 I 1.4-41 37.991 9.361 36.33 
J I REST2ElT I 694 • 1.44 1 3;,.~a I e.97 I 62.8B 
3 1 ZUISCHEHZEIT I .. 364 1 5.40 1 Ja9.413 1 35.3a I 1164.35 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------4 I AUFTRtTTSZEIT 1 43B 1 B.99 1 24B.OO I 149.05 1 2185.49 
... 4 I BEtlP.BEliUHCS8EGtHH I 62 I O. Be I 248.0;J I 1~7. 74 I 59S.45 
4 I BEARBElTUIICSEHDE I 8 I e. eo 1 240. ".) I 297.513 1 233.7'3 
4 I UARTEZEli 1'5 1 O. e9 I 24J. Oil 1 37.3;' I 1676.23 
.. ··4 I BEARe£ITUHGSDAUER I e I 19.26 1 75.42 1 36.23 I 113.54 
.. 4 I RESTZEIi 1 422 I 19.26 I 75.42 1 42.21 I 17.98 
4 I ZUISCHEH~EIT I e I o.ee I a.oo I a.ee 1 o.ee 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 6 J AUFTRITTSZEIT I 4B3 I' 9.99 I 240. eo I 96.71 1 3652.31 
6 I BEARBEliUjlCS8ECIIIH I 3B.c I B. eo I 240.80 I 157.01 1 1433.4;' 
'" I BEAReEIrUIlGSEHDE I 133 1 e.oe 1 248.8e 1 183.81 112113.513 
6 I WAP.TC:E!i 1 6e5 I e.ee I 248.80 I 35.2212153.13 
6 I BEAR8EliUIH,SDAUER 1 133 1. 18.62 I 103.92 1 29.44 I 31a.81 
6 I REST2ElT I 3se 1 la.62 1 le3.92 I 38.49 I 138. B2 
6 I ZU1SCHEHZEIT I I) I a. ee I e.09 I e. BIl I B. eo 
_______________________________________________________ -1 ______ ------------------
7 I AUFT?ITTSZEIT I 575e I e. eo I 24e.oo I lEl2.35 1 ';:;,9.79 
7 I BEtlR8£IiU!lCSBECIHH I 5756 I . e. Be I 240. ao I IE.l2.35 j "3?~. 79 
7 J BEARS£IiUIlGSEHDE I S{84 1 a. BO I 2413. ae I 167.94 1 ~095. 57 
7 I UARTEZt:lI I 1393 1 e.99 1 248. llO 1 5.6;' lea. 30 
.. 7 I BEAR9EITUHGSDAUER I 5184 I 1.44 I 33.76 I 7.90 I 33.59 
7 I RESTZEli 1 566 J 1.44 I 33.76 I 7.71 I 41. 37 
7 I 2~ISCHEHZEIT I ~11S 1 1.eB I 355.20 I 36.76 1 14aS.4S 
---------------------------------------------------------------.----._-----------
.", 8 1 AUFTiHTTS2EiT I 5914 1 9.90 I 249.0a I 89.7S 1 3791. S2 
.' ·~ .... 8 I BEtlR9:ITIJHGSeEfZI·HH I 4796 I B.Be I 24e.ElO 1 94.4514112.98 
'.:.. 8 I BEAP.!EiiIJHGSEHDE I 4494 I a.al3 I 24"'.813 1 IB2.131 141Hc3.51 
. -- . 8 I IIARTSZEI i 1 2645 1 o. Be 1 240. <lO 1 17.5;' I 386.64 
8 I DEARSE I iUHCSDAUER 1 4494 1 1. e9 I 57.24 I 1 a. 21 1 51i. ea 
8 I RESTZEIT 1 1426 1 1. ee I 57.24 I e.72 I 3.81 
8 1 21iiSCHEliZSIT I <4167 1 e.613 1 299.413 I 36.86 1 1J~2. 45 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------S3 J AUFTRtTTSZElT t 6121 I B. ee I 241l.oa I IB9.45 I 3%4. B7 
13 J BEtl;;:3EIT'J:lGS£lECIHH J 3795 J 9.99 1 24t3.a~ I 1113.71 146'31.27 
13 I BEA?8EITUNGSEHDE 1 2981 1 a.ae I 24~.atl I 12B.52 I3S52.73 
13 I WARTEZE: i I 4945 I B.OO I 240. all T 16.613 1 6aa.78 
13 I BEAR9EITUHGSDAUER I 29B1 1 e.96 I 70.32 i 13.74 I 164.24 
13 I RESTZElT I 314B I B.96 I 70.32 I 14.93 1 22.18 
13 I 21H SCHEIiZEIT I 4377 I 2.49 I 2Ba.20 I 44.27 i :037.33 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
. 14 I AUFTRITTSZEIT t 832 I B.ae J 248.90 1 121.07 I 3097.65 
14 1 BEA?BE!iUIlGS8ECIHH 1 553 I a. ao I 249. eo I 16e.65 I 1::57.14 
14 I BEHR8EltUHGSEHDE I 396 I a.ea J 248.&>3 1 1&1.64 I n3.32 
14 I WAP.TEZEl; I 4:>9 I e. Be I 240.oa I 48. S2 1 1S: g. 26 
14 J BEAR9EliUIlCSDAUER I 396 1 14.40 I 65.;)4 1 31. B4 1 182.13 
14 I 'RESTZEIT I 436 1 14.40 I 65. a.c I 32.46 1 2<4.49 
1~ I 2~ISCHEHZEIT I 9 1 O. Be I B. Be I e.813 1 O. 08 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
. .. . . . . . .. 1. . 1.. I.. ._. .. 1 . . .. . I. .... 
----------------------~::.~~=--~-~.-~-~~=~~~~------- .. -----------------------------
Key: I-arrival time 2-beginning of execution 3-end of execution 
4-waiting time 5-execution ti~e 6-remaining time 7-inter-
arrival time 8-test series no.9-number of tests la-task no. 
100 





Table 5.5: Frequency of pilot Overloads in the· Computer Simulation (test series 1) 
Uberlastvng , Uberlastvng 
durch \ durch 1 Aufgobe 8 1 Aufgobe 13 
i. (mehrfaches Auftreten) 2 
i 
4 




Key: l-overload due to task 2-repeated occurrence 
4-test series 
Uberlastvng Uberlastvng 
durch 1 durch . 
. 1 Auf!Jobe 1 Aufgobe 4 . 
. 
, (ntcht bis zum Sollzeitpunkt erledigt) 3 
" 
,. 
22.6 ~ 7.5 % 






. i , 
Key: I-simulation of the work sequence in the cockpit 2-option 
to repeat an already-simulated approach 3-repeat a simulation 
run? 4-of test no.5-from file no. 6-heatline output and 










••••••••••••••••••••••• **.*.** ••••••• ***.*** •••• ** ••• * 
HP CREW • 1 S IHULATI Ot! DES ARBEITSABLAUFES HI COCKPIT 
••••••••••• ~** ••• ** •• *** •••• ***.**.*.**** •• **.*.* ••• * 
. L U1KBLOCK CREW:aCREW,FI'C 
KOPF,CKRIT.UUB/O:l/C 
COS,EMOD.STATUA.STATUQ.STATUS/O:l/C 
UARR, USER, AUS, IHF, RAtiDUX 
DIHEHSIOH IAUFCZB),AHC2B),AtlZ(29) . 
.'. 
eOHHOHI'IVASTAT(Z9. 19', XK2CZe),2STAH20', T2U(20), TRESH2e> 
eOHHOHI'AA/AT(20),DlS2<20),AH2X(20),XNUH(20> 
COtlHOHI'BI'SCHl ( un, SCH2( 10), c/LE~l, QLEtl2, SVSH I, S'T'SH2, SYSN COHI10H/cnlAZ(20', APA(20), AP8(2tl), AP.R(20), 2A2(20), HO(29), AU(20) 
e0t1HOHI'DI'SER(20),SPH(2e),SPB(~e),XIX(2e>,YIY(2e), 
1 TI H (4). THEXT, TLAST, SOC 2'3), SU (2<1) 
COHHOHI'EI'ZEIT(20),RAUF(20) 
COHHOHI'FI'XA,XB,XLAST, UDL(20) COtlHOHI'GI'TIH(2BO),Sl(20e),S2CZee),S3C2aO),S4(2ee),S5(200), IHAH 
CO H H OH I' H I' X tI A T< 20 ). A ( 2 e ), B ( 20 ) , HI ( 211) , P B Z ( 20 ) , IH! H ( 2 e ) 
• eOtlHOHI'HHI'TOM,TDH,USI,USF,XGA,El. E2,TE1,TE2, TFCH, TACH,TABR 
. DOUBLE PRECISIOH PRHAM.Ze,Zl.Z2,23,Z4,ZEl,ZE2,XKRC69> 
DATA PRHAN I'SHCREU ~ 
DATA STRI 1'4H----1' 
DATA 20 I'SHHEUTRRL I' 
DATA 21 ~8HF. I.S. I' 
DATA 22 1'8HCONTIHUE' 
DATA 23 ISHGO AROUH' 
DATA 24 I'SHKEIHE I' 
DATA XKR '6e*9H--------/ DATA XKR(1).XKR(2) I'SHATIS.9HFUHK / 
DATA XKR(21).XKRC22) 'BHA-CHECK .aHA-BRIEF / 
DATA XKR(23),XKR(24) /8HHO A-BR .SHFUHK / 
DATA XKR(25) /SHHO VI'G-B' DATA XKR(41),XKR(42> /BHE2 LOU .SHFI-CHECK/ 
DATA XKR(43).XKP,(44) '8HFUHK ,8HGEAR , 
DATA XKR(45).XKR(46) /SHFLAPS ,SHKEIHE E2/ 
DATA XKR(47) /9HFREIGADE/ 
, DEFINE FILE 4 (1ge.2400.U. IURR) 
' .... READ(4'1>TIH.Sl.S2.S3,S4,S5 
·C··.,....UPT IC}! AUF -1fiEDE·R1(ouHIC-EIWtS--SEREITS-SIMUlIERTEH-AHFLUGES- .. _ .... 












Kl:lDH=8 WRITE( 7. 3997) ,~ 
FORI1AHIHS.' LlIEDERHOLUHG ElMES SIMULATIOHSLAUFr'S ? ') 
READ<5,13)1~\,IDH 
. IFCKIiDH, HE. 1)GOTO 3993 
URITEC7,J999)' U 
FORI1AH 1 H$.· YDH VOH YERSUCH NR ') 
READCS,13)HRloI 
URITE(7.41309> 
FORHAi( 1 H$. I 
READ(S,lJHIFW 
FORI1AT< I J) 
AUS rxLE HR ') 
DEFIHE FILE HFY(10e,240e,U,IVAR) 
~OPF-AUSORUCK UHO E IHLESEH DER STEUERPARAliETER 
••••••••••• * •• ****.**.***** •• * ••• **~******.**. CALL KOPF(PRHAN,7) 
"'RITE<7.2B09> FORHAT< 1 HS.' PHASE HR ,> 
READ(S.J0I30)HPH 
FORHATCI3) ~. 
~RITE<7. 1999) 1" 




Key: 1-read-in the input parameters form magnetic disc 




IEIHLESEN DER EIHCABEPARAMETER VOH NACHETPLATTE 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * 
Beg Bee 
HF1 c HPH . 
DEF I HE FILE HF 1( 42, 40, U, IVAR> 
DO a9S 1=1,16 
READ<HF1' I>A 
• DO S09 J=I, 29 
ASTAT<J, I )"A(J) 
COIITIHUE 
READ OjF! ' 11 )XHAT 
READ(HF!' 12)XIX 
READ(HF1'13)AT 









READ (HF I' 23 »):\{Z 
READ(HF1'24)SCH1,SCH2 . 





READ (HF1' 30 HIldA 
READ(HFl'31)ZAZ 
READ(HFl'32)ZSTAT 




READ (tiFl' 35}AU 
READ(HFl'36)AO 
READCHFI'37)5U 










· READ CHF1' 39 )PBZ . . ...... . 
READ(HF!' 40)HPH, IPI, IP2, PXQ, PVAR, PriIH, PNAX 
~EAD(HFl'42)XHUM 
2IHITIALISIERUHC DER RESTLICHEH PARAMETER 





·IF(K\.lDH. HE. 1 ~ GOTO 4003 
READCHFW'HRW)TIH,Sl,S2,SJ,S4,SS 
DO 4991 J::zl,29 
XIX(J)=S3(J) 
DO 4ea2 J::21,49 
YI\'(J-20>=SJ(J) 
IIH III F I X (S3 (S 5» 
IW2 11 1FIX(S3(86» 







--- .. -- .-:-
.. . - ..... _ .. -- - - -- .... _. . .. -_.. . . 




DO 2 J::zl,4 




Key: I-output of control params. 2-crew compo simulation with queueing 
system 3-0M flyover 4-param. ref. to time 5-variation of paramo 
except 6-run the simulation 7-no. of sim. runs 8-control 
, 
output 9-phase duration 10-variable phase duration II-fixed 






lAUSGABE DER STEUERPARAI1ETER 
• •••• * ••••••••••••••••••••• 
o· 
CALL KOPFCPRHAH, 6~ 
PRI HT 327, VP.E I, HPH, NAT, H2U FORNAT(3X,'CREU-RECHHERSIMUlATIOH MIT QUEUEIHG-SYSTEM', 
1,1.1, 3X,' VERSUCHSREIHE ',F5. 2, /, 
1JX,'FUER PHASE HR ',I2,//,3X,'HAT=',I4,4X,'HZU='.I4) 
223 
IFCHPH.EG.3)PRIHT 223 .'), 
FORMAT ox, , ZUSTAHD NR 1 = OUTER MARKER UEBER'F'LOGEH', /, If" f •• ~tC;.r;o .. .-10. 
































·13X, , .. -PARMIETER-9EZUG AUF PHASEN-ENDE', /, 
13X, 'AUFGABE 12. ENTSCHEIDUtlG STUFE :2 -- CONT/GA', /, 
·13X, , -PARM1ETER-BE2UG AUF ZEIT/DH', n 
FORHATC3X,'VARIATIOH DER PARAMETER AUSSER.') ~ 
~DURCHFUEHRUHG DER SIHUlATIOH 
•••••••••• * •••• *.* •• ~ ••••••• 
)(1'1=9. )(8=0. 
SO . 





. READ <5, 13 )KOti 
IFCKOH.EQ.O)GOTO 335 





. GOTO 4e04 
. llRITEC7,4eO) 10 
FORHAT(lH$,' VARIABLE PHASEHDAUER 
'READ(S,13>IPVAR 
IF(1PVAR. EG.l)GOTO 401 r. 
.IRITEC7,432) 
···FORI1AT(1HS,' FESTE PHASEHDAUER IH 
READCS,483)DAUER 
FORMATCF20. la) 
PRIHT 401a,DAUER II 
FORNAT(3X,'FESTE DAUER ~ ',FS.2,' 










FORHAT<lH$,' VARIABLE SICHT BEl DH ? ') 
. ·READCS,13)ISVAR 
IFCISVAR.EQ.1)GOlO 204 I~ 
URITEC7,203) ... FORMATC1H$, I FESTE SICHT BEl DH IH YOLT= ') 
READ(S,.;u3)USI 
PRINT 4011,USI I~ 




·WRITEC?,2\)6) " FORMAT(lHi,' VARIABLE SICHT BEl F.I.S. ?') 
READ (5,13 >I FVAR 
IFCIFVAR.EQ.l)GOTO 209,., URITE(7,213S) FORtIAT(lH1,' FESTE SICHT BEl F.I.S. IN 'JOLT =') 
·READ(S,483>USF 
PRIHT 4812,USF FORI1AT(3X,'FESTE SICHl BEl F.I.S. a',FS.2,' VOLT') 
.&# 
105 
Key: I-variable timepoint for 2-fixed timepoint for 3- ote t' 1 
for test output ~uring simulation 4-detailed LP-o~tpu~ ~~r 
106 





10VAR .. e 
GOTO 212 1 
IoIRITE<7. 211) 
FORHAT<lH$,' IJARIABLER ZEITPUHKT FUER OM 1') 
READ (S, 13 >I OllAR 
I
: 2· 1-2 I F(I OllAR. EQ. 1> GO TO 214 1\ 
·"RITE(7.213) " \'213 FORliAT<lH$,' FESTER ZEITPUHKT FUER 011 ;·H SEC. 'TOH=') 
I READ(S,423)TOH 



















IF(KYDH.HE. l)GOTO 215 
IDVARce 
COTO 217 
WRITE(7,216) .\ .. 
FORHAT<lH$,' VARIABLER ZEITPUHKT FUER DH 7') 
READ(S,13)IDVAR 
IF(IDVAR.EQ.1)GOTO 219 It 
WRITE(7.21B) " ~ 
FORHAHIH$,' FESTER ZEITPUHKT FUER DH IN SEC. 
READ(S,493)TDH ~. 
PRIHT 4aaS,TDH " 









IFVAR .. a 
COtlT IHUE 
--





~F(KUDH.HE. l)COTO 48B6 
LREC=HRU 
~ ~OTO .;ea7 
•••• * •••• * •••• ***** DO leoe LREC=1,H~IM 
••• *.*.************ 
TDH=') 
·!)MOEGLICHKEIT FUER TESTAUSDRUCK YAEHREHD SIHULATIOH 
I F C K 0 II. II E . 2 ) COT 0 7 77 
URITE(7,77B)LREC d 
FORMAT< 1 H$,' AUSFUEHRLI CHER LP-AUSDRUCK FUER YERSUCH 1', 
112,' ?') 





·IFCKOH2. EQ. B)XB=B. CONTIHUE _ 
~B~RECHHUHC DER PHASEHDAUER 
IFCIPVA~.HE.1)COTD 404 
'GEHERATIOH HACH HORHALVERTEILUHC. 
P.COS(2. *3. 14159~RIHH IP1, IP2» 
'l-oa C- 2.*PVAR*ALOGCRAHCIP1,IP2») •• e.5 DAUER=PXQ.P*Q . 
.... I.F(DAUER. LT. PIHH)COTO 339 
1
-1FCDAUER.GT.PHAX)GOTO 3J9 
"DAUER"'DAUER*6 e. COHTIHUE 
{', 
Key: I-print-out of results 2-determination of tasks which occurred 
in the sim. run in spite of having an occurrence prob. less than one 
3-determination of print-out on landing decision 4-determination 
of tasks remaining in the server 5-print-out for various condi-
tions:6-first possibility: System is overloaded 7-second possibility: 
simulation end, the system is empty 8-third possibility: Simulation 
end, remaining tasks in the system 9-fourth possibility: termina-








· ! 2906 
iC , 
· 1369 








l AUSDRUCK DER ERGEBHISSE ••• *~~* ••••••• *.a*~* ••• 
1ERHITTL~NC DER AUFGABE", DIE 1M SIM.LAUF TROTZ EINER 
AUFTRITTS-YAHRSCHEINLICHKEIT ( 1 AUFGETRETEN S1"D. 
DO 362 J"'l,20 
IAUF(J)-8 
IAtlZ=8 ./ DO 361 J21,20 .,r 
IFCAUACJ).EG. 1.)GOTO 361 
IF(XKZ(J).EQ.0.)GOTO 361 
1 AU2=I MIZ + 1 
IAUFCIAHZ)=J 
COUT BlUE 
PRIHT 2086, (STRI,J-l,2B) 
FORI1AT<T2,20A4) • 











~ BESTJHHUHC DER REST-~~~CABEH IH SERVER 
H51=0 . 
HSZaO 
DO 363 J=1,20 IFCASTAT<J, 1). ED_ 6. 8)HS1=J _ 
IF(ASTATCJ, D. Ell. 6. S)HS2-J COt/TIHUE 






SAUSDRUCK FUER VERSCHIEDEHE KOHD1TIONEH. 
---------------------------------------IF(XGA.EQ.l.)GOTO 335 
G, .. 1. t10ECL. : SVSTEI1 1ST UEBERLASTET 
IF(XLAST.EQ_O.) GOTO 332 
WRITE (;',351) LREC. DAUER, TEIID 
PRIHT lSI/LREe.DAUER, TEHD.XLAST,(IAUFCK),K=l.IAHZ) 
lIR I TE ( 7. 352)( S CH 1( 11- K), K= 1, 1 e), H S 1, (S C H2 <11 -K ), K= 1, 1 e), tiS 2 
PRINT 3S2,(SCH1<l1-K),K=1, 10),tlSl, (SCH2(11-10,K=ldO),~IS2 
GOTO 999 
7- 2. "OECL.: SII1-EHDE, IlAS· SYSTEI1 1ST LEER 
IFCSYSH.HE.O)GOTO 334 
URITEC7.354)LREC.DAUER.TEND . 
PRINT 3S4,LREC,D~UER, TEHD, <IAUFCK),K=l, IAHZ) COTO 999 
I C ~. 3.MOECL.: SIM-EHDE, REST AUFGABEH 1M SYSTEM i 334 WRITEC7.35J)LREC.DAUER. TEND 
PRl HT 353. LREC, DALJER, TEND. (I AUF (0, K=l, IAHZ) . 
; C " ~JRITEC7.352)(5CH1<11-IO, 1~=1.1\3),HS1. (SCH2CI1-K),K=1.18).tfS2 j C' PRINT 352, <SCI/l( 11-"', K=1, 1e), MS1, (SCH2(11-K), K=l,13), HS2 1--'-·"-_. _ .. COLO.-9.9S __ . ________ . ______ •.. __ .. __ . _____ • _____ .• __ .. _ 
j 
I









Key: I-calculation of visibility at decision altitude 
2-calculation of visibility at F.I.S. 
3-Calculation of timpoint for OM overflight 
4-calculation of timepoint to reach DH 
5-updating the determined results 
108 
6-p:int-o~t at beginning of approach 

































.fBRECHHUHG DER SIeHT BEl EHTSCHEIDUHqSHOEHE 
-lFCISVAR.HE.l)GOTO 225 
.. CEHERATIOH HACH EXP.-VERT. 
MIT LAHBDAII9.4193, I11H=9., MAX=-le. 
P=ALOG(1. -RHtlCIS1, 152» 
USl=-P/O.41133 
IF( (USI. LT. 0. ). OR. (USI. GT. lB. »eOTO 226 
USI:zIB.-USl 
COtlTIHUE 
1. BERECHN!JHG DER S ICHT DEI F. 1. S. 
IF(IFVAR.HE.l>COTO 227 . 
GEHERATION NACI! GLEICH-VERT . 
MIT A:sG.7492 8=9.4195 ··rfIH=O. HAX=lB. 
USFc:0. 4792+8. 6703"RAN < I F 1, IF2) 
IF«USF. LT. O. LOR. (USF. GT.1a. »GOTO 229 
USF=10.-USF 
COtlT IIIUE 
~BERrCHN!JHG DES ZEITPUNKTES FUER UEBER~~IEeEH OM 
IFCIOYAR.EQ.O)TOM=DAUER-TOH 
IF(IOVAR.HE. 1)00TO 229 
GEHERATIOH HACH NORMAL-YERT. 
MIT XH=101.3 VAR=295.6 HIH=S2.B HAX=13e.9 
P =C 0 S (2. '" 3. 14159 "R A If( 101, 102) ) 
. Q=(-2. "'295. 6*ALOG(RAlI<I01, 102») .... 9.5 
TOt1=101. 3+P>cQ 




IF_(HPH~EQ.3.)T.zu.(n=!(lIL. _____ -_. __ .. _-._._- ---. 
~BERECHN!JNG DES ZEITPUHKTES VOH ERREICHEH DH 
IF(IDVAR.EQ.B)TDH=DAUER-TDH 
IFCIDYAR.HE.l)GOTO 231 
-.... GENERATION tlACH H!lRUAL-VERT. 
HIT XH=42.S IJAR:s22t.30. 11UI=28. HAX=100. 
P=COS<2 .... 3. 14159.;RIHI<ID1, I:32» . 
Q=( -2. *2200. "'ALOG(RAU < ID 1, ID2» '''0.5 
TDH=42.S+P.Q 










~ AUSDRUCK BEl BEGINH DES AHFLUGES 
WRITE<7,967>LREC,DAUER 
FORHAT<T2,13. T1S, FIi.D 
1 SIMULATION DES TAETIGKEITSABLAUFS 
* .... **.*** •• * .. ~*.*.~*.** ••• ~~~~* •• 




Key: I-repeat test no. 13 from file 2-results of computer simulation 
3-seek critical events and print-out 4-supplemental print-out 
of frequency 5-end of entire computer simulation 6-continue 
the simulation 7-end output on special events in the computer 
















l..FORI1AT<3X,'lHEDERHOLUHG DES VERSUCHES HR ',13,' AUS FILE ',12) 
'1. FOR 11 AT ( T 2'3, , ERG E S II ISS E DE R R E C H II E R S I 11 U L AT 10 H ' , I, 
1 T2 0, , *** ** ** .. ** **,. :.;11 ** ,.:iI.*** :iI ... *'" * ***'" ' , / /, 
351 
352 
IT2, 'LFD-HR',T15,' DAUER'/T22,' SII1.ABBRUCH BEl',,,, 
1T1S,' [SEC]',T22, 'HSEC]',T39,'KOHDITIOtl') 
FORI1AT (12, 13. TIS, F 6. I, T22, F6. 1, T30, 'CRElJ UEDERLASTET '. 
I'DURCH AIJFGABE ',F4. 9, 
11, T2, X, 13'.), , AIJFTR 1 Ti BE 1 AUA( 1 VOH: ',1013) 
FOR 11 AT (T:3 0, 10 F 4. O. ' .I' , I 2, I .,I' , .I, T3 0, 1 OF 4 . e, ' / " 12, , / • ) 
FORIIAT<T2, 13, T15, F6.1, T2~, F6. I, T30,' PHASEHEtlDE', /, T2, X, 353 
354 
1130, , AUFTR I it BEl A~IA< 1 VOtI: ',1 a 13, ;I, T2, x, 139. 'RESTL. AUFGABEtI: ') 
FOR 11 AT <T 2, I 3. T 15, F 6. I, T 22, F 6. 1, 13 fl, I S I H • - E H DE' , 1', T 2 , X, 
IT3G,'AUFTRITT BEl AWACl VOtl: ',1(13) 




FORMATCT2,I3, T15,F6.1,T22,F6.1,T39,'ABBRUCH UECEH CO AROUtlD') 










1 T2, X, T30, 'T=', F6. 1,' EHTSCH-2. I, AS) 
~AUFSUCHEH KRITISCHER EREIGHISSE UHD AUSDR~CK 
CALL CKRIT(HAT,HPH,DAUER) 
~ ~~~~!~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~-~~~~:~~~~~!~~~:! 
P R Itl T 3 t' I, ( J. J = 1, 2 a ) 
FOR 11 AT (T 2, , AUF C. HR. " 20 I 3) 
PRIHT 372,(XKZ(J),J=1,28) 
FORIIAT <T2. 'AtlZlHlL .', 213F3. B) 
DO 358 J=1,2B 
IAUF(J)=O 
DO 359 J=I,20 
359 IFCASTAT<J.1>. EQ.5. HAUF(J)c1 
C PRl HT 370, (IAUF( J), J= 1,213) 
370 FORHAHT2,'FERTIG ,',2013) 
C ' .... "'* .. *** 1 eee "'COIIT ItlUE 
~ .... -.- .. -~~ ....... .. 
----- ------
C SEHDE DER CESAHTEH RECHtiER-SIHULATION 
-- - -- .-... _-_ ... 
C ------------------------------------IF(KUDH.rO. l)GOTO 2005 ~ 
llRITE(7.2u04) '0 
2004 FORI1ATCIH$,' FORTSETZUHG DER SIHULIHIOH ? ') 
READ (5,1 J )KFORT 
IFCKFORT.HE.1)GOTO 2095 
HF1"HPH 
READ (tiF 1'1> XtlUI1 
WRITEOIF 1'12) X IX 
URI TE( HF 1 '25) I Sl, 152, 101,102, IF1, IF2, ID1, ID2, I1I1, 1"2 
llRITE01F l' 34 )Y IV 
WRlTE(HF1'40>.HPH, IP1, IP2, PXD, PVAR, PHltl, PI1AX 
. C 7EHDAUSDRUCK UEBER 8ESOHDERE VORKOH~HISSE III RECHHER-SIn. 
C --------------------------------------------------------PRIHT 7aOG,VREI,HPH 
7Bee FORI1ATU//, 3X, 'BESOHDERE VORKOHI1HISSE IH VERSUCHSREIHE ., 
lF4. 1. I, 3X, 'VON PHASE I, 13,' I', /, 3X, '--------------------. 1---------------------------------------------') PRIttT 7001 
7001 1, FORHAT<3X, , UEBERLASTUNC DER CREY J') 
DO 7093 J:ol 01, 129 
"'J=J-ICO 
IFCS3(J). CT. O. )PRIHT 7a92, JJ, S3(J) 
7002 FOR!1IlT OX, , DURCH AUFCA8E', 13,' IH ',F4. a.' % DER AHFLUECE') 
7003 COIIT HlUE 
109 
Key: I-seek crew errors in computer simulation 2-breakdown by phase 
3-check for crew errors in phase one 4-check for crew errors 
110 
in phase two 






7004 FORMAT(",3X, 'CREU-FEHLER I') 
DO 7(106 J s 121. 149 
JJ=J-120 
•. ---. -'- •.•.• __ a' - __ ' ... '. 
7095 
7906 
IF(S3(J). CT. O. )PRIHT 70aS. XKRCLAD+JJ), SlCJ) 
FORMAT(3X,'FEHLER "',,:as,'· IN ',F4.9,' ~ DER ANFLUEGE') 
COt/TUlUE .. .,/ 
STOP 
,_ liNn .. 
,. 
. .... -"', '. -:. --- . . - '" 
..... '., 
.. , .. :-.- .... 
:; .. 
c •••• ~ ••••••••••• * •••••••• *.* ••••••• * ••••• *.**.* •••••• * ••• 
t ~ UP CKRIT. SUCHE HACH CREU-FEHLERH BEl RECHHERSIHULATIOH 
C •• ** ••••• * •• ****~**~.*.* •• * •• **.*****.** •• ***.*** •• * ••••• 
SUBROUTINE CKRITCHAT,NPH,DAUER) 
C -------------------------------COHHOH'A'ASTAT<20. 10),XKZ(20)/ZSTATC2B)/TZUe20).TRESTC20) 
COtHl0tl/HHnOI1, TDH. USI I USF, XGA, E 1, E2. TE 1, TE2. TFCH. TABR . COHI101I/C,.TI H( 2GO). S 1 (2Be). S2 (ZSID. S3 (2Se), S4 (2eO), S5(2eO), INAH 
DIMENSIOH IFE(lB> 




·-1..AUFTEILUHG HACH PHASE • 
•••••• * •• ***********.* COTO(leO,208,JOO)HPH 
3UEBERPRUEFUHC AUF CREY-FEHLER FUER PHASE 1 
.****-****** •• ******** ••• **-*._******.*.** IF(ASTIlHl,l).EQ.S.)COTO 192 
53(121)=53(121)+1. 
IFE.(1)=l 
PRINT 101 . D 
101 
182 











. PRI HT 103 
FORHATCT2/'CREU-FEHLER. ',TlB, 'KEIH ATC-KOHTAKT') 
COt/TIHUE 
COTO 999 







FORHAT(T2,'CREY-FEHLERI ',T39, 'APPROACH CHECK ZU SPAET') 
!B2 IF(TABR.LE.DHALB)GOTO 294 
S3(122)=S3(122)+1. 
IFE(2)=2 
~ PRIHT 203 . 
!BJ FORIIATCT2,' CREW-FEHLERI ',T:39, 'APP. BRIEF. ZU SPAET') 
!94 IFCASTAT(6. 1).EQ.3. )COTO 2e6 
S3C12J)=53(12J)+1. 
lFE(J)=3 ) PRIHT 285 






















FORKAT(T2,'CREY-FEHLER. ',T30, 'KEIHE FREIGABE') 
IFCASTAT(14,l).EG.5.)GOTO 999 
S3(125)=S3(125)+1. lFE(S)=S ~ 
PRI HT 209 .:;) 




GOTO 999 /' 
lUEBERPP.UEFUHC AUF CREY-FEHLER FUER PHASE 3 





PRINT 301 , 




















FORKAT(T2,'CREY-FEHLER: ',TJO, 'FIHAL CHECK HOT COMPLETED') 
1FCXKZCS). CEo 1. )COTO 3622 
53(123)=53(123)+1. 
I FE (3) =3 
.. PRIHT - U)3·· . -'_.;' .' . - .. 
IF(ASTATC9, D. EQ. 5. )GOTO 3831 53(124)=S3(124)+1. 
IFE(4)=4 
PRINT 38J 
FORKATCT2,'CREY-FEHLER. ',TJe, 'GEAR HOT nOUH'> 
IFCASTATC10,1).ED.S.)COTO J941 
53(125)=S3(125)+1. 
IFE(S) .. S 
PRINT 394 




PRI HT 305 ~ 
395 FORtlATCT2,'CREU-FEHLER, ',lJD, 'LAHDEEHTSCHEIDUHC HICHT ERFOLGT') 
./ 39S1 IFCASTATCS, D. EQ. 5. )COTO 999 S3(127)=S3(127)+1. 
D 
IFE(7)=7 
PRI HT 306 Co 
306 FORtlAT(T2,'CREU-FEHLER,I,T30, 'LAHDUHC OHHE FRE1CABE') 





Key: I-check for crew errors in phase. three:. 2-no·. approval 
.3-weight and speed not calcu~ated. 4-landini decision 
below DH 5-landing decision not'made 6-landing without 
approval 
III 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ··1 
C UP cos , ABLAUF-STEUERUHG DER YARTESCHLAHGEH-5I~ULATIOH C •••••••••••••••• ** •••••••• * •••••••••••••••• **.* ••••••••• 
SUBROUTIHE CQSCHAT.HZU,DAUER,LREC,TEHD,YREI, 
IHPH, KYA. HIl. lli2) 














co tll1 0 ~I / A A ·nH ( 2 e ) , DIS Z ( Z e ), A fI 2 X ( 2 a ) , X H U Ii( 2 e ) 
COMI10t!/B/SCHl (10), SCH2( 13), OL!:Hl, GLEH2, SYStll,SYSH2, S'I'SH 
COtIl101l/D/SER(20), SPA(26), SPB(2iD. XIX(21l>, YI'l'C2B), 
11111(4), THEXT. TLAST, SI)(20), SU(ZS> 
C0I1110tl/E/ZE 1 T (20), RAUFf. 20) COHHOtl/F,XA,XB,XLAST,UBLCZB> 
COtlliOIl,C/T! N( 200), S 1 (Z80), S2(280), 53 (2eB), S4 (2ea" sse 2eO). IHAH 
C0I1HOli/HH/TOM,TDH,USI,U5F,XGA,El,EZ.TE1,TE2,TFCH,TACH,TABR 
KA=IFIX(XA) . 
KS .. IFIXeXB) 
~ ... ES llIP.D AHGEHOI1l1EH. DASS ·DAS SYSTEH ZU BEGINH DER 
••• SIMULATIOH LEER 1ST 
2IHITIALISIERUHG DER ZUSTAHDSGROESSEN 
*.* •• * ••• $ ••• * ••••••••• *.* •••• * •••• -
DO 393 J=1,20 








DO 3ee J=1,29 S3(J)aXIXCJ) 













ZEIT (J )=9. 
RAUFCJ)=8. 
COIITIHUE DO 61 J=t,18 












Key: I-sequence control of waiting-
loop simulation 2-updating of 
quantities of state 
3-it is assumed that the system is 
empty at the beginning 0= the 
simulation 
4-curation 
. XLAST .. 9. 
-.' "." TFCHaDAUER\. . 
._ '-.' . TACH-DAUER . 
~~~: .. TABROIDAUER ..... -:---
., ~. __ : .~ -.. -:-: .. '"# ... ...... -i,~. 
Key: I-determination of the first arrival time 
2-determination of the next event 









I ERKITTLUHG DES ERSTEH AHKUHFTSZEIT 
• •••••••• * ••••••••• * •••••••••••••• 
TItt< 1)~le. **30. 
Tltt(2)=lO ...... 3B. 
T Itt(4)-DAUER 
NXA:lB 
CALL UARRCHAT,TIMCJ),HXA,HPH,DAUER,KijA, IW1, Iij2) 
THEXT=TUI<3 > IF(HZU.EQ.8)GOTO 290 




2ERMITTLUHG DES HAECHSTEH EREIGHISSES 




DO :3 1:12,4 
IFCTHEXT.LE.TINCI»COTO 3 
THEXT=TI H (1) 
HEXT=-I COHTINUE 
TEHDaTHEXT 
IFCHEXT. GT.2)GOTO see IFCCTIN(1).EQ.TIHC2».AHD.(TI"Cl).HE.le .•• 3e.»IIEXT=5 
COtlT IHUE 
IFCHZU.EQ.O)GOTO 2el 




4BB FORHAT<3X,'TII1"",4(2):E10.4),2X, 'HEXT=', 12) 








~ SERVICE - ROUTIHE KAHAL 1 
_._.* .. -.. *.* •••••••••••••• 
IFCKA.EQ.2)PRINT 7aO 
FORNAT(3X,'SERVICE III KAHAL 1,') 
HS1.,a 
DO 11 J::rl,29 IFC(AST~T(J,l).EQ.3.).OR.CASTAT(J,1).EQ.e.»HS1=J 
SYSH=SYSH-l. 
SYSH1-SVStH -1. CALL STATUSCHS1,HPH,DAUER) 
TItI(1)=10.u30. ,,-
IFCE2.HE.3. )GOTO 5eO 
XCA:a1. 
GOTO 48 
5ee CALL IHFCLREC,9) 
__ -AGfgL~Hl.CT.e.)COTO 5 







Key: l-service routine channel two 2-service routine for both 








lsERVICE - ROUTIHE KAHAL' 2 
•••• * •••• * •••• ~ •••• * •••••••. 
IF(KA.EQ.2)PP.IHT 701 
FOR"AT(3X,'SERYICE IHoKAHAL 2.') 
HS2o:9 
DO 21 J:zl,29 . 
IF«ASTAT(J,1)oEQ.4.).OR.(ASTAT(J,1).EQ.8.»HS2c J· 
S'fSH=SYSH-l. 
SVSH2=SVSH2-1. CALL STATUS(HS2,HPH,DAUER) 
Tltl(2)=10.u3B. 






6 HQ2 a IFIX(SCH2(1» . 















1SERV ICE-ROUTIHE FUER SEIDE KAHAELE GLEICHZEITIG 
•• **~** •• **.~**********.** ••• *.*.***.***** ••••• 
IF(~A.EQ.2)PRIHT (02 
FORMAT<3X.'SERYICE IH KAHAL 1+2,') 
DO 71 J:l,29 




CALL STATUS(HS,HPH, DAUER) 
TItI(1)=le.**30. 
'T I tl ( 2> = 1 e . u 3 e .. 
IF(£2.HE.J. )COTO 592 
xeA= 1. GOTO 49 
CALL IHF(LREC,O) 
IF«OLEH 1. EO. e. ). AHD. (QLEH2. GT. 9. »HFALL.,t 
I F( (OLEfil. GT. e. ) . !HID. (QlEH2. EO. 9. > )HFAlL=2 
I F( (OlEH 1. Ea. e. ). AND. (QlEH2. EO. e. > )HFALL.,3 







IF(HABS.HE. l)CAlL USER(HAT.HS2,TIH(2» 
GOTO 2 





IF(HABS. HE. DCAlL USER(HAT,HS1, TIH(1» 
GOTO 2 
--,_.. .. - . 
-- .," 
'.:,::..~~r:_-' ._. __ 




Key: I-arrival routine 
up for processing 
2-determination whether unit is moving 






IF«DIS2ctIQ1). CT.e.). OR. (DISZ(HQ2).CT. 9. »COTO lee 
HSL=1 COTO 193 
IFeDIS20/Q1). CT. 9. )HSL=1 
IFCDISZ(H02).GT.0. )HSL=2 
COT0<1B3,102)HSL 
c - - - - - - - - - - - - -103 CALL STATUQC1,HQ1,HSIIHS2,HABSl) 
IFCHS1.CT.O)COTO 194 
105 COT0<102,106)HSL 















CAL L USE R 01 AT, H S 1, TIM C 1> ) -
IFCHS1.HE.HS2)COTO 105 
T It1 C 2 ) ,. T IIi< 1) 
COTO le6 
- - - - - - - - - - -.. - - - - -CALL STATUQ(2, HQ2, HSIIHS2.HABS2) 
IF(HS2.CT.B)COTO 101 
COTO(HI6, Hl3)HSL 
- - - - - - - - - - - - -IFeHABS2.EQ.l)COTO 107 
CALL USERCHllT, 1152, THI(2» 
IFeHS1.HE.HS2)GOTO 107 
T Itl (1) =T 111 ( 2) 
- - - - - - - - - - - - -CALL IHF(LREC,0) 
. GOT 0 2 
••••••••••••••••• *** •••••••••••••••••• * •••• ** ••••••••••• 
lAHKUHFTS --ROUTINE 
•••• ******** •• **.* IFCKA.EQ.2)PRIHT 793 
FaRHAT <3X, 'AHKUHFT. ' ) 
CALL STATUA(HAT,HXA) 
CALL IHFCLREC,HXA) 
1FCDISZ(HXA).EQ.2. )CAlL IHFCLREC,9) 
IF(XLAST.NE.O. )GOTO 4B 








. IFCATCHXA). HE. 1. )COTO 53 
IF«QLEtil. Ea. S'fSH1). AND. <SYSH1. HE. o. »COTO 50 
IFCAT<HXA>. HE. 2. )GOTO 54 
IFeeQLEH2.EQ.SYSH2>.AHD. (SY5H2.HE.0. »GOTO 51 
IFCAHH}:A). HE. 3. )GOTO 55 
I Fe (alEU1. tiE. SY5Hl). OR. (alEH2. HE. SYSH2) )COTO S5 




3AUFRUECKEH DER EIHHEIT 2UR BEARBEITUHC 
HQl c IFlX(SCH1(1» 
HS1=IIXA 




CALL UARR(HAT, TItfeJ), HXAIHPH, DAUEP.,KUA, !II!. IU2) 
COTO 6 
























1 ENDE DER SIliULATIOH ~*~****$ ••• ***.*.* •• COHTIHUE . 
TEHD=TLAST IF«TIN(l).LT. IB .•• 30.).OR.(TIH(2).LT. 19 .•• J9. »TEHD=THEXT 
IF(IHAH.GT.200) GOTO 99~ 
83( 41>" I HAH*1-
83(42)"TEHD 
SJ(S9)=DAUER 











DO 6 e 1 J .. 7 1. S e ... , 
SJ(J)=SCH2(J-7e) . 











. . . 
.:... "- ~ -~: .. - ~": 
'. 
;; ~ e •• _ • :::: .;;.: _~: . 
.:....-- ....... -.. . 
-.. -. 
2. .•••••••• *****.* ••• **** •• *** •••• *** ••••• *.* ••••••• *** •••• **.******* UP IHF ,SAMHLUHG DER DATEH UEBER AUFGABEHVERLAUF FUER AUSCABE-FILE 





1 TIIH 4), TlIE:<T , TL AS T , SO ( 2 e), su (2 e j 
COMMQH/C/TIH(290),Sl(200),S2<20e),S3(2eO),S4(20B),S5C2eO), INAH 
53(41)=2013. 
S3( 42) aTHEXT 
IHAH=IHAH+l 
IF<IHAH. LT. 20B)COTO 2 .,.-
IFCIHAH.GT.200)GOTO 999 
PRIHT 1,Tl-lEXT 






DO 5 Jal,29 
IF(ASTAT<J, D. ED. 6. 9)HS1=J 
-·IF(RSTAHJ,1>.-EQ".6.8)HS2=J ...... - -.. _" •. 0. . '. " ... 
CONTIHUE 
DO J J:al/29 
IF«ASTAT(J,l).EQ.3.).OR.(ASTAT(J. i).EO.B.» HS1=J 
IF«ASTAT(J/l).EQ.4.).OR.(ASTAT(J, l).EQ.S.» HS2=J 
COHTINUE 
Key: I-positioning of an occurring data in the system 
2-determination of task type 3-if task can only be executed 







6 IFCHARR. EQ.8)COTO 999 
A=FLOAHHflRR) 
DO 7 J=1,10 




I F C ( AS TAT 01 A R P., J L E Q. 1. ) . 0 R. (A S TA T 01 A R P., J >. E Q. J. ) ) S 4( I H A H) :: A 
{Fe< ASTAT OIARR, J). ED. 2. ). OR. CASTAHtlARR, J). EQ. 4. ) )S5( I HAH)=A 
999 COHTIHUE 
RETURH .. 
E~.q ._ .... .~: ....... " ....... '.. _,0 .• ~ '".''' ,.... ___ ... J. '. • •• : ";.~ •••. >'1' ...... .. 
'. C 1 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• * •••••••••••••• * •••••• * •••• ** •••••••• 
C ~ UP STATUA, POSITI0HIERUHC EIHER AUFTRETEHDEH AUFCABE IN SYSTEn 
C •••••••• *** ••••••••• *.* ••••• **.***.*.**.*.***.******** ••••••• * 
SUBROUTIHE STATUACHAT,HXA) 
c --------------------------COH"OH/A/~STAT<29, 1e),XKZ(20),2STATC20),TZUC2e),TREST(26) 
COMHOH/AA/AT(29),DISZC2C),ANZX(2D),XNUHCZO) . 
COHNOH/B/SCH1(lO),SCH2(le),QLEH1,QLEH2,SYSH1.SYSH2, SrSH 
COHHOtl/D/SER(20), SPA(20), SP8(20), lO>«2e>, \'1'1(20). 







C HAX=HUHMER DER AUFC~BE.DIE GERADE ERSCHIEHEH 1ST. 
CST A T US = 1 , 2 I AUF G :-l BEl II S C H UHI G E 1 B 2lJ 2 . 
..c.. __ .~. __ ._..DrATUS"3." .. , .. flUFG~B£ .HI .SERVER. .. LBZW .. 2 _._ .•• ________ ._ .•..• _ •• 
. C STATUS=5 AUFGABE 1ST ASGEARBEITET 
C STATUS=6 I AUFGABE ZURUECKGESTELLT CDURCH ABS.PROIR.-AUFG) 
C .... _. STATUS=6. a I GEtfEINSM1E AUFGA3E. BEl EIuat eM 2URUECI~GESTELl.T 
C STATUS=6.9. GEllEIHSAI1E AUFGA3E. BEl BElDEN eli'S ZU?UECKCESTEI.L.T 
C STATUS=? AUFGABE III SCHLANGE 1 UHn 2 CLEICHZ. 
C STATus=a. AUFGASE IH SERVER 1 UHD 2 GLEICHZ. 
C 2 ERtt I TTLUNG DES AUFCABEIHYPS 
C .~****.**.*****.****** ••• ** 
IFCAHHXA). EQ. 0.) GOTO 19 
IFCATOIHA). Ell. 1.) GOTO 11 
IF(AT<HXA>.EIL2.) COTO 12 
IFCAT(HXA>.EQ.3.) GOTO see 






IF(DISZ(HXA>. EO. 1.) COTO 29 
IFCDISZ(HXA).EQ.2.) COTO 298 
DO 2 t J1Il.19 
IF(SCH2CJ).EQ.9.) COTa 22 
COTO 950 
SCH2(J)=HXA.l. 
IFeJ.EQ. 1.) QLEH2::r9. 
SYSH2=S'I'SH2+1. QLEH2 .. QLEH2+1. 
SYSH .. SYSH+1. 
SYSHT=SYSHT+l. 




Key: I-with LCFS discipline 2-absolute prio~ity 3-determine content 
of server two 4-elements of loop one are set back one place 
5-content of server two is set back to the 1st place of loop 2 
6-set the status of the reset single task 7-set the status of 
the reset, joint task and service time from KNI temporarily to 




























IF(ASTATCHXA,HUBL).EQ.e. )COTO 13 
WR1TEC7,600)HXA. HXA,HUBL,(ASTAT(HXA,J',Ja l,HUBL) 
I Fe KA. EQ. 2)PR I NT 6013, tlXA, HXA, HUBL, CASTAT<HXA, J), J=l, tlUBL> 
FORHAT(3X,'***SYSTEH 1ST MIT AUFG. ',12,' UEBERLASTET .**', 
1/,3:<,'*** ASTAT(',12,',1. •. ',12,')= ',19F6.9,' ••• ') 
XLAST~FLOAT(tlXA) 
S3Clea+tlXA)cS3(189+HXA)+1 • 
. COTO 13 
1 ~!!_~~~~:~!:~!~:!~_!. /' . 
DO 23 J::l,19 
IFCSCHZ(J).EQ.e.) GOTO 24 
COTO 959 
IFCJ.EQ. I.> QLEH2::9. 
IF(J.EQ.1.> COTO 25 
SCH2(J)=SCH2CJ-l) 
JaJ-l • 










GOrD 13 -_ 
2 ABSOLUTE PR lOR ITAET. 
-------------------- . COHTHIUE 
3BESTIMHUHG DES IHHALTES YOH SERYER 2 
NS2 c e ~- .~. _ .. 
DO 2010 J=1,28 
IF(ASTAT<J, 1>. EQ. 6. S)HS2=J 
DO 202 J=1,20 . 
IFCCASTAT<J, 1).EO. 4. ).OR.(ASTAT<J, 1>.EQ.8. »HS2=J 
.SERVER 2 LEER ? 
. IF(HS2.EO.O)GOTO 210 qELEHE~TE DER SCHLANGE 1 UERDEH un EIHEH PLATZ ZURUECK-GESETZT. 
DO 203 J=1,10 
I FC SCH2( J). EQ. B. )COTD 294 
COTO 959 




rIHHALT DES SERVER 2 WIRD AUF DEH I.PLATZ DER SCHLAHGE 2 
ZURUCKGESETZT. 
SCH2(1)=HS2.1. 
Anft~~~[~~~;i~)' tiE. 6. e)J.REST<HS2)=TIt1(2)-THEXT 






2911 ,. !F(ASTAT<HS2. 1). EQ. S. )COTO 221 









SETZEH DES STATUS DER ZURUECKGESETZTEH CEHEIHSA~EH AUFGABE, 
. SOUlE SERVICE-ZEIT VOH KHl VORUEBERGEHEHD AUF UHEHDLICH. _ 
ASTATCHS2,l)=6.8 






Key: I-check whether task NXA is already present in thesystem 
2-seek the second NXA in the loop 3-cancel move back the 
remaining loop 4-if task can only be executed in channel one 

































l PRUEFEH,OB nUFCABE HXA BEREITS 1M SVSTEH VORHAHDEN.ALSO ASTATCHXA.l)=6. CWECEH DISZ=2.) 
IFCASTAHH):A, 1). tlE. 6. )COTO sal 
HXA BEREITS YORH~HDEH UHD ZURUECKGESTELLT, 
BEAUFSCHLAGUHG DER SERYICE-DAUER YaH HXA UH TREST 
TR=TRE Si < ~IXA) 
TIH(2)=TINC2)+TREST(HXA) 
TRESHHXA)=O. ~AUFSUCHEH DER DOPPELTEH HXA IH DER SCHLAHGE 
~LOESCHEH UHD HACHRUECKEH DER RESTL. SCHLAHGE 
DO 502 J=l,9 
IFCSCH2(J).HE.(HXA*1.»COTO sa2 









FORHAT(3X.'***DO?PELTES AUF7RETEH DER ABS.PRIOR.AUFG.',I3, ',', 
13X, ' ***URSPRUEHGLI Cli VORGESEHEHES TIM (2), ',Fe. 2, /, 
13X, ' ••• BEAUFSCHLAGUHC DURCH TREST , ',F9.2,/, 
13):, '***RESULTIEREHDES TIt1(2) , ',F8.2) 
RSTRHHXA, 1 )=4. 
GOTO 13 
q WEHH AUFGABE HUR IH KAHAL 1 ABGEFERTIGT WERDEH KAHN 
.* ••••••• * •••••• * •••• * •• *.* ••••••••• * •••• * •••• * •• *. 
KSCH=l 
IFCDIszeHXA>. Ea. 1.) GOTO 39 
IFCDlSZ(HXA).EQ.2.) COTO 256 
StiIT FCFS-DIS2IPLIH , 
DO 31 J e 1,19 
IFeSCH1eJ).EQ.9.) COTO 32 
COTO 950 
SCHl<J)=HXA.1. 





DO 66 .1=1,10 
IFCASTATCHXA,J).EQ.9.>COTO 67 
COHTINUE ASTATOIXA, J )=1. 
IFCASTAT<HXA,HUBL).HE.B. > COTO 62 
URITE<7, S(4)(SCH1(J), J=l,un, SVStll,OLEHl 





4 tilT LCFS-DIS2IPLIH 
DO 33 J=1,19 
IFeSCH1<J). EO. 0.) GOTO 34 
GOTO 950 
IFCJ.EQ.l.> QLEH1=9. 
IFCJ.EO.l.> COTO 35 
SCH1(J)=SCH1(J-l) 
.1=.1-1 





DO 69 J=1,19 
IFCASTAT(HXA,J).EQ.0. )eOTO 79 
COHTIHUE 
ASTAHHXA • .1)-1. 
IFCASTAT(HXA,HUBL).HE.6.) COTO 62 
GOTO 13 
119 
Key: I-with absolute priority 2-determine content of server 1 
120 
3-set the status of the set-back single tasks 4-set the status 
of the set-back joint task and set service time of KX2 tempor-
arily to infinity 5-priority task NXA is set into server 1 
6-check whether task NXA is already in the system 7-~XA 
already present and set-back. riddition of TREST to the service 
time of NXA 8-seek the second ~~XA in the loop 9-cancel and 
set-back the remaining loop 
c 

































.uESt IHI1UH.G .. DEB. .1liHALIES • vaN. SER.YER_1. _ .• _ .. _ .. _____ ~ ______ ._. __ --'-_ 
HS1=B 
DO 2519 J=1,29 
IFCASTAi<J, 1). Eg. 6. S)HS1=J 
DO 252 J=1,20 
IF( (ASTAT<J, 1). EQ. 3.). OR. CASTAT<J, 1>. EQ. 8. »HSla J 
SERVER 1 LEER ? ~ 
IF(HSl.EQ.O)COTO 211 
ELEHEHTE DER SCHLAHGE 1 WERDEN UH EINEH PLATZ ZURUECK-
GESE12T. 
DO 253 J=1, 19 






IHHALT DES SERVER 1 WIRD AUF DEN 1.PLATZ DER SCHLAHGE 1 
ZURUCKGESETZT, 
SeHt (1 )=H51*1. 
IF(ASTAT<HS1, 1>. HE. 6. 9>TRESTCHSl):zTIIHt)-THEXT 
OLEH l=CLEHl +1. 
IF(ASTAT<HS1, 1). HE. 6. a)GOTO 2511 
ASTAT(HS1.l)=6.9 
¥~1gs~M(t{SI. 1>. EQ. a. )COTO 231 . . 
3 SETZEII DES STATUS DER '-ZURUEC~GESETZTEH EIHZEL-AUFGABE: 
ASTAHHS1. 1 )=6. 
COTO 211 ~SETZEH DES STATUS DER ZURUECKGESETZTEH CEMEIHSAMEH AUFGABE, 
SO~IE SERVICE-ZEIT VOH KH2 YORUEBERGEHEHD AUF UHEHDLICH. 
ASTAT(HS1.l)=6.8 






,PRUEFEH,OB AUFCABE HXA BEREITS IH SYSTEM 
YORHAHDEH,ALSO ASTATCHXA.l)=6. CWEGEH DIS2=2.) 
IF(ASTATOIXA, 1 >. HE. 6. )GOTO 505 
1 HXA BER£ I TS VORHAtlDEH UHD ZURUECKGESTELL T I BEAUFSCHLACUHC DER SERVICE-DAUER VON HXA UH TREST 
TR=TRESHlIgA) 
TIM(1)=TIH(1)+TREST(HXA) 
TRESTCHXA)=0. 1AUFSUCHEH DER DOPPELTEH HXA IN DER SCHLAHGE 
, LOESCHEII UIID HACHRUECKEN DER RESTL. SCHLANGE 
DO 506 J=1,9 
IF(SCHHJ). HE. (HXA*1. »GOTO se6 









IFCKA. EO.2)PRIHT 999, HXA,TH.TR,TIH<l) 
FORHAT(3X,'***DOPPELTES AUFTRETEH DER ABS.PRIOR.AUFC.',I3,'.'", 
1 J X, '. u U R S P RUE H G LIe H V 0 Po G E S :; H HI EST HI< 1>. ., F 8. 2, / , 
IJX,'*""SEAUFSCHLACUHG DURCH TREST • ',F8.2,/, 
13X, ' .... RESULTIEREtiDES TIM(1) , ',Fa.2) 
ASTJ.'lHHXA.1>=3. 
COTO 13 
Key: l-if task can be executed by both channels (either/or), it 
is given to the smaller loop 2-which loop is shorter 
3-if task must be executed simultaneously in both channels 


















j.WEHH AUFGABE VON BEIDEH KAHALEH ABCEFERTIGT ~ERDEH KAHN' (EHTUEDER/ODER) . WIRD SIE AUF KLEIHERE SCHLANGE GEGEBEN 
~ •• * ••••••• *** •••• ***.~.*.**.*.* •••• *.* •• * ••••• * •••••• ** 
4WELCHc SCHLAHGE 1ST KUERZER ? 
-----------------------------
DO 41 J= 1,1 e 
IF(SCH1(J).EQ.B. )COTO 42 
Jl"J 
DO 43 J=1119 
IFeSCH2(J).EQ.9. )COTO 44 
J2"J 
IFeJl.LE.J2) COTO 11 
IFeJl.GT.J2) GOTO 12 
COTO 13 
3 WEHH AUFCABE IN BElDEN KAHAELEH CLEICHZEITIG ABGEDERTICT 
~ERDEH MUSS 
•••• * ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ** •• * ••••••••••• 
~ ~~~~~~~---~~~~:~!~~!~~!~ 
KSCH=3 
IF<DISzeHXA). HE. B. )PRHIT 801, HXA, DISZOIXA) 
FORHATC3X,'FALSCHE AHHAHNE YOH FCFS!'",3X, 
l'DIS2(',12,')::a ',F2.0> 
DO 892 J=l, 19 
892 IF(SCH1<J)' EQ. 0. )COTO BaJ 1-.t!:.A·:~_-.....:....G...Otn.....~.~fl.·_. __ ~~_.J_I:-._ ... __ .#_ .... ~.:.. __ ... _~u.,-" •. .:i .. A •• ~ .-:~tI&=-1--_"'._'~"'" .. ..ot.· ... :.l'- ..... : 
· Bel seH1 CJ)=HXA.l. 
: DO 894 J=l, lEi . 














GOTO 959 SCH2 (J )=HXA*l •. 
SYSHl a SYSH1+1. 
SYSH2=SVSH2+1. 
SYSH=SYSH+l. SYSHT .. SYSHT+l. QLEHl=OLEHl +1. 
QLEH2 c OLEH2+1. 
DO a06 J=l, 10 
IFCASTATCHXA,J).EQ.e. )COTO Sa7 
ASTAT<HXA, J)=7. 
IF(ASTATCHXA,HUBL).HE.O. )COTO 62 COTO 13 . 
ABBRUCH BEl UEBERLASTUHG DER SCHLAHGE 
IF(KA.EQ.2)PRIHT 951,TNEXT,NXA,KSCH 
WRITE(7, 9~1)TNEXT.HXA,KSCH 
FORI1AT<3X,'TlIEXT=',F8.2,' STATUA, ABBRUCH BEl AUFTRITT', 





HS1 .. e 
HS2=9 
DO 59 J=1.29 
IF(ASTAT<J, D. EO.6. S>HS1=J IF(ASTAT(J, 1). EQ.6. S)HS2"J 
.... CO"T IHUE 
DO 51 J=1.29 
IFe eA5TAT<J, 1). EO. 3>. OR. eASTAT<J, 1). EQ. S.» H51=J 









Key: I-repositioning of tasks in the waiting loop 2-STATUQ checks 
whether the element moving into the server is dependent on 
other tasks of states. If so, the element is set to the end 
122 
of ~he loop 3-1~op one 4-first element is loop one is checked 
5-f1rst element 1S dependent, the other task is not vet com-







1 ········*~···*~···*·······*······**···*··*·*····*~·* •• * •• *.*. UP STATun ,UHPOSITIOHIERUHG DER AUFGABEH IH DER UARTESCHLAHGE 























C0I1110H/C/lh)Z( 213), APA( 28), APB (20). ARR (29), ZAZ(2e" AO (20), AUC2a) 
COHMOH/D/SERe2G),SPA(28),SPB(28).XIX(20),YIY(20>, 
111 M (4), Tt{EXT, iLAST. SO( 2e), SU (20) 
COHMON/F/XA,XB,XLAST,UBLC2B) 
KA= I FI X()~A) 
KB=IFIXeXB) 
HABS=O 
ABFRAGE DER SCHLAHGE. GOTO(1,S)HSX 
3SCHLAtlGE 1. 
h***·**·*a ••• * •••• * •• *** •••• **.* •• ***.*.* •• * •••••• * •• ** ••• * ••• 
~ERSTES ELEMENT IN SCHLAHCE 1 UIRD UEBERPRUEFT •. 
****** •••• **************** ••••• *** •••• **.*** •• IFCCAAZ(HQ).EQ.O.).AHD. CZAzeHQ).EQ.9.»GOTO 11 
K"IFIX(AAZeHQ» 
IFCK.EG.C)GOTO 230 -





S ERSTES ELEMEHT 1ST ABHAEHGIG,DIE ANDERE AUFGABE HOCH HICHT FERTIG. DAS ELEMENT ~IRD AHS EHDE DER SCHLANGE 
GESETZT. 
.DO 30 J=1,19 
IFCSCH1CJ). EQ. 9. > GOTO 31 
CONTI HUE 
SCHl (J)=SCHlC 1) 
AUFRUECKEN DER SCHLAHGE 
JH=J-l 
DO 32 J=l, Jlt 
.. 
32-~--""~g~fi~ESCH1"(J.+l-). -.~ .--.~--~-...:-'-.. ~-.. .....,..,h-·~-.---:.-.a------.........u...:..:.. ..... " •• 








DO 59 J=l,19 -
IFCASTATCHQ,J).EQ.9.)COTO 51 
JH-J 
ASTATCHQ, J)=ASTATCHQ, 1) 




JOT a l 
IFCKA.CT.0)URITE(7,997)JOT 
IFCKA.EQ.2)PRINT 997, JOT 
HSlaO 
"S2"0 DO 799 J=I,29 
IFCASTATCJ,l).EQ.6.8)HS2-J 





Key: I-check wheter any element can be processed in the loop 
2-first element of loop one is set into server 1 
3-single element is set in server 4-the part of a joint task 
to be set into the server had been set back; compute remaining 
service time in both servers 5-reset part of joint task is set 
in server 6-move other elements in the loop back 7-cetermine 




































l UEBERPRUEFUHG, OB UEBER HAUPT EIH ELEHEHT DER SCHLAHGE AB~ErERTLGT U~RD~H ~AHH 
-----------------------------------------------------DO 7ee J=1, 1B 
K-IFIX(SCHt<J» 
IFCK.EG.~) G~TO 782 
LaIFIX(AA7.00) 
"-IF IX(2AZ(lO) 
IFCL.EQ.a.RHD. H.ED.e> GOTO 701 
IFCL.EO.8) coro 3~1 
IFCASTAT<L, D. HE.~.) caTO 699 
·.lFOI. 1:a. fI)COTO 7el 











1ERSTES ELEHEHT DER SCHLnHGE 1 ~IRD IH DEM SERVER IGESETZT 
••••••• * •• * •••• *~*~ •••• ~.* ••• *.~******* •• ~** •• ** •• *.****** 
IFCATCHO).EO. 3.)COTO 52e 
IFCAST~T(HO,1).HE.6.)CDrO 229 




aEIHZELHES ElEHEHT UIRD IH SERVER CESETZT 
ASTnHHLl, 1 >=3. 
HSl e Na 
COTO 2 . IF(ASTATCNQ,I).NF..6.S)GOTO 4880 
nDER IN DEN SERVER ZU SETZEHD~ TElL EIHER CEHEIHSAN~H AUFGABE 
'WAR ZURUEC~CEYTELLT WORDEH,BERECHHUHC DER HESTL!CHEH SERVICE-
ZEIT IH 8EIDEH SEKVERH. 
TIM(1)=THEKT+1REST(HQ) 
T I " C 2 ) = T IIH 1) TRESHHQ)=O . 
HABS=1 tZURUEC~GESTELL1ER TEll DER CEMEIHSAHEH AUFCABE ~lRD IN DEH 
SERVER GESEl2T 
AST AHHO, 1) .,a. 





ASTAHHO, D=6. 9 
'HACHRUECKEH DER AHDEREH ELEnEHTE IN DER SCHLANGE 
DO J J=l, 10 "-
IFCSCH1(J>' ElL e. )COTO 4 
. JHAX::IJ . 
DO 521 J=l,JMAX-l 
SCHl(J)=SCHl(J+l) 
7~h~V{;Eb~~1~~~ ELEHEHTES IN 2.SERVER 
HS2,.e 
DO 8tH Ja 1,20 
IFCASTATCJ, 1>. EQ.6. 9)HS2=J 
DO 798 J=1,20 









Key: l-server 1 is free. Check whether server 2 is also free for 
joint task 2-server two is also empty 3-server two is full 
4-check whether there is any task in loop one which can only 
be processed in server one 5-1oop two 6-first element in 
loop 2 is checked 7-first element is dependent, the other 
task is not yet finished. The element is set to the end of 





































l~~~~¥~sAMJS~u~~g~~ ~~~~~~rE~ ~~E¥E~~~~ 2 FUER 
.***********~**~****.**.******.*********** •• * DO 491 J:zl,20 
IF( (ASTAT(J, 1). EO. 4.). OR. (ASTAT<J, 1>. E(L B. »COTO 
lSERVER 21ST AUCH LEER. 
I F( S C H 2 ( 1 >. E Q. 01 Q ... 1 • ) ) GOT 0 4 a 3 
SCH2 MUSS UMGEORDHET YERDEN. 
DO 510 J=t, 10 
IFCSCH2(J). ElL (IIQ*1. »COIO 511 
COHTIHUE /' 
JC=J 
DO 512 J::1,JC-l 
SCH2(JC+i-J)=SCH2(JC-J> 
SCH2 C 1 ):HO'" 1. 
COTO 4Q3 ~ SERVER 21ST ·VOLL. 
-----------------~ 
492 
IFCOLEtU. LE.1. )GOTO 420 
Jt UEBERPRUEFUHG DB ttl SCHl UEBE.RHAUPT EIHE AUFGABE ~DIE HUR IH SEHV~R 1 BEARBEIT~T YERDEH KOEHHTE. 
YORHAHDEH, 
DO 5130 J::2, 10 





IF( (L. Ea. B). AHD. <11. EQ. 0) )GOTO 2ea 
IFCL.EG.O>COTO 399 
IFCnSTAT<L, D.NE.S. )GOTO sea 
IFCH.EO.O)GOTO 2130 
IFCASTAHN, 1>. EG.S. )COTO 2ea 
cOin IHUE 
HS1=e DO 501 J=t,2B .•.. ------.... 
IFCnSTAT<J,1>.EQ.6.S>HS2 a J . 
DO 795 J=1,20 
IF«ASTATeJ,1).F.Q.4.).OR.(ASTAT(J,1).EQ.8.»HS2=J 
IF(OLEH2.EQ.SYSHZ)HS2=B 




Ss C H L A H G E 2. 
•• .... _ 4 
.-
, •••••••• ******* •••••• * ••• * •• ********* •••• *** ••• * •••• **.*** ••• 
~ERSTES ELEMEHT IH SCHLAHGE 2 ijIRD UEBERPRUEFT. 
••••••• ~*.****.~.**.* ••• **~.~****~*~*********. 
IF«AA2<tIQ>.EQ.O.>'AHD. (ZAZOIQ).EG.O.»COTO 22 
K .. IFIX(AAZOIO» 
IFCK.EQ.O)COTO 231 




... :. "-COTO 22 
7ERSTES ELEMEHT 1ST ABHAEHGIG,DIE AHDERE AUFGABE HOCH HICHT FERTIG. DAS ELEI1EtlT UIRD ~HS cHDE DER SCHLANGE CESET2T. 
----------------------------------------------------DO 49 J e t,1El 
IFCSCH2(J).EQ.e.) COT a 41 
COlilIHUE . 
SCH2(J)=SCH2(1) i AUFRUECKEH DER SCHLAHGE 
JI1"J-l 









Key: l-c~eck whether any element of the loop can be processed 
2-flrst element of loop 2 is set into server 2 
3-single element is set into server 4-the part of a joint task 
~o be se~ int~ th~ server had been set back; calculate the remain-
lng ~ervlce tlme ln both servers 5-reset part of joint task is 






































IF(KA. EO. 2)PRIIH .991, JOl 
HSlo:13 
HS2=0 
DO 797 J a l,20 
". 
IF(ASTAT<J. 1). EG. 6. 8)HS1=J 
DO a02 J=1.20 IF«ASTAT<J, 1). Ea. 3.). OP.. (ASTAT<J. 1>. Ell. 8. »NS1=J 
IF(QLEHI. EO. SYSUDHS1::E! 
.:"CALL AUSCNSL.HSU .. ___________ . ____ .• --- . ______ .. r -~-. 
l UEBERPRUEFUHC, OB UEBERHAUPT ElH ELEMEHT DER SCHLAHGE ABGEFERTIGT ~ERDE" KAHH 
-----------------------------------------------------DO 704 J=t,tS 
K:zIFIXCSCH2CJ» 
IF(K.EO.B) GOTO 7a6 
LOll F lX(AA200) 
'. 
tl D IFlX(ZA2(K» 
IFCL.EQ.O.RHD. M.EQ.0> COlO 70S 
IF(l.EO.O) GOTO 3ee . 
IFCASTATCL, D. HE.5.) COTO 698 
IF(H.EO.B)GOTO 7~5 
IF(ZSTATCM).EQ.2.) COlO 698 
COTO 785 
COHTINUE 
COIIT 1 HUE 
COIIT IHUE 
IF(KA. GT. B)URITE (7.107> 
IFC~A.EO.2)PRIHT 787 




2. ERSTES' ELEMEHT DER SCHLAHGE 2 tJIRD IH DEH SERVER :2 CESETZT 
•••••••••• ***$.*~**.*~.** ••• *.*.*~.*.*******.*.*.*.***~*** 
IF(ATCHO).EG.3.)GOTO 570 
IF(ASTATCHQ,1).HE.6.)COTD 221 
DAS 1M DEN SERVER ZU SET:EHDE EINZEl-ELEMEHT tJAR 
ZURUECKGESiELL T UORDEH,liEP.ECtlHUIIG DER RESTLICHEH SERVICE-ZEIT: 
lIH(2)=THEX1+iREST(HQ) 
TRESTCHO)=O. 




IFCASTATCHO.l).HE.6.8)COTO 404a q DER IH DEH SERVER ZU SET2EHDE TElL EIHER CEHEIHSA"EH AUFGABE 
UAR ZURUECKCESTELLI UORDEH.BERECHtIUHC DER RESTLICHEH SERVIC~­
ZEIT 1M BElDEN SERVERH: TIH(2)aTHEHT+TREST(HO) 
11 t1 (1)::T 111 ( 2) 
TRESTCHO)=O. 













1-set-back of the other elements in the loop 2-determine the 
element in the 1st server 3-printout 4-server two is free. 
Check whether server one is also free for joint task 5-server 
one is full 6-check whether there is any task in loop two 
which could only be processed in server two 7-joint task moves 
up in both servers 8-advance of the queues 
C 1 HACHRUECKEH DER AHDEREH ELEHEH'TE IH DER SCHLAHCE 
23 DO 24 J=I,19 . 
24. IFCSCH2(J).EO.9;)GOTO 25 
25 JHAX=J 
DO 571 J a l,JHAX-l 
571 SCH2<J)=SCH2<J+l) QLEH2=aLEII2-1. 
C 2.ERtlITTLUHG DES ELENEHTES 1M 1.SERVER 
HS1=e 
DO 8e3 J=1,20 
S03 IFCASTAT<J, 1). Ea. 6. S)HS1=J 
DO 796 Jal,20 ~ 
796 IFC CASTAT (J, 1). EO. 3. ). OR. CASTAT (J, 1). Ell. B.) )HS1=J 
~IF(glEH1.EQ.SYSH1)HSl=e 
















U SEP.VER 21ST FREI. PRUEFUUC. "OB SERVER t FUER 
,GEHEIHSANE AUFGABE EBEIIFALLS FREI 1ST. 
.... ~.* .. *~~*~** ••••• ~*.**.**~*~.*~.* •• * ••• ** 
DO 405 J=1,2B IF( (ASTAT<J, 1). EG. 3.). OR. (~STAT(J, 1), EQ. S. »COl'O 486 
SERVER 1 1ST AUCH LEER. 
IF(SCH1<1>.EQ. (HQ+1.»COTO 48J 
8CH! HUSS UNGEORDUET UERDEII. 
no 560 J=l, Hi . 
IF(SCH1<J). ED. (HC}>IIt, »COTO 561 
COUTIHUE 
JC=J 




C )SERVER 1 'IST VOLLe 
e ------------------496 .• _ ... IF(OlEH2. LE._1_ .. )C.OTO. 421. -. '-' ., ' .. - ... " .. - ' _.' '. 
e G, UEBERPRUEFUHC 08 HI SCH2 UEBERHAUPT EIHE AUFCABE VORHAHDEH, 
C DIE HUR IN SERVER 2 BEARBEITET YERDEH KOEHHTE, 




















IF( (L. EO. 0), MID. 01. EQ. 8»GOTO 291 
IF(L.EG.O)GOTO 449 
IF(OSTAT(L.1>.HE.5. )COTO 558 
IF(M.EO.O)GOTO 201 
IF(ASTAT<I1, 1>. ED. 5. )G.OTD 281 
COtlT 1 HUE 
HS2 e e DO 551 J=1,29 __ 
IF(ASTAT<J, 1). ElL 6. S)HSl=J 
DO 794 J:zl,(!O 






Key: 1- UP STATUS, Simulation of the effects on further processing, 
caused by execution of a task 2-subroutine status 
3-check whethre task has been finally worked off due to the 
number of its occurrances 4-for phase two only, calculate 
the end time/appro check 5-for phase three only, calculate 
the decision land/go around 6-first decision state 
DO 41e J=l, Ie 
419 IF(SCH2(J>' EG. B. )COTO 411 
411 DO 412 K=l,J-l 
412 SCH2(K)=SCH2(K+l) QLEtll=QLEH1-1. QLEH2=QLEH2-1. 
C AUSDRUCK 
C --------JOT .. 5 
IF(KA.GT.9)URITE(7,997)JOT 
IF(KA.EQ.2)PRINT 937, JOT 
IF(QLEH1.EO.SYS!-IIHIS1 .. e 
IF(QLEH2.EO.SYSH2)HS2=O 
CALL AUSCHS1,HS2) 
26 COtlTIHUE 997 FORHAT<3X.' STATUQ-'. 11, .,.) 
RETURH 
EHD . 
c ••••••••••••• *.~ .. * •• * ••• * ••••••• ~* ••• * •••••• **.** •••• *****. 
c 1. UP STATUS, SIHUUHIOH DEP. AUS!lIP.KlIIIGE!-l. DIE DlIRCH BEAR~Ii:ITUHG 
C EIHER AUFGABE FUER DEi! ~JEllEREN AOLAUF ElliSTEHEU 
C ••••••••• * •••• *.*** •• *** •• * •• *.****.*.* •• *.**.*~.* •• *** •••• * 
c 
~ SUBROUTIHE STATUSCHSX,HPH,DAUER) 
COHHOH/A/ASTATC20, le),XKZe20',2STATC20),TZUC2C).TRESTC23) 
CO t1 H 0 H / A EV H T ( 2 0 ), IllS 2 ( 2 0 ) I H II:: Y. < 2 fJ ), X till !-I (2 (j ) 
COtlI10H/C/AAZ(20), A?IH2fJ), APB(2fJ), ARr~(HJ), ZA2 (20), AO(2B), AU(2e) 
COtlHOH/D/SER( 2ej, SPiH 20) I SP& (2£1). x IX (213). '1'1 Y (ZB), 










COI1MOH/HH/T OM, TDH. USI, USF, XGA, E 1. E2, TE 1. TE2, TFCH, TACH, TABR 
KA=IFIX(XA) 
KB=IFIXCXB) 
IF(CHSX.LT. 1).OR.CHSX.GT.2B»COTO 999 
':!> UEBERPRUEFUNG, DB AUFG. DURCH AHZAHL DES AUFTRETEHS EHD-
CUELTIC P.BCEARBEITET 1ST 
.-*.* •• **$*$**$**~**.*.****.**.-.-*.-.-~.*~*$.****.*** •• ASTAHHSX, 1 )=0. 
DO 191 J=2, 10 
IFCASTAHHSX.J).EG.B. )COTO le2 
JH=J-l 
DO 193 J=l.JH ASTAT(HSX,J):oASTAT(HSX,J+t) 
IF(AST~T(HSX, 1>' HE. 13. )(;OTO 194 
IFeXK2(HSX).GE.AHZX(HSX»ASTAT(HSX,!)=5. 
COHTIHUE 
C u NUR FUER PHASE 2, BERECHHUHC DES 
C , EHDZEITPUHKTES/APPR.CHECK 
C •••• *.*.**.**.¥***~~*****.*** •• * IFCHPH.tlE.2)GOTO 120 
IF(HSX.EO.4)TACH=THEXT 
IF<HSX.EQ.b)TABR=THEXT 
















Key: l-second decision stage 2-determination of the conte~t of CM1/2 
3-print out 4-determine the next occurring task and its arrival 
time 5-first callup of UARR in approach 6-UARR has been 
128 
called up for the first time 7-for all tasks the arrival 
















~2.EHTSCHEIDUHCS-STUFE - COHT/CA. CALL EHOD(2.THEXT,E,DAUER) 
E2aE 
TE2aTHEXT 
IF(E2. ElL 3. )XGAa1. 
IF(HSK.EQ.5)TFCHaTHEXT 
2 BESTIHNUHC DES IHHALTES YOH CNl,CM2 
.••••• **.***.**.**.* •••• *.*.** •••• *. 
HKaIFIX(AHUSX» 
IF<NK. ElL O)HK"'4 
HSlae 
N52=9 COTO(S61,S02,505,594)HK 
DO 51£: J=t. 20 
IF<ASTAT<J, 1>. EQ. 6. 8)HS2 a J 
CONTINUE 
DO 511 J=l,28 IFC(ASTA1(J.l).EQ.4.).OR.CASTATCJ, 1).EQ.9.»HS2~J 
CONTIHUE 
GOTO 50S 
DO 512 J=1,29 
IFCASTATCJ,1>.EQ.6.8)HSl a J 
COtiTIHUE 




DO 199 J=1,29 
IFCASTOT(J,l).EO.6.S)HS1=J 
IFCASTAHJ, 1>. Ea. 6. S)HS2=J 
CONTI HUE 
DO IlB J~l,2e 





C 3 AUSDRUCK C ••••••• 1< 
595 IF(KA.EQ.2>PRIHT 997 
997 FaRHAT ox, 'STATUS. ' ) 
CALL AUSC~Sl,HS2) 
999. RETURH 






•• * ••••••••••••••• * ••••••••••••••••••• ** •••••• **** ••••• ** ••••• 
u UP UARR ,BESTIHHUHG DER HAECHSTEH AUFTRETEHDEH AUFCABE UHD DES 
~ AUFTRITTSZEITPUHKiES 
•••••••••••••••••• * ••••••••••••••• $.$.* •••••••••••••••• *.****. 
SUBROUTIHE UARR<HAT, TrUll, KAMIH, HPH, DAUER, I{UA, I IH, 1\12) 
C -----------------------------------------------------COMHOH/!'i/ASTAT(20, 19',XKZ(20),ZSTAT(20),TZU(20),TREST(2B) 
CO 11 H 0 H / A A I A T< 2 G) , D I S2 ( 2 0 ), Ii H Z:< ( 20), ~: N U 11< 2 0) COtltlOI·UC/AAZ( 20), A?A~ 2il). APS( 20), ARR (2~), 2AZ (20), AO (29), AU( 20) 




conH OtUH I' xu AT (20), A (20), B' 2 ED, TH (2 e), PB Z < 20). A tdA (20) 
COt1HOtl.l'HiVTOI1~ TDH, USl, USF, XGA, El, E2, TE 1, TE2. TFCH, TACH, TAeR 
KA-IFIX(XA) 
KBaIFIXeXB) 
C ~ 1. AUFP.UF YOH UARR 111 AHFl.UC? 
IF(~AtlIH.HE.e)GOTO 31 g (. - ~~~~-!~!-~~~-~~~~~~-~~~-~~~~~~~~~~ 
. C 7 E S ldERDEH F UE R ALL E AUF CABE.I D 1 E AUF Tin TTS-
c "OEGLICHK~~T (AUS A~A) UHD DIE 1.AUFTRITTS2EIT BESTlnnT 
,"' ....... \ 
Key: I-time 2-determine arrival potential 3-if task X depends on 
task Y, then task Y does not appear (since AWA Less than one 
and RAUF=O), it is assumed that task Y was already executed in 
the preceeding phase and we set ASTAT(Y,1)=5 








DO 3 1-1,20 1. 2El1<1 )·113 ..... 39. 
RAUF(l)ce. 
COHTIHUE ~BESTIHHUHG DER AUFTRITTSHOEGLICHKEIT RAUF 
DO le6 1.,1, HAT 
RAUF (1)=1. 
IF(KUA.HE.l)COTO 193 









3ABER HICHl AUF (DA AHA(1 UND RAUF=O) SO WIRD ANGEHONHEH, 
DASS AUFCABE V BEREITS IH DER VOAHGEGAHGEHEH PHASE BEA~BEITET 













IF(RAUF<14>' LT. 1. ) AST.AT< 14,1 >=5. 
IF(RAUFC6). LT. 1. )ASTAH6, 1 )=5. 
IF(HPH.HE.3)COTO lOS 
IF(RAUF(5). LT. 1. )ASTATC5, 1 )a5. 




~ UARR WIRD ZUM ~IEDERHOLTEH MALE AUFCERUFEH, 
-------------------------------------------ES WIRD HUR HOCH EIHE EIHZIGE AUFTR.ZEIT BERECHHET, 
DIE DO-SCHLEIFEDESHALB UEBERSPRUHGEN 
lZ2 .. 9 
IF(KAHIH.EQ.O)COT05 
J"KAtll H IZZ .. t 
COTO 6 
COHTINUE 
DO 7 J"l,HAT 
COHTIHUE 
IF(R~Uf(J). LT.1. )COTO 50 








.... ---'--'-1 f-( ZEI-H..J)~ GT ;-AO (d-) )GOl'O-"I3-----~-----· ... -·-·· .~- .... -' - .. -~-., "--' 







•••• * •••• ** •• * •• * XLAt1=APA(J> Ka lFlX(APBeJ» 
PROD"1. 
DO 29 L-1tK 




IF(ZEIT<J>.CT.AO<J»COTO 2 IF(eKAN1H.EQ.e).AHD.(2E1i(J~.GE.DAUER»GOTO 2 
COTO 1 
129 
Key: l-normal distribution 2-calculate the arrival time 3-determine 
the timepoint without phase reference 4-determine tirnepoint for 
5-in phase three for All and A12 ref. to phase end 6-determine 
timepoint with phase ref. 7-time 8-no appearance of task is 
possible 9-check for frequency of occurrence la-determine 
130 

































CALL RAHnU~<J, R2) 
TlaCOS(Z. *3.14159~R2) 
T2a(-2.~ALOG(Rl».*O.5./ 
ZEITCJ)=XH+Sa*Tl*T2 IF(ZEIT(J).LT.AU(J»COTO 39 
IF(ZEIT(J).CT.AO(J»COTO 30 
IFC(KAMIH.EQ.9). AHD.(ZEIT(J).CE.DAUER»COTO 39 
2SERECHHUHG D~S AUFTRITTSZEITPUHKTES 
•••••••••• *.**.* •••••••••••• *** •••• 
S IFCHPH. HE. 3 )COTO 23~ IH PHASE 3 BEl All UHD A12 B~ZUG AUF PHASEHEHDE, IF(J.EO.5)COTO 500 
IFCJ. Ea. 1 DGOTO 30e 
IF(J.EQ. 12)GOTO 400 
'" BESTltlNUUG DES ZEI TPUUKTES BEl PHASEUBEZUG, 
IF(PB2<J). tiE. 1. )GOTO 201 
- ,ZEITeJ)cZEITeJ).DAUER 
GOTO 12 
! SESTltlNUHG DES ZEITPUHKTES OHHE PHASEHBEZUG,' 
ZEIT(J)aTHEXi+ZElTCJ)~6e. 
GOTO 12 
qSEsTIHNUHG DES ZEITPUHKTES FUER Al1/12 IH PHASE 3. 1 2E1T (11)=DRUER-ZEIT<11) 
IF(ZEIT(11).LT.e.>COTO 6 





~'KEIH AUFTRETEH ,DER AUFCABE HOECLICH 
••••••••• ~.*** ••••• - •••••••• * •••• ** 1 ZEI T<J)= 1 O .•• 39. -
YUEBERPRUEFUHG AUF HAEUFICKEIT DES AUFTRETEUS •••.. ~.~*.~.~*.* •.... ~~.~ ... **~ •• *****~* •• ** 




,OERHITTLUUC DES HIHINUH VOH ZEITeJ) 
•••••• *.*****.*.*.**.* ••• *~**.***$ 
THIH~ZEIT(1) 
KAHIH-l 







~ Key: I-determine the task processing time 2-exponential distribu-




c •••• * ••••••••• * ••••••••••••••••• *** •••••• * •••••••••••• * 
C ~ UP USER, BESTIIHWtlG DER BEARBEITUIIGSDAUER EIHER AUFGABE C •••••••••• * •••••• ***.* ••••• ~* •• ~.** ••••••• * ••• ~* ••••• ** 
SUBROUTIHE USERCHAT,HS, TIME) 
c -------------------------------
. COHHOH/A/ASTATC20. 10),XKZ(20),2STAT(2B),TZU(2B). TREST(20) 




T Jt1E:sl O. ,11*30. 
COTO 2 
3 COHTlHUE 
4 IFCSER(HS). EQ. 1. )COTO 1 
IF(SERCHS). EG. 2. )COT020 














I F (T I HE. LT. S U ( I~ S » GOT Ole 
IF(TIHE.GT. SOCHS»COTD 10 
T IHE=THEXT+TI HE 
cora 2 
'> ERLAHG-VERTEILUHG 
.~.u~~ ..... * ••••• 
COHTIIWE . 
XLAM=SPIHHS) 
K .. I F IXCSPB01S» 
PROD"!. 
DO 21 Lcl"~ 
CALL RAHDUX<tIS, RAH) 



















T1=COS(2 ... 3. 14159of<R2) 
T2:sC-2 .• ALOG(Rl»~*O.5 
TIHE=XM+SQ$T1*T2-













l-determine a random no. using uniform distribution 
2-printout the instantaneous system status 3-identifier 
for output of loop 4-id. for output of values 
5-no printout 6-printout to TT or LP 7-unit number 
. . ... ~ .............. ~ .... ~ ................... ~ .... ~ ........... . 1 UP RAHDUX ,BESTINMUNG EIHER ZUFALLSZAHL e<X<l HACH GLEICHVERT. 












......... _--_ . 
., 
o 















2 ••••••••••••••••••• ~ ............... ~.~ ............ . UP AUS , AUSDRUCKEH DES HOHEHTAHEH SVSTEM2USTAHDS 




COttMOH/8/5CH1 (10), SCH2( 10). GLEN 1. GLEN2, SVSH 1, SVSH2, SYSH 
C0I1HOtl/D/SER(20), SPfl(20), SPB(20), XIX(2e), '1'1'1'(20), 





. IF«KA.EQ.0).AHD.CKB.EQ.e»GOTO teee 
" 
'-.. ~~ -:::::-". ~ -' ...:.- .-:." -.- ... 
~ KA~KEHHZtFFER FUER AUSDRUCK DER SCHLANGE 
~~KB=KEHHZIFFER FUER AUSDRUCK DER WERTE QLEH,ASTAT,SYSH ... 
~ KA,KBa 9 -- KEIH AUSDRUCK 
~ KA,KB> a -- AUSDRUCK AUF TT BZW LP 
FORHAT <:~X, 'Ta' , FG. 2, 8X, 1 SF 4. e, 5X, ' ,/, , 14, , ,/' , ,/) 
FORMAT (3X, , T=', F6. 2, :;IX, 'OLEN 1::: " F4. S, 2X, , SYSH 1= I, F4. S, 2X, 







FORHAT(3X/'----------~:=------------------------------_~~ ____ 6 1'-------------------------,) ' FORHAT(lBX, 'STATUS, " tElF4.1> :. '~'.~ 
FORHAT"', lax, 'ZUSTAHD. I, lBF4. B) 
FORHATCI0X. 'TZU " HlF4.1> 
FORHAT<18X, 'TREST I I, 1BF4. 1) 
FORHAH18X, , TIU(4): I, 4(2I<E19. 4)/,/) 
132 
IFCKA.EQ.e)GOTO loee 
... -:RDEY.'''? ---.. ---.- - - ~.- ....... -;'" 
DO :sa J a l/29 
59 JJ(J)aJ 
188 WRITECHDEY, l)THEXT, (SCHl(11-LL),LL=1,19),HSl 
WRlTECHDEV, l>THEXT, (SCH2(11-Lt.), LL=1/1B), HS2 
WRITECHDEY,2)THEXT,QLEH1,SYSHl,QLEH2,SVSH2,SYSH· 
WRITECHDEY, 31 )(JJ( KK) I KK:al.1 9) . - -








l-modelling the landing decision in final 
DO 290 .)-1,19 
SUMaS. 
DO 51 Ks l,19 
'SI SUH c 5UH+ASTAT(K.J) 
IF«J. CT. 1). AHD. (SUIt. ED. e. »COTO 399 
WRITE(HDEY,222)(ASTAT(K.J),K a l,10) 
290 CONTINUE 














DO sea J-t, 19 . 
SUH=e. 
DO 52 Kal1, 2e SUHaSUH+ASTAT(K.J) 




DO 7e9 Jal. 18 
IFCTZU(J).HE.999.)HZU=J 
IFeHZU.EG.O)COTO 791 
WRITE(HDE'/, 22JHZSTAT(J),J=1, 19) 
WRITE( HDEV. 224)( TZU (J), J=I, 10) 
WRITEeHDEY,22S)eTREST(J),J=1,19) 
HZUae 
DO seo J=11,29 
IFCTZUCJ).HE.999.)HZUaJ 
IFCHZU.EO.a)GOTO SOl 
WRITEOIDEV, 223)( ZS T AT<J), J=11, 2a) 














AUF LP 7') 
C i •••••• *.****.*******.* ••• ****.****** •• *.*.*~.** ••• **** 
C J- UP EKOD , HODELLIERUtiG nER LAHDE-EHTSCHEIDUIIG H1 FIHAL 
C ••••••••••• ***.********.****************** •• *** •••• *** 
c 
SUBROUTIHE EMOD(HST,THEXT,E,nAUER) 
_00 DIHEHSIOH SL(21), SG(21), HL(21), HG(21), XN(2, 2), HH(21) 
COHHOH/HH/TOM, TDH.USI,USF,XGA,El,E2,TE1,TE2,TFCii,TnCII,TnBR 
COMHOH/F/XA,X8,XLAST,UBL(20) 
DATA (SL( J), J= 1, 21) /~L 04, a. 94, e. 134, O. 94, O. ea. e. 13S, e. 2, e. 2, 
e. 56, 0.6, a. 72, e. 12, e. 12, a. 72, e. 76, e. ,'6, 0. 84, e. 84, e. :32, e. 92, 1. el' 
DATA <HL(J),J=1,21) /1.0,0.97,8.91.0.86,o.86,a.83,0.77,3.69, 
e. 6, e. 6, 0.54, 13. 46, a. 43, a. 31, '1. ;) 4, a. 29. e. 2, a. 17, a . .39, {}. ;)9, e 0 ~3 /' 
DATA (HG(J), J=13, 21 )/0.14, 0.14, e. 2, n. 2, O. 23, e. 23. eo 26, e. 26, O. 26/ 
DATA (HH(J), Ja 1,21) 1'130a., 12130.,1 1G3., 1eeo .• 9130.,600., 7ae. ,bOd .• 




Key: I-specification of fuzzy eval. functions 2-predecision in step 
one has been taken? 3-determine present alt. and DH 4-deter-
mine difference between current and decision-alt. 
134 
5-determine present visibility 6-seek present visibility in 
fuzzy function 7-determine the evaluations for lane/go around 
based on visibility 8-seek alt. difference in fuzzy function 
9-determine evaluations for lang/go around based on altitude 




































1 FESTLEGUHG DER FUZZV-BEYERTUHGSFUHKTIOHEH, 
•••••• * •• * •••••• ~ ••••••• * ••• *.* ••• * •••• * •• (SL,HL,HG/HH SIEHE DATA-AHYEISUHC) 
SC(1)=9.16 
DO 1 J=2,21 
. SCCJ)=B . 
. DO 2 J:ol,12 
HGCJ)·O. 
2YOREHTSCHEIDUHG IN STUFE' 1 GEFALLEN ? 
•••••••••• * ••••• **** ••• * ••••••••••••• 
IFCHST.EQ.l)GOTO 209 
IF(El.EQ.9. )GOTO 2ge 
Ea2. 
RETURN CONTINUE ., -., 
1 BESTlnHUHG DER AKTUELLEH HOEHE UND DER DH 
••••• * •••••••••••• *** •• *** ••• ** •••••••••• 
HR=CDAUER-THEXT)*709./69. . 
HE=(DAUSR-TDH)*700./69. 4 BEST llIliUHG DER D IFFEREUZ VOH AKTUELLER ZUR 
HcHR-HE 
S" BESTII1MUHC DER AKTUELLEN SICHT 





~ AUFSUCH~H DER AKTUELLEH SICHT IH FUZZY-FUHKTIOH 
*.**.*.**.* •••• ***.*.*.*** •• *.*.*** ••••••••••• * 







7BESTIHNUHG DER BE~ERTUHGEH FUER LAHDEH.lGA AUFGRUHD DER SICHl 
~*.** ••• ***.**.**.*~**.****.****.******~.*.~ •• *******.-_ ••• * 
XHCJ,l)=SLeJl)-CDIFF*eSLCJ1)-SL(Jl-1») 
XHCl;2)=SCeJl)-CDIFF*(SC(Jl)-SC(Jl-1») 
i AUFSUCH~H DER HOEHEHDIFFEREHZ IH FUZZY-FUHKTIOH 
.**.* •• **~.**.**.**** ••••• *******.***.***** ••• * 






fBESTIHMUHG DER DEUERiUHGEH FUER LAHDEH'GA AUFGRUHD DER HOEHE 
*.************.*********.****.******.****.****** •• *.** •••••• XN(2,1)=HLeJl)-CDtFF*eHLeJl)-HL(Jl-1») 
. XHe2,2)=HC(Jl)-(DIFF*<HG(Jl)-HGCJ1-l») 
10 FUZZV-EHTSCHEIDUHGSFIHDUHG DURCH HIH/HAX-RECHHUHG IH DER 
BEijERTUflGSUATRIX 
.*** ••• ?** •••• *** •• * •• ** ••••••••••••••••• ** ••••••••••••• 
XLttIH=Xt1(t.1> 
IF( XN( 2. 1). LT, XLMI H )XLtt IH=XH<2. 1) 
XGttIH=Xt1< 1.2) 
.. ··I·f(XIH2.2>.LLXGNIH)XGIUHc XH(2,2).. --.- -_ .. 
XHAX=XUlIH 
IFCXGHIH,GT.XHAX)XHAX=XCNIH 
Key: I-printout 2-decision for visibility voltage 3-and radar alt. 
4-decision alt. 5-alt. difference 6-fuzzy eval. matrix for 
land/g~ a:ound 7-determine the decision ide for the steps 
8-statlstlcal eval. of approaches from computer simulation 



















IF(i<A. Eg·. 2)PRIHT lee. HST,S,HR,HE. H,XH<1,1>, X"(I, 2), Xt1(2, 1), 
lXt1<2, 2), XLHItI, XGI1IH 
FORMAT(3X,'EHTSCHEIDUHGS-STUFE'.I2,',',/,lX, 2.- l' EHTSCH~ IDUtlG BEL 81 CHT-SPAHHUHG ',Fa. 2.' VOLT',', lX, 
·l 2 ' U H D R A jj A R - HOE HE' , F B. 2,' FEE T' , ,,,, 3 x, 
! 2' EHTSCHEIDlJIIGSHCEHE ',Fa. 2, ~ FEET', ',,3X, 2' HOEHEH-!lIFFEREt-::! ',Fa. 2,' FEET', ,,,,3X, J'FUZZY BE~ERTUHCS-N~TRIX FUER, LAHDEH CO AROUHD', ',3X, 
4' . ',Fa.2,' ',F8.2,",:n~, 
4' /" '.F8.2,' ',F9.2,/,l)(, 
5'ttIHIHUH ',F8.2,' ',F8.2,") 
IFC(XHAX.E!LXLllIH).AHD. (KA.Ea~2»p~IHT lel,XI1AX 
1 F ( ( x n A X. E Q. }( G 111 H) . MI D. < K A • E (i. 2 » P R 1 H T 1 e 2. X H A X 
FORHAT(3X,'LAHDEH ',F8.2) 
FORHAT(3X,'CO AROUHD ',8X,' ',F8.2) 











....... * •• **.*.**.*.** .. *.* ............. *~.*~** ••• *****.* •••• ~~*.**. 
HP S1H15T ,0 STATlSTISCHE AUSYERTUHG DER AHFLUEGE AUS RECHHER-
6 SII1ULATIOH 
••• o~* ••• ~.~*** ... *~********_.******~**********~*~****.***~~~~ 
D I t! E HS IOH TC 2 0 \) • S 1 (2 (3 0), S 2 ( 2 <)0), S 3 C!\J!) ), S4 ( 20 \3), S5 < 2 C;1) 
DIHEHSIOH TARR(50), TSER(50),TLEAV(SO), TQUEU(SO) 
DIMEHSION TDAU(50) 
DIMENSIOti TA( 15, SO), TS( 15, 50),TL(t5. SO), Ta( 15,50), TDC1S,50) 
Dlt1EHSIOtl HAR< 15), tlSE<15), ~lL=(5), tlRU< 15), HDA( 15) 
DIHEHS!Otl AT(211), DI~Z(2e}, SER<2C), "3PA(2~», SX(H2u), P9Z(20) 
D It1EHS lOti HAR (15,2:;), H5E (t 5, 25>, HLE( 15,25), HQU (15,25) 
DItIEHSIOH HIlA( 15,25), HNFERH!5, 25), HllFEP.2<15,2S) 
DIn E H S 1 0 H He 1 ( 25 ), tl C 2 ( 25 ), X tl L E 1 (2 a)' x II D A 1 < 2 S ), H L E 1 ( 28 ) • H D A 1 (2 S) 
Dlt1EHSIOH XG(3), HHOTSE(15),tlHOiSC(lS) 
DHIENSIOtl AAA(28), XSUI1<2'), SiHH50) 
COttHOH ~A/SU(20),SO<,0),AU(20),AO(20) 
WRITE(?, 1) 




c 1 EIHLESEH YOH E IHGABEPARAI1ETERH 
C ••• **.*.***~***.*.¥**~*.*.* •• * 
DEFIHE FILE IIF2(42, 4a, U, IVAR) 
READ(HF2#13)AT 










Key: I-read in already-calculated histogram values 2-no. of tests 
3-test no.4-read in the results from the computer simulation 











FORHAT( 1 H1. ' PHI H:a ') 
READ (5,81 oa )PI1lM 
"RITEC 7,8200) 




DEFIHE FILE HFFC175,S6,U,IYAR) 
DEFIHE FILE 41<1580,104, U. IYAX) 
READ(41'l)BBB,XHNH,PPP 
WRITE(7.3GO) ~. 
FORtfAT(lHS,' FILE HR •• I) 
READ(S,2)HF 
DO 159 J=I, 15 
DO 139 l=l,SB 
TA(J, D=-1. 
TS(J, D=-1. TL(J, 1)0:-1. 
TQCJ, 1)--1. 
T D ( J, I ) = - 1. . '-, 
COHTIHUE 
COHTIHUE 
~EIHLESEH YOH SCHOH 8ERECH~ETEH HISTOCRAHHUERTEH 
~* ••• *** •• * •• *.*.* •• *.**.*.**.****.*.**.***.*** CALL READRCHFF.15.0.HAR.HAR) 
CALL READRCHFF, IS, 15, HSE,HSE) 
CALL READRCHFF,15,JO,HLE,HLE) 
CALL READR( HFF, 15, 45, HQU, UOU) 
CALL READRC HFF, 15. 613, HDA, HOlA) 
CALL READIHHFF, 15, 115, HHFE~l, tHiOTSE) 
--'--"-i~~(~~~~~~~~ct7xi30 .. HNF.£R2' NNO.ISCL __ ~-:-:-~.":-__ . __ _ 





























FORflAT< 1 H$. ' 
READ(S,7J4)KR 
FORHAT< I 4) 
DO 4 HtlR=1.KR 
HYERS=HIJERS+l 




AHZAHL DER YERSUCHE. I) 
YERSUCH HR •• ') 
-.:.: ~ - .-.-




SiBEARBEITUHGSSCHlE!FE FUER 15 AUFGABEH 
•••• * •••••• **.** •• **** •••••• * •• **** •• 
DO 50 HA=l. 15 
DO 51 KP= 1. 59 
















Key: I-compute the times for arrival, beginning of execution, end 
























HLEAy .. e 
HLEAY2 a D 
HLEAY3-e 
HQUEU=9 












IFCCAHHA). LT. 1.). OR. CATCHA). CT.3. »COIO 50 
DO 69 I .. t,HGES 
IFCS2( 1), Ea. a. )COTO 61 
IF«AHHA). EG. 3.'). AHD. (DISZ( IFIX(S2( I»). EO. 2. »HH2 a .1 
IFCCAHHA). EO, 3. >. MID. (D15Z<IFIX(Sl(l)). Ell. 2. »t1H3 a l 
GOTOC7e,BO,70)IFIXCATCHA» , 
1 BERECHHUHG DER ZEI TEN FUER AUFTRITTSZE I":'EH, BEARBEITUHGSBEGIHHH,BEAR6EITUHGSEHDE,WARTE2EITEtI, BEARBEITUHGSDAUER 
.* •• ~.*.*~~~.*.*****.*.**.*.****.**************$ IFCHH2.HE. l)GOTO 91 
IF«HH3. EG.l>' MID. (S2(I).HE. AUF). AHD. (S5(1>. HE. S2(!»)GOTO 81 
COTO 89 CALL ZEITEHCT,Sl,S4,TCM1,DISZ,TARR,TSER,TLEAY, TOUEU,TDAU, 
IHARR, HSER, HLEAV,IIQUEU, HDHU, I, AUF, TTSER, TTDAU, HDOP?, 
ITRUECK,HBACK,HYARTE,HLEAV2,HDAU2) 
COTO 490 CALL 2EITEH (T, S2, S5, TC~12, D 1S2, TARR, TSER, TlEAV; TCWEU, TDAU, 
HIARR, HSER. NLEAV I uaUEU, HDAU, !, AUF, TTSER, TTDAU, I!DOPt'. 
ITRUECK,HBACK,HUARTE,HLE~V2,HilAU2) 
COHTIHUE 
IFC(HH2. Ea. 1>. AHD. (S2CI>.EO. AUF»HH2=O 
1 FC OiH3. Ea. 1), AHD. (Sl (1). EO. AUF» H1l3=0 
COHTINUE 
IFCHARR. LT.DGOTO 410 
DO 410 K=l,HARR 
IFCHPH.HE.3)COTO 419 
IFOtA. HE, 11 )COTO ·415 
TARR(K)=S3CSO)-TARRCK) 
IF<HA. HE. 12)COTO 418 
TARR(K)=S3(52)-TARR(K) 
TACHA,K)=TARR(K) 
__ COH! IHUE. ,___ - .- -, '~. 
,. IFOISER. LT. DGOTO 420 








DO 4411 K=l,HQUi:U 
TQ(HA,K)aTOUEU(K) 
CONTIHUE 
IFCH~AU.LT. l)GOTO 459 














- - ;:: _.0 ,;-:-
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Key: I-calculation of histograms 2-calculation of histograms 






















!SERECHHUHC DER HISTOCRANNE 
••••••• *.*.***~*~.******** I F ( ( H A. HE. 1 1) . All D. (H A . HE. 1 2) ) GOT 0 41 6 
CALL HISTOCCHA,HARR,AU(HA),AOCHA),TA,HAR) 
. Goro 417 CALL HISTOCCHA,HARR,e.,PNA~,TA,HAR) 
CALL HISTOGOIA, HSER, 0., PI1AX, TS, HSE) 




FORHATUI",3X, 'VERSUCH HR.',z5,I',3X,'AUFGABE HR. I 
1,15,1") 
DO 936 JX-1,HCES WRITEC6, 937>TCJX), SlCJX), S2CJX), S4(JX), S5(JX) 
FORHAT (3X, F20. 4, 4F7. a) 
cotlT IHUE 
' ... " COtlTIHUE HLEAV3~HLEAV+HLEAV2 
IF(HSER.LE.HLEAV3)COTO 46 
COTO(93J, 934, 995>IFIX(ATOIA» 
IFCS1CI-1).EQ.AUF)HHOTSECHA)=HHOTSECHA)+1 
HHOTSC CHA )=~HI 0 TSC( IIA) +H SER-tiLEAV3 
I F( S 1< 1-1). EO. AUF) HNOTse OIA) =IHIOT SCC NA >-1 IFCS1CI-l).EQ.AUF)e~LL HIST03(HA,a.,SOCHA),S3C83),HHFERl) 
HSCH=O IFCS1C!-I).EQ.AUF)HSCH=1 
IF(CHSER-HLEAYJ-HSCH):LT.l)GOTO 1980 




COTO 46 IFCS2CI-l).EQ.AUF)HHOTSE<HA):HHOTSECHA)+1 
HHOTSC (NA )a~HlOTSC( HA) +IlSER-tlLEAIJ3 IFCS2<I-l>. EO. AUF)HNOTSC(HA)=NNOTSCOIA)-l '_ .. ' .•. 




DO' 9 81 HC .. 1. OISER-HLEAV3-HSCH) 
CALL HIST03CNA.O., SOCHA),S3(84),HHFER2) 
.-. :'., CONTINUE COt/TIHUE 
GOTO 46 IFC(SlCI-l).EO.AUF).AHD. <S2CI-l).EO.AUF»HHOTSECHA>=HHOTSE(HA)+1 
HHOTSCCNA)=HNOTSCCHA)+NSER-HLEAY3 
IFCCSl(I-l).EG.AUF).AHD. (S2(I-l).EQ.AUF»HHOTSCCHA>=HHOTSC(HA)-1 
I F( C 51 C I -1 >. E Q. AUF>' AND. <S2( 1-1). EQ. AUF» 
lCALL HIST03(HA, O.,SO(HA).S3(S3),HHFER1) 
tISCH=6 I Fe< S 1 (I -1). E Q. AUF) . AHD. (S2 CI -1). EO. AUF» HSCH= 1 
IFCCHSER-HLEAV3-HSCH).LT.l)GOTO 1982 








C / 2.BERECHNUHC DER HISTOCRAHNE FUER AUFCABEHUHAB-
C HAEHGIGE SINULATIDHSERGEBHJSSE 
.c __ . _ .... _ ..• It ............ ~~ . , ..... ., ... ".*.,. ... ~ --'f'.;r" "_!". f ... "'."' •• "'.to: ........ !II ......... _ •• -=-~'--_____ "-."""-'.,- --
. CALL HIST02(e.,l.,CIBUSY.HC1) -
192 
" 
CALL HIST02CO .• l.,C2BUSY,HC2> . ~~~~~H~: g~?~GERSUCH ., 14,' 1ST FERTIG 1,)3 
COtiTIHUE 
. ~. ~-'-: .;,_ ... 
. 
- . 
Key: I-write the computer histogram values into the appropriate 
data files 2-statistical eval. of approaches from computer 
simulation, task-independent characteristic values 










SCHREI8EH DER BERECHHETEH HISTOCRAHHUERTE IH DIE 
lEHTSPRECHEHDEH DATEHF!LES 
•••• *.*.***~********.*.**.~ •• ***.*~.*.**.* •• *.*. CALL RECORDOIFF. 15,0, HAR, HAiL 3., PI1AX) CALL RECORDOIFF, 15, 15, HSE, USE, B .• PliAX> 
CALL RECORD 01 FF. 15. 30, HLE, tlLE, B .• PtiAX) 
CALL RECORDOIFF, 15,45, HQU, HQU, B., Pt1AX> 
CALL 'RECORD OIFF. 15,68, HilA, HDA, 1., 1. > CALL RECORDOIFF, IS, 115,HtlF:P.l,HHOTSE,1.,1.) 















.... .... ""' .. . .... -
•••• 4 •••• * •••• *.*.*$ ••• *$.· •• **O.**.**** ••• *~O*.** •• **.****** 
'2. HP S1HI52 • STAT 1ST ISCHE AUStJERTUHG IIER AHHUECE AUS RECHIIER-
SIHULATIOH , AUFG~BEHUHRBHAEIIGIGE KEHHWERTE 
••••••••• * •••• * ••• **.*.**~**.* ••• **** •• *.*~~~.*~*~~* •• ***.*~. 
DIMEHSION TC2e9), S 1 (28e), 52( 2Ce). S3( 2£HD. S4( 2(13), SS (2el) 
DIMEHSION AT(2Q),D:S2(20),S~R(2e),SPA(2e),SHQC2e),pe2<20) 
DIMENSION HAR(lS,25) 
DHIEHSIOH HEtlD(25), HDAUER(25', TARIHSe), T2<15, 59), H2UClS, 25) 
D Itl E tiS I 0 H H TO Ii ( 25). H D H ( 25), H U S I (2:) ), N 21·) ( 15) 
....... '-..••.• ~.'.D H1 ENS lOll. HUS F.< 25>, HT E 1 (25 >. HTE 2( 25), ;·!C (:1). ,._ •. _. ,_. _ ...• _. _ •• ~ 
COHMOH 'A/SU<2e),SO(2e),AU(2e~AO(2a) 










FORHAH 1 H$, , PHASE HR •• ' ') 
READ (5, 2HIPH 
FORI1AHI4) 
·HF2 .. HPH 
3EIHLESEH YOH EIHCABEPARANETERH 
•••• ** ••••• **.*.*~.***.* •• ~* •• 
DEFItlE FILE HF2(42, 4£1, U, IVIHD 






READ(HF2'40)IIPH, IPt, IP2. PXO. PYAR. prUH. PMAX 
READCHF2'41)SXQ 
READCHF2'42>}:SUH 




PHI H"'PHI H.69. 
PHAX=PNAX*60. 
"'RITE(7,80C9) 












Key: I-read in already-calculated histogram values 2-no~ of tests 
3-test no.4-read in the results of the computer simulation 
5-compute histograms for task-independent simulation results 



















DEFIHE FILE HFF(175,56,U,IYAR) 
WRITE(7.300> 
FORHAT< 1 H$, • FILE HR.. • > 
READ(5,2)HF 
.l EIHLESEH VON SCHOH BERECHHETEH HISTOGRANM~ERTEH •••• *********.*****~.*.*********.****.**.**.* •• READ OtFF' lOG) HEND, XG • 
READ(HFF'la7}H~AUER,XG 
READ (HFF' 11 B) HTOli, XC /' 
READ <tIFF' 111> H DHd:C 













FORHATCIH$, • AHZAHL DER YERSUCHE. ~) 
READ(S,734)KR 
FORHAT< 1 4) 
0." .• _ 
--
DO 4 IIHR=I,KR 
HYERS=NVERS~l ~ llRITE(?, 871> ~ _-.-° 0 " 
FaRHAT (1 H$, ' YERSUCH HR.. I) 
READ(S, (34)HR 
HR=HHR 
~ EIHLESEH DER ERGEBNISSE AUS DER RECHHERSIHULATIOH 
o.*.*~.~*****.*****~ •• **·*****.********·**·**·**· READ(HF' HR)T, S 1,52, S3, S4. S5 
HGES=IFIX(S3(41» 
SBERECHHUHG DER HISTOGRAHHE FUER AUFGABEHUHAB-
HAEHGIGE SIHULATI0HSERGEBHlSSE 
•• * ••• ~.**** •• *** •• ~~**.~.*.** •• ~*~* •• **.* •• *. CALL HIST02(O.,PHAX,S3(42),HEND) --




TTDH a 53(SO)-S3(S2) 
CALL HIST02(S2., 13tl.i TTOli, HTOIO 
CALL HI5T02(28.1 leO., TTDH, HDH) 
CALL HIST02(O.,10.,53(S3),HUSI) 
CALL HI5T02(9.,10., 53(54), HUSF) 
CALL HIST02(O.,PHAX,S3<SS),HTEt) 
CALL HI5T02(O.,PNAX,SJ(S9),HTE2) 
IF(S3(56).EQ. O. )HE10:aHEH"l+1 
IF(S3(55). Ea. 1. )HE11::HE11+1 
IFCS3(5?).EQ.2.)HE22=HE22+1 
_IFCS3(S7).EQ.3.)HE23=NE23tl COHTIHUE .~. 
DO 2eea HA=1. 15 
IFCHPH.HE.3)GOTO Z81 
IF«HA.EQ.ll>.OR.(HA.EO.12»COTO 2999 
HHREC a (HR-l).15+HA 
READ(4t'HHREC)TARR,XHARR,PNURKS 
HARR:z!FIX(XNARR) 
IF« HnR!L LT. 1>. OR. (HARR. EO. 999»COTO 2091 
IFCP82<HA). Ea. 1. )GOTO zeal 
TZCHA, 1>=-TARR( 1> 
IFCHARR.LT.2)COTO 2902 
DO 2062 HJc2.HARR 
HT"HJ TZ(HA,HT)mTARR(HT)-TARR(HT-l) 
COHTIHUE .- -.--
Key: I-write the computed histogram values in the appropriate data 



















COtlT I HUE 
WRITE( 7, 102 )HR 
FORHAT(I', 3X, 'VERSUCH ',14,' 1ST FERTIGI ') 
COHTlHUE 
l SCHREIBEH DER BERECHHETEH HISTOC.:'AIiMLJERTE IN DIE EHTSPRECHEtlDEti DATEtiFILES 
••• * •••• *~**.**.*.*****.~.*.*.*****.* ••• ***.**.* CALL RECORD CHFF, 15,90, HZIl, HZU, 1., 1.) 
XC(l)=FLOATCHVERS) 


















FORHAT C3X, ' IHIZAHL VOH', ~~, 5X, 'El=O 
WRITE(6,311)HE18,HEl1,HE22,HE23 
FORHAT<I', 419) 
El=l E2=2 E2=3') 
conTIHUE 
STOP END 
•••• *.*.**.~ •• * •••• ***~* ••••• *.* •• **.* ••• **.*.*** •• ** ••• *. 2 HP SIZEI , STAT. AUSUERTUHG: TA8ELLEHAUSDRUCK + HISTOCRAHHE 
•••••••• **** •••• *.**.* •• *** •••• **.~****~***.*.*.**.* •• s.** 
DIMEHSIOH H(25),~(25),A(IeS),Hl(25) 
DIt1EHSIOH XG(3),XUI<16.19),XI1A(16, le),XaUEC16, lED 
DItIEHSIO~1 SIGIHI6. UD, tIAHZ(16, H» 
DHtENS!OH. HE! (28), IIDAl (28). HLHD(2S) 
DIMEHSIOH XNLEle28',XHDAl(28) COHHOH /STATI'X(2eaO).V(200e), IX(2eeS) 
DATA AI"AUFT', 'RITT', 'S2E1','T ',' ','BEAR', 'BElT', 
1'UHGS', 'BEG!', 'HH ','BEliR', 'BElT', 'UHGS', 'EHDE',' , 
l'UART'. 'EZEI','T ',' ',' " 'BEAR', 'BElT', 'UHGS', 
I'DAUE'.'R ','REST','ZEIT',' (HI','CHT ','B.> ','Z!:IIS', 
I'CHEH','ZEIT',' ,,' 1,/SII1U', 'LATI','ONSE','HOE', 
l' ','PHAS','EHDA','UER ',' ',' ','AUSL','ASTU', 
l'NG C','H1 ',' ','AUSL','ASTU','~I(~ C','1i2 ',' " 
l'UEBE', 'RFLU','G 011',' ',' ','<:EIT',' BEl',' D.H', 
1'. '.' 1,'SIeH','T BE','I D.','H. ',' ','SIeH', 
I'T BE','I F.','I.S.',' ','ZEIT','PUHK','T EI',' " 
l' ','ZEIT', 'PUHr.','T E2',' ',' " 'e.) ','T (', 
1' •• ) ','REST','Z. (','H. F','. I.',' SE)','REST','Z. (', 
l'N. F','. 1. ',' SL)'i'EHDE',' (TE', 'll) ',' ',' " 
l'DAUE','R CT','EIL)',' ',' '., 
141 
(\ 
Key: I-test series no.2-no. of tests 
from data file 4-no value present 
abscissa 
3-read the histogram values 





























DO 281 JU=1,16 
DO 282 JI.I=l,le 
XHI <JU, .11.1 )=0. 
XHA(JU, JbI )=0. 
xaUE(JU,JU)eB. 
SJCH<JU, JIO=B.-
HAtlZ (JU, Jij) =6 
ConTIHUE 
--fig~H~~~·a-) ----I -c 
FORHAT<lH$,' YERSUCHSREIHEHR.,·) 
READ(S,2)NVR 
PHASE HR. i ') 
- URITE( 7, 1> 
FORHAT< 1 H$, , 
READ(S,2)HPH 




DEFIHE FILE HFF(175,56,U,IYAR) 
DO 11 .12"1,15 
DO 19 J=t.9 





3LESEH DER HISTOGR~HMWERTE AUS DATEHFILE 
•• $ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
4 
READ(HFF'HREC)Hl,XG 
IF(XG(t).HE.B. )GOTO 9a 
L:RITE(7,91> 
FORHAT(3X,'KEIH ~ERT YORHANDEHI') 
COTO 10 
CONTINUE 
DO Ii JJ=1,25 





XliI (J2, J)=XllIH 
XHA<JZ, J)=XI1AX 
DIFF=CXHAX-XHIN)'24. 
IF(ZOHG. NE. o. )GOTO 6Sea 
URITE(6, 4600)HREC, XIUH, XHAX, IFIXeXGC1» 
COTO 19 CALL HORHICH1,DIFF,XGCfJ,H) 
~BERECHHUHG YOH OROIHATE U~D ABSZISSE 
XQUER a 9. 
S IGI1A::O. 






























DO 10 ll=196, 11~ 
ZOHG~a. 
J-LL-las IF«U. CT .1139). AND. (HPH. HE. 3»COTO 891 
HRECell 
K-UL-l06 )*'3+313 
READOIFF' rlP.EC)II1, KC 








)( In t/ = X G C 2 > 
)(H~XaXGC3) 
XiiI (16, J>=XllIN 
XHA( 16, J)=XI1AX 
DIFF=(~MAX-XHIH>/24. 
XX~=},;G (1) 
F.j;:i1ATC3X, 'REC '.14, 'tUN ',F12.S, 'tfA)( " F12.S, 'N" ',IS) 
IFCXliAX.IIE. XHIfI) GOTIJ 43013 
URITE(7,4400)XMIH,XNAX 









DO 37 JJ=1,25 SIGMA=SIGHA+H(JJ)oDIFF*CY(JJ)-XQUER)·*2 
37 COUT BlUE 
•.••. , ._ .• JCQUEC16 •. J)=XQUER ..... ....:- .. ' -
. ~ ". 
-- -- -- _ . 
'. S I G H C 1 Ii. J) = S I G 11 A 
891 COUTItIUE 
79 COST HIUE 




~RI TEe 7, 56B> FOR HAT< 1 11$.' . AUSDRUCK DER ERCEBH ISTABELlE ? ') 
READ(5,2)NTAB 
IFCHTAB. HE. DGOTO 561 
R E H D (II;: F ' 146) X II L E 1 
R E Ii D 01 F F ' ~ 4 j' ) X II D A 1 





PRI NT 550, UIJR, HPH. tH'ER 2-
FORI1AT ("". 3X. I VE!<SIJCHSRE IHE HR. ',13, S)(, , PHASE HR. ',13, 
15X. 'AtI~AHL DER VERSUCHE, ',IS) 
PRINT S51 ~ 
551 
552 
FORNAT(3X,'----------------------------------------1-----------------------------------------') PRI HT 552 . I.J. 
FORtlAT (3X. ' AUFG1 HR. I 
1 XHIH I XMAX I 
PRINT 551 
DO 553 JTA=1.15 
PARAIlETER 
XQUER I ·SIGMa 
IFCNAHZ(JTA, l).EQ.C)COTO 553 







IFeJTU.EO.S)K a 8S 




























Key: I-no value calc. 2-rel. to time at DH 3-draw histogra~s? 
4-draw histogram of task 5-or task independent 6-co~"and 
7~arrival time a-begin processing 9-end processing lO-waiting 
tlme II-processing duration 12-interarrival time 13-simulation 























IFe CJTA. HE. 11). AND. (JTA. HE.12»COTO 791 
• IFCJTA. EO.ll)PRIHT 555, JjA, A(K~1), A(K+-2), A(K+3), A(K+4),ACB6) 
I,HAN2<JTA,JTU),XHICJTA,JTU),XHA(JTA,JTU),XQUECJTA,JTU) 
I, SIG~!(JTA, JTU> . IF(JTA. EU.12)PRIHT 555, JTA, A(K+D, A(K+-2), fHK+3), ACS?>, ACSS) 
1,HflN2(JHI,JTU),XI1I(JTA,JTU),:<t1A<JTA,JTU),XQUE(JTA,JTU) 
l,SICH(JTA,JTU) /. 
COTO 792 . PRItiT 555,JTA,ACK+l),ACK+2),A(V,+3),A(K+4),A(K+S),HAH2(JTA,JTU) 
I, X 1-1 I< JiA, JTU), XI1A < JTA, JTU), XQUE( JUI, JTU), S I Gtl (JTA, JTU > 
COBT ltlUE 
FORIIATCI8,4X,'I ',5A4,' 1',15,' 
IF8.2,' I',F8.2) IF(eJTU.EO.3).OR.eJTU.EQ.S»PRIHT SOea,JTA,ACK1+1),ACK1+2), 
lA(K1+3), AOat4),A(KltS),HLIIDCJTA) 1 





FOR :1 AT ( 3 5 X, , I ' , 9 X, , I' , 9 X, , I' , 9 X, , I ' , 9 X, , I ' ) 
PRINT 551 
PRI tIT 556 
DO 5S8 JTU=I.113 
IFCHOtlZ(16.JTU).EQ.O)GOTO 55B 
KcCJTU-l)~5+35 -. 
IFCCJTU.HE.5).AHD. CJTU.HE.6»GOTO 796 
PRJ HT 557. A (K+ 1>, A (K+2), AO~+3). A(Kt4). fHSG), HANZe 16, JTU) 
1, XN I< 16. JTU), XNA( 16, JTU), XaUE< 16, JTU>, 51 Gtl (16, JTU) 
COTO 797 PRIIiT 557,A(K+1).ACK+2),ACK+3),A(K+4),ACKtS),HAHZC16,JTU) 
1, )nJ I ( 16. JT U), XN A ( 16, J T U ), XC Uf ( 16, JTin, 5 I cn ( 16, JT U) 
C OIIT IIIUE 
FORNAT <14X, 5A4,' I',J 6. ' 
IFa.2,' I·,F8.2) 
COtlT I HUE 
COIIT ltlUE 
COIIT WUE 
I F OJ PH. E Q • 3 ) P R I H T 79 B FORIIATU//, 7>(,'. SEZOGEH AUF PHASEHEHDE', ",6X, ' •• 
1 AUF ZEIT BEl D.H.') 3 
2EICHHEH YOH HISTOGRANHEH ? ') l'RITEC7.1Ci)O) FOR 11 AT (1 H $, • 
REA D (5,2 HIZEI 
IF(UZEI.IIE. DCOTO 2000 
URITEC7,4) 
FORI1AT<//.3X. 'ZEICHHEH DES HISTOGRMII1S VOH AUFGABE 
1', ",3X, , ODER AUFGABEHUHABHAEHGIGJ'(16)', "'" IH$,' 
READC5,2>tISTR .> 
IF«I{STR.LT.l>.OR. (HSTR.GT.16»GOTO 2100 




BEFEHL I ') 
G, 
WRITE( 7,5) ._- 1 . 
5 FOR"AT<//,3~, 'AUFTRITTSZElT l',,,,3X,' 
...... 1- ~ ... l·DEARaEllUHCSaEGI NIL. 2'.L.I., 3~,'.BEARuEI TUUCSEtlDE ,t .. -3', .1,.3)(, 






1 ' RES T Z. 01. F. 1. S E) 6','" 3 X, , RES T 2 . Clio F. 1. S U 7',", 3 X, 
. A~~~lr~~EIIZEIT/1 S') 
URITE(7.1S0) ,~ 
FORHAT U"', 3X, , S I HULAT IOHSEtlDE l' , /, 3)(, 
l'PIlt)SEHDAUER 2',",3X,'AUSLASTUHG CH1 




I'ZEIT BEl D.H. 
l'SleHT eE! F. I. S. 
l' ZE ITPUtlKT E2 
0t1 5',/,3)(, 




. FORHAT<1Hs,' PARAI1ETER I ') 
































IFOISTR. EO. 16HIREC=NPAR+I05 
READ(HFF'HREC)Hl,XG 








XiiI <16, J)=X/lIH 
XHA( 16, J)=XlfAX 
DIFF=(XHAX-XHIH)'24. CALL HORHICHl,DIFF,XG(l),H) 
U=25 
DO 20l=l,25 .. 






.t HASSTABSDESTI NI1UHG 
XUAss .. e.OOOl 2.. 3 URI TEC 7,313) 
FORHAT(3X,'HASSTABSFAKTOR 
READ(S,2>KAEtl 
O.oeOl.· AENDERH? ') 
I F( KAEH. tiE. 1> GOTO 31 
URITE(7.32) . ~ 
FaRHAT< 1 H<S. ' HEUER IlERt. ') 




DO 60a L=1,25 
X (l):sH (L) 
IF(X(L).GT.HHAX)HHAX=X(L) 
CONTINUE 




............. "' .. 
UP READR.FOR 
............... 
. SUBROUTINE, READRCHFF, HREC •. HPLUS,H,H) . 
--------------------------------------DIHEHSIOH H(15,2S),A(2S),H(lS),XG(3) 
.DO J9 J-1,HREC 
READCHFF'(J+HPLUS»A,XC 
H(J)=IFIX(XG(l» 
















UP RECORD. FOR 
.............. 
SUBROUTIHE RECORD(HFF.HREC,HPLUS.H,H.XHIH,XHAX) 
-----------------------------------------------DHIEHSIOH H(lS.2S), A(2S).H(15),XG(J) 
COMMOH 'A/SU(20),SOC20),AU(2B),AO(29) 
DO 10 Jill dlREC 
DO 20 K=1,25 
ACK):aH(·J, to 
COtlTIIIUE IF(HPLUS. EQ.6B)XG(2)aSU(J) 
I Fe C HPLUS. EO. 75) . 0 R. C HPL US. E Q. 115>. OR. C HPLUS. EQ. 1 JB» XC( 2) .. e. 
IF«HPLUS.EO.68).OR.(HPLUS.EQ.7S).OR.(HPLUS.EQ.115»XG(3)=SO(J) 
IFeHPLus.Ea.130)XG(3)=SO(J) 
I F( NPLUS. EiL 98 )XG( 2 ) .. AU (J) 
IF(NPLUS.EO.9B)XG(3)-AOeJ) 
XG(l)=FLOAT(tleJ» . 
- IF(CHPLUS.EO.68).OR.(HPLUS.EQ.75).OR.(HPLUS.EQ.98»COT0 sa 
1 F( (HPLUS. EO. 115). OR. (HPLUS. EQ. 139»GOTO 50 
XG(2)=XIIIH 
XG(3)=XtlAX IFeCHPLUS.EO.B).AHD.CHFF.EQ.33).AHD. eJ.EQ.l1»XG(2)=AUeJ) 
IF(CHPLUS.EO.O). AIID.CHFF.EO.3J).AHD. CJ.EQ.l1»XG(J)=AOeJ) 






END ~ ", 
--
.' 
- - .. -
----- --c •••• * •••• * ••• 
C UP ZEITEH.FOR C •••• * •••••••• 
c 
·SUBROUTIHE ZEITEHCT,S1,S4,TCM,DISZ,TARR,TSER,TLEAY,TQUEU, 






.. IFCS4el).HE.AUF)COTO 129 
HARR=tlARR+l 
~":-: .... '-:., '.: . 




tIUARTE .. tlHARTE+ 1 TARR OIARR ) .. TC I) 
IF(eDISZeHA).HE.2. >'AHD. CStcI>.EQ.AUF»GOTO 149 
IFCS1(I).HE.AUF)COTO 149-
I F( 1. EO. DGOrO 125 
IF«Sl(I).EQ.SICI-l».AHD. CS4(I).HE.AUF»COTO 159 
IF(CS1(I).EO.Sl(I-l».AHD. (S4(1).Eo.AUF).AHD.(DISZ(HA).EQ. 
12. ) )COTO 258 
GOTO 125 















HBACK=HBACK-I GOTO 169 . . " .. -.... --:-" .. ~-~ .... ~.- ... -.-. --'-
~.~ " .... " 

























































HUA RTE =IHI AR TE-l 
IF(HUARTE.LT.8)HUARTE-B 
IFc.I.EQ. DGOTO 190 
IFCHDOPP.HE.l)COTO 143 
tlDOPP:sB 





IFCDISZ( IFIX(Sl( 1»). HE. 2. )GOTO 175 
























DO 19 J e 1,.1 























DO 13 1~=I,25 
XU=XNIII+<K-1)*DIFF .--' 




c *._* ...... *** ... 
:- - "-_ .. ~ ....... 7. ~ ::: '~ .• 








DIFF=(XMAX-XMIH)'24. DO Ie Kcl,25 
XU=XNIH+(K-l)*DIFF 





•••• $*"**.*. UP HORtH. FOR 


















_ : t 
End of Document 
